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. By STEWART MacLEOD 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Just who would form the next 
' federal government remained 
in doubt today as Canada’s po- 
; litical leaders huddled with ad- 
' visers—and al»o received no 
end of unsolicited advice— 
- about settling the tightest gen­
eral election battle in the coun­
try’s history.
Witb the Conservatives hold­
ing 109 seats, and the Liberals 
108, it was not known whether 
Prime Minister Trudeau would 
try to maintain power with one 
. less seat or turn the govern- 
.J ment over to Robert Stanfield’s 
, Conservatives. The New Demo- 
cratic Party,, with 30 seats, 
holds the effective balance of 
power. - . ■.
; The Social Credit Party 
elected 15 MPs, all from Que­
bec;, and two independent mem­
bers won their ridings.
Mr. Trudeau war to ■- med- 
with his cabinet today (o' dis­
cuss the outcome of Monday's 
election and, presumably, the 
likely course to be followed. 
With recounts likely in some 
. half dozen ridings, a' decision 
may be deferred for a- week or 
two.
The prime minister could re­
sign and let Mr. Stanfield form 
, a minority government or he 
'could face Parliament and risk 
defeat by a combined opposi­
tion which now outnumbers the 
Liberals 154 to 109.
While most constitutional ex­
perts—and' many have ex- 
pressed opinions—say Mr. 
Trudeau should face Parlia­
ment before resigning, there 
are precedents tor both courses 
of action. Either a Liberal or 
Conservative government would 
require the voting support of 
the NDP to sumve, and all 
party leaders are no doubt 
studying the political con­
sequences of the various al­
ternatives open to them.
The party in power has far 
greater opportunities to control 
events,'but on the other hand 
the risks are obviously greater. 
In any event, many people are 
predicting that the minority sit­
uation will bring on another 
election long before the normal 
four-to-five year term. And, 
traditionally, smaller parties 
caught in a squeeze between 
two major parties seeking a 
clear majority have-not fared 
well.
-i.All of these factors likely will 
be. high in mind as the party 
leaders’ study their strategies.
Meanwhile, Mr. Stanfield has 
made it clear he :s ready to as­
sume power, and he told an Ot­
tawa news conference Tuesday 
night that Mr. Trudeau should 
resign. “The prime minister 
has lost the confidence of the 
people ... he should resign.”
The Conservative leader said 
that if he assumed office he 
would not make “adjustments 
in philosophy or approach to 
try to get the support of Mr. 
Lewis or anyone else."
In Downtown Rutland
■ • . • !■ X. ■ 1.. . . C
Quebec Results'Disappointing1
Mr. Stanfield was the first 
party leader to hold a post-elec­
tion news conference and offer 
some opinions on why his re­
surgent party battered down 
the Liberals in all provinces 
■ west of Quebec. And so far as 
Quebec Is concerned, where the 
Conservatives won only two of 
74 seats, he said support came 
from about 20 per cent of the 
province’s population and this 
was increasing right up to elec­
tion day.
While he was disappointed 
. with the Quebec results, the 
foundations had been laid for 
good results In the future.
"Any government I lead will 
be a government for all Cana­
dians.”
Various reasons have been of­
fered as to why The Liberals 
swept 56;bf Quebec’s 74 seats
and then failed to win a major­
ity in any other province. Re­
gional Expansion Minister Jean 
Marchand said the election re­
vealed widespread discontent in 
the more affluent and English- 
speaking provinces with effort 
to reduce regional disparity in 
Quebec and eastern Canada,
Added State Secretary Ge­
rard Pelletier: ’’Rich people 
don’t like to pay for poor 
people.”
There; were many other rea­
sons offered .for the decline i ol' 
the Liberals, to 108 from 147 
seats, and the growth of the 
Conservatives, to 109 from 73.
Environment Minister Jack 
Davis said the Liberals ran a 
weak campaign that invited de- 
feat. ” . . . we campaigned on 
a record and you don’t win that 
way."
1'
THREE WINDOWS BROKEN IN RUTLAND 
Halloween Excuse for Vandalism
Hell's Angels 'Burying Ground' 
Reportedly Found By Police
HE'S LOADED 
FOR BEAR . 
DETROIT (AP) John
B.C. Calls It Trudeauphobia
J , VANCOUVER (CP)—Although 
recounts were possible in three 
of British Columbia’s 23 ridings 
after Monday’s federal general 
election, it was readily appar­
ent Tuesday that the province's 
voters had translated their un­
ease about the policies of Prime 
Minister Trudeau into a mas­
sive anti-Liberal vote.
The Liberals. who held 16 of 
the*23r seats after the 1968 elec­
tion, saw their representation 
eroded to four, with the Con­
servatives rising from no scats 
in 1968 to eight and the New 
Democratic Party capturing the 
other 11 seats, four more than 
In 1968.
•, In Okanagan-Kootenay, where
Liberal Douglas Stewart held on 
by a narrow 77-vote margin 
over teacher Howard Johnston, 
fi recount was almost certain, 
although Mr. Johnston said he 
was assessing his position..
In the ridings of Coast-Chil- 
potin and Burnaby - Seymour, 
where Liberals Paul St. Pierre 
and Ray Perrault were over­
turned by margins of less than 
400 voters, both said they were 
contemplating asking for re­
counts.
The B.C. voter, swept along 
by the tide of Trudeaumania In 
1968, had rejected the Liberal 
party’s policies this time 
arouhd, turning out in heavy 
numbers to overturn the Lib­
erals.
UKIAH, .Calif. (AP) — Sher­
iffs investigators continue their 
search today for more bodies 
on a tree-screened ranch which 
a state attorney says is ru­
mored to be a “burying 
ground” for the Hell’s Angels 
motorcycle gang.
The remains of two men and 
a woman already have been 
found on the ranch in what 
Dick Adams, special assistant 
I; o state- Attorney-Geheral 
Svelle Younger, said were orig­
inally well-holes.
tion concerning additional bod- 
les,” Adams said.
The owners of the rolling 
ranch land three miles south­
west of Ukiah where the three 
bodies were discovered Monday 
night, George Wethern, 33, and 
his wife Helen, 29, have been 
charged with ’ possession and' 
sale of. drugs. Wethern also was 
charged with possessing stolen
Edward Olson now is Bear. 







youth answers to 
Yogi, Smokey and 
bearish nicknames
___  having his name 
changed legally last week.
11
“Since there are other slm- 
ar holes in the area, these will
bow be examined, although we 
do not have specific informa-
Thieu Shunts Aside U.S. Plans 
And Demands Own Peace Talks
SAIGON (AP) - Shunting 
•aide the United States, Presi­
dent Nguyen Van Thieu de­
manded tod°y that the Commu­
nis' in both North and South 
Vietnam negotiate a peace set­
tlement with his government.
He repeated his demand for 
the withdrawal of all North 
Vietnamese troops from South 
Vietnam and his rejection of a 
“disguised' coalition govern­
ment."
..Thieu offered to hold the ne.
Uoni anywhere in the
Outh Vietnamese presl- 
itllned a plan calling for 
ate conferences between
J7
his government and North Viet­
nam to work out a ceasefir# 
and between Saigon and the 
Viet Cong to negotiate a politi­
cal settlement. He made no 
mention of U.S. participation.
“Today, the Republic of Viet­
nam government and myself, 
representing the South Viet­
namese people, demand that 
the North Vietname---' n)mmii- 
nlsts conduct serious dis­
cussions in order to- sign a 
treaty on peace and a ceasefire 
between South and North Viet­
nam in any place, whether in 
Paris or in anv other country in 
tile world,” Thieu said.
“Today, we also demand that 
the Jo-called South Vietnamese 
Liberation Front organization 
discus# seriously the Issues in 
order to sign a political solution 
tor South Vietnam's Internal af­
fairs, in Paris, or .right in Sai­
gon, or In any other country In 
the world."
property. ;
Authorities • said that he 
former Hell’s Angel. »
is a
Total Of 35 People Arrested 
In Halloween 'Celebrations'
Mass disturbances in Rutland : 
Halloween night marred what i 
was otherwise described as a 
quiet night in the remainder of 
the Central Okanagan. RCM? 1 
arrested 18 adults and nine 
juveniles as a result of the rock­
throwing window-breaking spree 
at the corner of Highway 33 and 
, Belgo Road and a further eight 
adults in and around the Rut­
land area.
Sergeant Vic Edwards of the 
Kelowna RCMP detachment said 
12 officers had been assigned 
to patrol the Rutland area, but 
. when large crowds began to 
gather reinforcements were call­
ed. He said at the peak of the 
disturbances around 7:30 p.m. 
there were 40 patrolmen at the 
scene. ■ . . ■■
All 26 adults arrested in the 
Rutland melee will appear in 
provincial court in Kelowna 
Friday.
The adults charged with caus­
ing a disturbance were: Nick
man, 18, Rutland; Robert Me* 
Lead, 20, Rutland; Edward 
Lishka, 19, ■ Rutland; Barry 
William Bremner; 17, Rutland; 
Thomas Spencer, 19, Ellison; 
Norman Arthur Bailey, 18, Rut­
land; Leslie Carnegie, 19, Rut* 
land; Robert Haynes, 19, Rut* 
land; Alfred Evans, 18, Rut* 
land.
Sgt. Edwards said damage in 
the vicinity of the problem was 
limited to windows being
Malakoff, 18, Rutland; Robert
Connatty, 19, Kelowna; Walter







Bradley, 18, Rutland; Gary 
Neid, 19, Rutland; Steve Purdy, 
18, Kelowna; Don Hopewell, 19, 
Rutland; Gerald Kam, 20, Rut­
land; Keith Titanich, 17, Rut­
land; Ronald Gelowitz, 18, Rut­
land; Calvin Graham Scott, 17, 
Rutland; Ian Ritchie Staples, 
18, Surrey; Leroy Armbruster, 
19, .Rutland; Leslie Allen Kro­
gel, 17, Rutland; Edward Ussel-
smashed in four businesses. He 
said the youths gathered at 
around 6:30 p.m. and began 
shouting and throwing eggs and 
rocks at passing vehicles.
He said when patrol cars be* • 
gan to move in on the . gather* 
ing estimated at one point to be .. 
100 strong, the youths began to 
pelt RCMP vehicles with debris 
ranging from sticks to eggs. At* 
tention of the group then focus* 
ed on nearby businesses where 
windows began to shatter from 
thrown rocks.
Sgt. Edwards said a. warning 
was issued to the youths to 
disperse but he said it went un- / 
heeded.- The police then movedf 
■in en masse and began to 
rest the offenders. AU arrested 
were brought back to the 
RCMP headquarters in Kelowna 
where they wiere charged with 
causing a disturbance. The nine . 
juveniles were later released to 
, parents, while the adults were 
, released at 'varying times 






Libya Studies ■ I
Hijack Plea
BEIRUT (AP) - The Libyan 
government indicated today it 
will reject a West German de­
mand that it try the two Arab 
hijackers who forced the re­
lease Suhday of three Palestin­
ian terrorists held for the 11 Is­
raeli murders at the Olympics.
Libyan Foreign Minister 
Mansour Klkhya said in Dam­
ascus, Syria, that his govern­
ment would refuse any request 
for the extradition of the two 
hijackers and the three terror­
ists. He said none of them 
faced any charges in Libya.
The West German foreign 
ministry said its demand Hint 
Libya try flic hijackers was 
given Tuesday to Ambassador 
Jalal Mohamed Daghely in 
Bonn.
STARTED BY RUMORS
Younger said the search for 
bodies on the Wethern ranch 
began "in response to rumors 
the area was being used as a 
Hell’s Angels burying ground."
Adams added that "some of 
the victims were believed to 
have been murdered by several 
members of the Hell’s Angels, 
and Contra Costa County has 
issued warrants of arrest for 
these subjects.”
However, Contra Costa Dis­
trict Attorney William O’MaBey 
denied warrants had been is­
sued, and Mendocino County 
Sheriff Reno Bartolomei said it 
was still uncertain how the 
three victims died.
In Fairfield, Calif., where 
farm labor contractor Juan Co­
rona Is charged with murdering 
25 men and burying them in 
shallow graves in Sutter 
County, defence counsel Rich­
ard Hawk huddled with the 
prosecution and udge after 
hearing of the Ukiah case.
"It may not be anything nt 
nil but I will investigate it,” 
said Hawk. He contends Corona 
Is innocent and the mass mur­
ders were committed by nn ns 
yet unidentified homosexual 
homocidpl maniac.
Probate Judge Joseph Per­
nick approved the name 
change after Bear explained 
nobody knew him by his real 
name. Pernick said he could 
find no law against having a 
single name.
Bear said, the name calling 
began when he was a boy. He 
was small for his age* and 
people considered him cud­
dly, like a teddy bear. Some­
times they would call him 
Johnny Bear, or Yogi or 
Smokey.
"And then it was just plain 
Bear,” Bear said. “It’s been 
that way for about eight 
years.”
McGovern
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Winning NDP Candidate Has Lead Cut To 55
WINNIPEG (CP) — A re-tolly of returns from Monday's 
federal election shows that New Democrat Doug Rowland 
had only a 55-vote margin cut from 1,220, over a Conservative 
opponent in Selkirk riding, constituency returning officer 
Grant Del Bigio said today.
PM To Speak 
At 3 P.M. Today
OTTAWA (CP) -- Prime Min- 
ister Trudeau will hold a news 
conference later todav. prob­
ably around fl p m. EST, his of- 
(ice said today.
Mr. Trudeau Is tn meet his 
cabinet at 2 p m. and review 
the. re*«U» id Monday** general 
election. With some recounts 
still tn conic, the Conservatives 
tow hi»vr 109 seats to 1(MI for 
the lalierah.
Oakland Athletics Owner Fined $2,500
NEW YORK (AP) — Bowie Kuhn, commissioner of base­
ball, b»s fined Charles O. Kinley, owner of the world chain­
bion Oakland Athletics, $2,500 for giving Increased compen­
sation to two of his players during the World Scries. The 
commissioner said Finley's netion violated the baseball rule 
forbidding incentive payments.
Four Killed When 2 Swiss Trains Collide
AIGLE, Switzerland (Reuter) — Four persons were killed 
and several Injured in a tra n crash near here, police said. 
Police said that a passenger train coming from Sion, col­
lided with a freight train in the station of St. Triphon village.
U.S. Copter Crashes In Vietnam Killing 22
........SAIGON <AP) — ■ A Wg U.S. helicopter crashed tn a 
flooded rite fleld In the Mekong Delta -.outhwest of Saigon 
Tuesday, killing all 22 Americans aboard, field reports said 
today.
Not Fazed
NEW YORK (CP) — Senator 
George McGovern gave no sign 
of dismay today at the latest 
public opinion poll showing that 
he has lost ground to President" 
Nixon in the last week in the 
battle for the UiS. presidency.
McGovern, the Democratic 
presidential candidate, said the 
polls are simply wrong nnd the 
latest one in particular. He con­
tinued to nredlct that he would 
win next Tuesday’s election.
“There’s a climate of fear to­
day that makes people nfrnld to 
give answers to pollsters," 
McGovern said in a television 
interview Tuesday night ns he 
ermpnigned In New York shite.
President Nixon, meanwhile, 
plnnn'-d fo stop up his low-key 
campaign in the last five days 
before polling with at least two 
paid country-wide television ad­
dresses nnd visits to Chicngo, 
Oklahoma, Rhode Island and 
California.
KENNEDY HELPS
McGovern also campaigned 
In the blue-collar ‘'bedroom 
communities” of New Jein-y, 
across the Hudson River fiom
TORONTO (CP) — A blind 
girl was offered "any assist­
ance in any shape or form” by 
a total stranger Tuesday to pre­
vent her deportation from Can­
ada.
The offer was fnade at an im­
migration appeal board hearing 
considering the case of 23-year- 
old Lynn Hackett by Roger 
Saunders, a contractor, who 
had read a newspaper account 
of Miss Hackett’s plight.
She came to Canada from 
California three years ago and 
worked as a babysitter and 
housekeeper while applying for 
landed-immigrant status.
Her application was refused 
because she suffers from a 
mild form of epilepsy causing 
dizzy spells and because she 
scored only 41 of the required 
50 points required for admis­
sion in the immigration depart­
ment’s qualification ratings.
Deportation proceedings were 
speeded when the department 
discovered that Miss Hackett 
had received a $70 welfare pay- 
ment when she was out of 
work.
She told the three-man. board 
she has a $75-a-week job and 
would be happy to return the 
payment.
"I have never had a relative 
I could turn to in the U.S.," sjie 
said. "I would like to stay be­
cause of the friends I have 
made nnd because the oppor­
tunities are better."
Mr. Saunders, who came 
from England five years ago, 
offered to guaraYiteo that Miss 
Hackett does not become a pub­
lic charge.
Energy Needs'Direction
Rutland Regional District 
director Mel Marshall said to­
day the people of Rutland were 
going to have to find out what 
the youth of the ompaCnity 
 
want. , -
He said that possibly an arena 
in the area would channel the 
young people’s energy into 
something useful. Staff Ser­
geant Ken Attree said that dur­
ing the peak of the disturbance 
several Rutland 'businessmen 
had volunteered help to the 
police. He said this was appre­
ciated and he commended them 
for it. '
S.-Sgt, Attree said although 
police, attention throughout the 
night focused on the Rutland 
area, he said the majority of 
area youths were well behaved.
Kelowna youth came in for 
particular praise as S. Sgt. At­
tree said incidents in Kelowna 
were kept to a minimum and 
no serious reports of vandalism 
were received.
In other parts of the Central 
Okanagan, only Isolated Inci­
dents were reported and the
ULSTER KILLINGS
New , with Senator Erl-
ward Kennedy nt his side.
Kennedy stirred a crowd of 
several thousand at one outdoor 
rally with a prediction that 
McGovern would come from 
behind to win—like Harry Tru­
man in 1918 and his brother, 
John Kennedy. In I960.
STOCKS SPURT
NEW YORK (AP) -- Stock
market prices spurted forward 
sharply today In active trading.
'Ilie noon Dow Jones average 
of 30 industrials wan ahead 
10.54 tn 966 OR on top of a gain 
of 9.10 points Tuesday. ,
ROYAL DISCORD
In Aberystwyth, Wales, 
Prince Charles, above, was 
criticized today over ins 
prowess nt playing the cello. 
.Students nt Jhc University of 
Wales complained that his 
playing did not merit this turn- 
orary mtiMc degree which the 
university plans to confer on 
him. The 24ye,n old prince 
studied Welsh at Aberystwyth.
night generally went by quietly. ■ 1 
S. Sgt. Attree said a picker’s 1 
cabin in Westbank was set \ 
ablaze and a broken windoW'v-™ 
was reported in Winfield. V
S. Sgt. Attree said that mer- 
chants in the Westbank area \ 
were a valuable asset to police 
during the night as they set up 
their own patrols, thus keeping 
any Incidents there to a bare 
minimum.
; The RCMP' detachment chief 
expressed concern over the in­
creasing reports of vandalism 
in Rutland, which came to an 
apfex Tuesday night. Hd said 
the problem had been dumped 
on police, but he asserted that . 
this was not the problem. He 
said the Rutland area was re­
ceiving blanket coverage front 
the Kelowna detachment. He 
hinted that parents In the area 
should be taking a long hard 
look at their supervision of 
children. He also said there 
has been a marked decrease in 
activities In Rutland geared to 
the young people of the, com­
munity.
No Trick Or Treat
For 2 Little Girls
BELFAST (AP) — Two little 
girls made up In fancy dress to 
celebrate Halloween, the eve of 
All Saints’ Day, were killed by 
a powerful bomb blast Tuesday 
night in a frosh spasm of 
Northern Ireland bloodletting.
A British soldier and a teen­
aged civilian also died during 
the day to raise the province's 
known death ‘oil to 624 since 
1969, nnd 413 this year alone.
The girls, six-year-old Paula 
Strong nnd her playmate Clare 
Hughes, 4, were dressed In 
masks and witches hats nnd 
dancing around a bonfire n few
minutes before the bomb 
erupted outside Henny's Bar in 
Ship Street, Belfast.
Paula and Clare left their fire 
to knock at ths tavern door for 
pennies, residents of the mainly 
Protestant district aaid.
The 100-pound bomb, planted 
in ( a cur outside the Homan 
Catholic bar, went off. It prac­
tically destroyed the ground 
floor of the -.avern, bringing 
tons of masonry crashing down 
on the girls. Paula died imme­
diately, Clare later In hospital.
A woman living nearhy said: 
“They were just like bloody 
bundles of rags lying there.*’
Other Casualties During Oct. 31
NEW YORK (AP) - An el- 
drily St. I/rids man died after 
being robbed while on a trip to 
buy trick or treat candy. A 
New Jersey policeman suffered 
severe eye Injuries In a Hallow­
een prank. A firecracker cost a 
Tennessee man a burst ear­
drum. '
These and other Incidents 
Tuesday night marked the vio­
lent aide of a holiday better 
known for pumpkins, cMtwnrt 
and happy children.
the store with candy for young­
sters when he was ncco-tcd in 
nn alley.
He returned to Ids home and 
told hl« wife he had just been 
robbed "by ‘.wo fellows with 
knives.” He then collapied, ap­
parently of a heart attack, po­
lice said. No trrre was found of 
the robbers.
Police Sgt. Joseph Quinn In 
Somerville, N.J, suffered «e. 
veie Injuries to both eyes when 
a railroad tie loused by pranks-
James Pelican, 79. « retired jlers from the rrllway overpass 
St. Izmi» irstau-ant owner. waslcrashed through the windshield 
returning home from * trip to I of his car.
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NAMES IN NEWS
'Major Battle Looms In ILK Royal Occasion For Dutch Twins
Quebec Liberals Express Concern For Control Of Bowater Corp
Meinbers of the Quebec prov­
incial' Liberal party expressed 
their concern Tuesday with pos­
sible friction resulting from a 
predominantly French-speaking 
Liberal party in Ottawa pitted 
agaihst an almost totally Eng­
lish-speaking Progressive Con­
servative party. “It’s disturb­
ing," William Tetley, English- 
speaking minister of financial 
institutions, said in Quebec. 
“This polarization of opposites 
is going to be bad ... you just 
• can’t hide that.”
A minority federal govern­
ment is good for Canada at this 
particular time, Opposition 
Leader W. A. C. Bennett said 
Tuesday in Victoria. The former 
Social Credit premier said no 
party deserved to voutright 
and predicted Prime Minister 
Trudeau will not resign his posi­
tion.
Monday’s • general election was 
unemployment—-not bilingualism 
policies or an, English-Canadian 
backlash.
All 15 members of Chile’s 
cabinet resigned Tuesday— to 
give Presidept. Salvador Al­
lende a free hand in figuring 
out a way to end three straight 
weeks of strikes, street demon­
strations, sabotage and political 
conflict.
A 33-year-old Detroit man 
captured by FBI agents as he 
hid behind a shower curtain in 
his home was given a prelimin­
ary hearing Tuesday on a 
charge he attempted to extort 
$400,000 from American Airlines
day in Lillooet. “He should bury 
his pride—if he’s got any pride 
in Canada—make a deal with 
the NDP and go along with it,” 
said the 85-year-old editor of 
the weekly Bridgeriver-Lillooet 
News. “Maybe toe two parties 
would be better off for joining 
each other." ,
Cyril While, who resigned two 
weeks ago as Chief Judge of the 
Provincial Court of'British Col­
umbia, tendered his resignation 
in Vancouver Tuesday as chair­
man of the Workmen’s Com­
pensation Board of B.C. Mr. 
White, WCB chairman since 
1968, said in a prepared state­
ment that he planned to return
BRYCE MACKASEY 
.. . not B and B
antto private law practice, 
suggested to the provincial gov­
ernment that his resignation be
effective Jan. 31, 1973.
Manpower Minister . Bryce 
Mackasey said Tuesday in 
Montreal the major factor in
by treatening to blow up a 
plane; FBI agents said Dennis 
Littlejohn telephoned the air­
lines last Friday and threaten­
ed to dynamite a plane unless 
he was given $400,000 in cash.
The Royal Bank of Canada 
announced Tuesday in Montreal 
the appointment of R. C. Fraiee 
of Toronto as chief general 
manager.
Prime Minister Trudeau 
should seek an1 alliance with the 
New Democratic Party and get 
on with governing the country, 
Margaret (Ma) Murray said to-
Willlam J. Carradine, 43, 
vice-president and general man­
ager of the London Free Press 
for the last four years, has 
been appointed a vice-president 
of Southam Press Ltd., Southam 
has announced.
The Soviet Union successfully 
launched eight Cosmos satel­
lites today with one carrier 
rocket, an exercise simulating 
the launch of missiles with mul­
tiple warheads. It was the fifth 
time the Russians have launch­
ed a cluster shot of eight sput­
niks. The Russians never give 
details on the missions of the 
unmanned Cosmos series.
LONDON (CP) - Trafalgar 
House Investments Ltd. made a 
surprise takeover bid today for 
the Bowater Corp., which in­
cludes major pulp and paper 
interests in Canada among its 
international holdings.
The bid, estimated to . be 
worth £130 million ($312 mil­
lion), would conflict with Bow­
ater plans to bid for Rail! Inter­
national, an international trad­
ing group.
The projected Bowater-Ralli 
transaction was billed as an at­
tempt to combine the adminis­
trative experience of the big 
paper manufacturer and the 
commercial flair associated 
with the trading company.
But now, with the Trafalgar, 
House offer, .v major battle 
seems to be shaping up on the 
, London business scene.
Bowater Chairman Martin
Ritchie, expressing his surprise 
at the latest development, eaid 
Trafalgar House’s bid is sub­
ject' to the withdrawal of the 
paper company's: offer to Ralli.
“I can't forsee what the re­
sult will be,”. Ritchie said in an 
interview. •
NIJMEGEN (Reuter) — Boy- 
and-girl twins born Oct. 13 to 
Princess Irene, second eldest 
daughter of Queen Juliana and 
Prince Bernhard of thei Nether­
lands were christened in the 
Saint Radboud Hospital here
and were named Margarita 
Marla Beatrix and Jaime Ber-
nardo.
HIGH TIDE '
The St. Lawrence ? River’s 
tides range up to 18 feet at 
Quebec City. i’
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd, 
1654 Ellis SL
. TORONTO (CP) — Prices on 
-the Toronto stock market rose
• moderately higher in active 
piid-morning trading today.
; The ihdustri’il index, consid­
ered a major indicator of mar­
ket trend, was up .66 to 203.81, 
golds .04 to 177.74 and western 
oils .34 to 244.37. Base metals, 
however, were off .43 to 82.31.
. Volume by 11 a.m. was 803,- 
DOO shares compared with 676,- 
tOO traded by the same time 
Tuesday.
. Oil refining, pipeline, chem­
ical and merchandising stocks 
were ' sectors of the market 
recording-ihe most gains while 
communication, steel, beverage 
and general manufacturing is­
sues were off slightly.
Advances outnumbered gains 
131 to 97. while 146 issues re- 
inained unchanged;
> Laidlaw rose 1 to $39, Impe­
rial Oil % to $41% Pacific Pete 
% to $40%, DuPont % to $29, 
Shell Canada % to $52% and 
Texas Gulf % to $17%.
-v^vDome Pete slipped % to 
la&.'^White Pass Yukon % to 
$12, Van Ness Industries 3 
cents to 59 cents, Greyhound 
Computer 5 cents to $1.25 and 
Spar Aerospace 15 cents to 
$3.75.
- Sherritt Gordon advanced % 
to $14%, Teck Corp. B 35 cents 
to $4-50 and Consolidated Ram­
bler 16 cents to $2.60. Denison 
fell % to $27% and Iso Mines 10 
ncents to $3.90.
Noranda 
Nor. Cent. Gas 
Oshawa Wholesale 









Tor. Dom. Bank 
Trans/ Can. Pipe 
































































































Alex Pringle, a veteran of 43 
years in newspaper work and 
former financial editor of The 
Canadian Press, died Monday 
in Toronto. He was 91.
The sighting of a yeti, or 
abominable snowman, and the: 
discovery of strange .tracks 
have been reported by two 
members of a Japanese climb­
ing expedition which just re­
turned to Katmandu, Nepal, 
from the Himalayan region. The 
leader of the expedition, Tadaki 
Sahashi, and American James 
Pritchard said that Sept. 20 on 
Putha Hinuchuli mountain sev­
eral sherpas ■ shouted out that 
thejr could see the yeti above 
them. ' ‘ ■
Social Credit leader W. A. C. 
Bennett called on the provincial 
government Tuesday to provide 
immediate crop disaster aid to 
















































































VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
were up in moderate trading on 
•the Vancouver Stock Exchange 
(today. First-hout volume was 
500,339 shares.
< Most active... Industrial issue 
^.jwas Thermo Plex, unchanged at 
ft $2 after a turnover of 7,000
< ' Leading oil was Monterey A, 
up .03 at .86 on a volume of 
’97,800 shares.
Most active mine was Artadia 













































































































Trafalgar House . assumed 
control last year of the Cunard 
shipping line and has a wide 
range of othtr holdings, in­
cluding a major British con­
struction firm,
Trafalgar House, led by Nigel 
Broackes, said in a statement 
its directors are confident “that 
the merger of THI and Bowater 
will create a strong inter­
national business and that this 
growth record over the last 
decade, coupled with' proved 
management success in a wide 
range of activities, will con­
tinue for the benefit of share­
holders of both companies?’
Would You Like to Be A Pilot?
It’s Easier Than Yon Think
CARIBOO 
AIR CHARTER 
North End Kelowna Airport
ft Private and Commercial Licence 
Float Endorsement
ft Instructor’s Rating ☆ Night Rating
Problem Of Depleted Fish 
Tackled By N. Pacific Group
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 765-5128.
For Information on the area’s only Government Approved 
School and all our courses Tax Deductible, ' '
VANCOUVER (CP)—The In­
ternational North Pacific Fish­
eries Commission tackled the 
problem of depleting stocks of 
commercial fish during the 
opening session of its 19th an­
nual meeting here.
Senator Guy Williams told 
delegates from Canada, Japan 
and the U.S. Canada is worried 
about the continuing develop-
nett said in’Victoria: “There is 
no reason wjjy the established 
provincial major disaster fund 
of $25 million especially set up 
by. the Social Credit govern­
ment could not be used, for look­
ing after the crop failure situa­
tion in the Peace River right 
now.”
A 27-year-old Pointe Claire, 
Montreal man, wounded in a 
gun battle with police Sunday in 
the Montreal suburb, died Tues­
day night iii hospital. Pointe 
Claire police said Rene Legault 
died in hospital shortly after 9 
p.m. Tuesday. A police bullet 
had lodged in his spine at the 
base of his skull. He was shot 
by officers from the Montreal 
police department on special 
duty in the suburb to help, com­















VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
British Columbia Court of Ap­
peal Tuesday cut forest fire 
damages awarded MacMillan 
Bloedel Ltd; for a fire on Van­
couver Island by $136,313 to $1,- 
077,356.
British Columbia Hydro and 
Alex Brayden, a highways de­
partment foreman, were found 
liable for the fire which swept 
through 6,400 acres of forest 
near Sproat Lake in 1967.’Hydro
U.S. Sailors
Make Protest
was assessed 65 per cent of 
the damages and Mr. Brayden 
was assessed 35 per cent by 
B.C. Supreme Court. ,
The appeal court upheld the 
Supreme Court ruling that Hy­
dro was 65 per cent to blame but 
cut Mr. Brayden’s liability to 
17.5 per cent. It assessed the 
other 17.5 per cent against de­
fendants who had been cleared 
in the Supreme Court trial — 
Windsor Construction (1962) and 
Roy David Adams, a blaster 
employed by Windsor Construc­
tion. ■ ■
. The court reduced the total 
award to MacMillan;Blondel on 
appeals by Hydro against two
ments of fisheries by nations 
not members of this commis­
sion.”
“We in Canada are concerned 
with the depleted condition of 
groundfish stocks, notabtv ocean 
perch,which show the effects of 
over-fishing, and with the grow­
ing fishery of black cod stocks 
off the North American coast,” 
he said.
Huge Russian fishing fleets 
have been harvesting the perch 
and black cod stocks for the 
past 10 years.
’ Another speaker, M. -E. Brood­
ing, chairman of the U.S. sec­
tion, echoed the senator’s re­
marks.
“We are also concerned over 
the decline of Pacific perch in 
the Gulf of Alaska and the 
Bering Sea,” he said.
He also expressed dismay at 
the decline of the sockeye sal­
mon catch in. Bristol Bay, which 
he said is normally the most 
productive salmon area in the 
Pacific. Bristol Bay is north of 
the Alaskan Peninsula.
He.said the 1972 sockeye run 
in there was the smallest on 
, record and1 that a “drastic re­
duction of the U.S. fishery will 




















MONTREAL (CP) — A slight 
earth tremor recently shook 
residents of Hudson, off the 
western tip of Montreal island. 
A police spokesman said the 
tremor lasted a few seconds— 
“It felt as if there had been a 
dynamite blast very far away." 
Rev. Maurice Buist of the Bre- 
beuf College geophysical centre 
said:' “Our instruments show it 







(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
Alta. Gas Trunk 14% 15
^Alcan 20% 21%
iB. of Montreal 19% 20%
■'Bank of N.S. 37% 38
Bell Canada 42% 42%
Bow Valley 37% 37%
’B.C. Sugar 19% 20
•B.C. Telephone 57% 58
Cdn. Imp. Bank 26% 26%
Cdn. Ind. Gas & Oil 10% 11
Cdn. Industries IG’Zi 16%
C.P.I. Wts. 2.55 2.60
C.P. Ltd. 14% 14%
Cominco 24% 24%
Consumers Gas 17% 17%
Cooper Canada 17% 17%
Distillers Seagram 37 37><!
Dofasco 27% 27%
Dom. Textiles 9% 9%
Electrohome 18% 18%
Fal<;onbridRe 58'% 58%
First City Finan. 14 14%








Home Oil A 
Hudson . Ray Co. 
Husky Oil 
Imeprtal Oil 
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Balco Forest Prod. 










Great Pac. Ind. 
Grouse Mtn.

































































































Shews 7 and 9 p.m. — (Mature)
PARAMOUNT
Amnesty To Free 
Saigon Prisoners
SAIGON (Reutor) — Nearly 
700 political prisoners and con­
victed criminals will be re­
leased or their jail terms re­
duced under an amnesty to 
mark South Vietnam's national 
day Wednesday, President Ngu- 




SALONIKA (Reuter) — 
Greek security police clashed 
Monday with about 200 univer­
sity students demonstrating in 
the city’s main streets against 
the army-backed government. 
Ten students' were detained. 
Such demonstrations are pro­
hibited under martial Ihw.
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP)— 
Thirty-one sailors flown here 
from the Philippines under 
armed guard last week say 
they lived under unbearable 
conditions aboard ship and at ^a 
naval base, and they say the 
conditions led to drug problems 
and racial unrest.
The group presented a peti­
tion Tuesday to a representa­
tive of Senator Alan Cranston 
asking for a congressional in­
vestigation of conditions aboard 
7th Fleet ships in the Pacific 
and on the Subic Bay Naval 
Base in the Philippines.
“Servicemen are required to 
work long hours—24-to 36-hour 
shifts are not uncommon," the 
sailors said in statement. “The 
ships are hot and bug-infested. 
The officers and non-commis­
sioned officers harass and in­
timidate the lower enlisted 
ranks and discriminate against 
black and brown sailors. These 
conditions lead to drug prob­
lems and racial tension."
They said men who refuse, to 
work or who take drugs arc 
transferred to Subic Bay, 
where conditions “are more ex­
plosive than on the ships. . . . 
All of the dissenters are en­
closed in a barbed-wire com­
pound."
Last week 200 men from 
Subic Bay wore flown here, 
some for disciplinary hearings, 
some for drug treatment and 
some for discharge, the navy 
said.
accounts included.in it—$77,600 
for the cost of cutting down 
snags on the burned property 
and $58,713 for i eforestation.
Hydro’s 65 yer cent share of 
the award amounts tp $700,282 
while Mr. Brayden, Windsor 
Construction and Mr. Adams are 
liable for $377,074.
Court was told the fire started 
Aug. 16, 1967 and was out of 
control. for nearly two weeks 
during the peak of a dry period 
after a high-tension line was re­
located to facilitate work on a 
highway.
The road from Port Alberni to 
Tofino was being improved and 
a temporary power pole was 
erected with support wires 
pegged on MacMillan Bloedel 
land bordering the road. The 
fire started when a nock located 
near the base c.J the pole was 
blasted and toppled the 60,000- 
volt power line onto the guy 







12 noon to 2 p.m. 1 nn 
“Always Good” 1... *
1165 Harvey’ Aye. 
Phone 762-0789
KOKO CLUB
275 Leon Ave. Phones 762-2956 or 763-3407 









In 1069 the first Eskimo was 















Mon.-Frl, 11:30 a.in.-l;30 p.m.
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279 Bernard Ave. 
Phone 762-3.175


















— Personalized service □
— Comfortable, newly-refurbished 
rooms a
— A central downtown location □
— Great restaurant n
— Rates as low as $14.50 single n
Check them all — then check in with your 
friends in Vancouver... the
Ritz
International Hotel
f'r-erve (hrou.di V< >«f tMwl nr dinx t.
li'HW -,t,  .......... .... ((4U) (.1!; mu




24 Hour Emergency Service 
12 Month Budget Icnni 
Prompt, Courteous Service 
Free Burner Service
• Parts Replacement Plan
• Gulf Furnace and Financing
o Gulf Econojet Water Heaters — 




GULF OIL CANADA LTD






Five members of the federal 
department of industry, trade 
and commerce will attend an 
industrial seminar here Nov. 
9 sponsored by the Kelowna 
Chamber of Commerce. They 
will be joined by a represen­
tative of the provincial gov* 
eminent’s industry depart­
ment. .
Chamber officials said to­
day the government represen­
tatives will be here to inform 
people of the various incen­
tives which are available to 
businessmen from both ‘fed­
eral and provincial sources.
The program will begin at 
9:30 a.m. at the Capri Hotel 
with the morning session be­
ing devoted to information 
concerning specific programs 
and the afternoon will be cen­
tered around individual con­




Regatta director-general Ev 
McKee is puzzled at the extent 
of a recommendation regard­
ing the future of the Kelowna 
International Regatta submitted 
to council by the city’s recrea­
tion advisory committee.
The .RAC recommends the 
Regatta Association "be en­
couraged to consider the re­
moval, in the immediate future, 
of all but its waterfront activi- 
tie sout of City Park during an­
nual Regatta Week.”
"It’s, easier to tear something 
down,” Mr. McKee said today, 
“butwe would like to see some 
constructive. suggestions for a 
change." I can’t , see how it’s 






As traditional as apple pie, 
Halloween 'bqbbing* provided * 
the John Procter household in 
Lakeview Heights with a lot 
of fun and games Tuesday.
Testing their dunking prowess 
are, left to right, Sandra 
Wright, Gregory Andreen, 
Jennifer Andreen, Michael 
Bregeda and Colleen Procter.
The scene was duplicated in
hundreds of homes as part'of 
the general Halloween menu, 
along with trick or treat and 
other festive fun. City and dis-
trict swarmed with thousands 
of ghosts and goblins, many 
who materialized on city 
streets as early as 5 p.m.
(Courier Photo)
: Haryey Crossing At KSS 
To City Traffic Committee
;' The problem of students cros- 
, sing Harvey Avenue in the vic- 
< inity of the Kelowna Secondary 
School'hiss-been handed over to 
-the- city’s traffic advisory com­
mittee for recommendation on 
• whether a school crossing 
; should be set where the 
: throughfare is joined by Ber­
tram Street.
Long a sore point between the 
city and the school board, the 
' latest in a series of letters be- 
■ tween the two was read Monday 
’ for aidermen. Signed by secre- 
: tary-treasurer Fred Macklin of 
। the school board, the letter said 
‘ the board “would point' out 
‘ again the situation which exists 
; was not created by the board.”
Mr. Macklin said that, in 
tact, very serious objections 
J were raised by the board to the 
; present location of the Dairy 
? Queen,.an ice cream restaurant 
I which was built across Harvey 
• opposite the school.
r The letter said the school 
; principal and staff have had no 
. success in their endeavors to 
* control .the constant traffic of 
’ students across the street and
CITY PAGE
Wednesday, November 1,1972
“. . . the board went to unnec­
essary expense to construct a 
fence along Harvey Avenue ...”
Mr. Macklin said the board 
was accused at that time, by a 
public letter in the press, and 
by phone calls, of having creat­
ed a concentration camp. The 
two openings in the fence, he 
said, are for students coming 
along Harvey to enter the school 
at the main entrance to the 
school, apd for other staff mem­
bers to get to their offices.
“It would not be practical to 
close these,” said the letter in 
answer to an apparent request 
by the city that this be done.
Aid. Walter Green said he 
agreed. “The Dairy Queen 
doesn’t have anything to do 
with it. Closing the gates will 
not have the slightest effect. •’
Mayor Hilbert Roth suggested 
the possibility of a special 
school crossing saying “we’re 
only-concerned that somebody’s 
going to get killed.” Council 
agreed the matter could be 
turned over to committee fof 
further review.
Dave Chapman Appointed 
To New Transport Post
Dave Chapman, former owner 
-and general manager of Chap­
mans Transport, which was sold 
,.,to the CNR in 1967, today an­
nounced his return to the trans­
it port Industry. Mr. Chapman 
* will join Van Kani Freightways 
r on Nov. 1, 1972, as Kelowna 
♦ Terminal Manager.
f Mr. Chapman managed his 
* former company for the CNR 
* for two years and then joined 
»the British Columbia govern- 
‘ ment to spearhead the estab- 
J Ushment of the Provincial Al- 
, liance of Businessmen in the 
1 Okanagan.
This organization was begun 
-’ to enhance employment place­
ment In B.C., to help the hard-
core unemployed, welfare re­
cipients and handicapped. The 
Provincial Alliance of Business­
men was scrapped by the new 
government, which came into 
power in the Aug. 30 election.
Mr. Chapman is currently 
president of the Kelowna Cham­
ber of Commerce and serves on 
many community projects. His 
latest venture is the construc­
tion and furnishings of the 
Sunnyvale Residence for Re­
tarded Adults, which will open 
on Dec. 1, 1972,
Along with his new position 
with Van Kam Freightways, 
Mr. Chapman intends to con­





Funeral services will be held 
Thursday from Day’s Chapel 
of Remembrance for a man 
well known in Kelowna business 
circles for almost half i 
century and a man who, will be 
long remembered for his com­
munity service and quiet gener­
osity. ,
Erle Alexander Murchison 
died early Tuesday following ’a 
lengthy illness
Mr Murchison was born in 
Ladner, in the Fraser Valley, 
and attended school on Lulu Is­
land before taking his first 30b 
as a junior teller with the Royal 
Bank branch in Steveston.
A year later, in 1916, he went 
to work on fishboats and tow 
boats operating out of ‘Van­
couver. He became involved in 
the fish-buying business and ip 
1919 was a member of a party 
which walked across the Alas­
kan peninsula in mid-winter to 
build a fish cannery.
In the fall of 1920, he came 
south to Nootka Sound, on Van­
couver Island, where another 
cannery was built. Several years 
later, he joined B.C. Packers’ 
operation at River’s Inlet.
Mr. Murchison’s next venture 
involved the purchase of a tow­
boat and together with another 
man, he towed logs and scows 
out of Vancouver. He became 
involved in the dredging of both 
the First and Second Narrows 
of that city’s Burrard Inlet-dur­
ing the early 1920s.
It was in 1926 that he arrived 
in Kelo\vna and it wasn’t long 
before a partnership began with 
H. A. Truswell, a business as­
sociation and friendship that 
was to last more than 40 years.
Their first venture was a 
Ford dealership known as Or­
chard City Motors, which oper­
ated on the site where the new
IN COURT
Arthur Nazerchuk, of Pentic­
ton was remanded to Jan. l(i 
without plea in provincial court 
today on four counts of false 
pretences and one count of theft 
over $200.
Fined $200 on a plea of guilty 
to a charge of operating a vehi­
cle while having a alcohol blood 
count of more than .08 per cent 
was George Alexander Slater 
of Penticton.
Gerald Roy Moser of Prince 
George, was remanded without 
plea to Jan. 10 on a charge of 
common assault.
Charged with refusing to take 
a breathalyzer test and opera­
ting a vehicle while having an 
alcohol blood count of more 
than .08 per cent, Edward Smu- 
land of Kelowna, was remand­
ed to Nov. 8.
Matt Turk of Kelowna, was 
remanded to Nov. 29 on a plea 
of not guilty to a charge of com­
mon assault.
John Kusumoto of Kelowna, 
was charged with assaulting a 
police officer, and was remand­
ed to Jan. 18 on a plea of not 
guilty. He also ■ pleaded not 
guilty to causing a disturbance 
in a public place, and was re­
manded to the same date.
100 Years Today
US'. SEEN and
Today is like no other day for 
Reginald Edward (Rex) Seeley.
With friends and relatives 
gathered around in the extend­
ed care unit at Kelowna* Gen­
eral Hospital, he celebrated his 
100th birthday, and among the 
list of well-wishers who sent 
greetings were the Queen, 
Prime Minister Trudeau, Pre­
mier Barrett, Lieutenant-Gov­
ernor John Nicholson and MP 
Bruce Howard.
Mr. Seeley was bom in Shep­
herd's Bush, England, on Nov. 
1, 1872. He first came to Can­
ada in 1897 with an East Kent 
regiment to which he had been 
transferred after enlisting in the 
British Army six years earlier.
He’d missed action in the 
Boer War after contracting 
scarlet fever shortly before his 
battalion left for overseas.
When his regiment returned 
to England in 1902, Mr. Seeley 
stayed behind, but a year later, 
returned to England with his 
bride-to-be, Blanche Gertrude 
Bowser, and her -mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Seeley were 
married Nov. 11 at 11 a.m., 
which coincided with the date 
and time on which Armistice 
was declared 15 years later. 
The Seeleys came to Kelowna m 
1913. In 1917, Mr. Seeley joined 
the 172nd Rocky Mountain Re- 
' giment, went to England, then 
; France, returning two years 
\ later.
Mr. Seeley’s working years 
were busy ones and he earned 
' his living as a carpenter, a 
farmer, a bookkeeper and fruit 
inspector. Mudh of his leisure 





. . . towboats to cars
HEARD
Public involvement program 
data sheet number eight is hot 
off the press and available to 
Valley residents, according to 
program co-ordinator, for the 
Okanagan Basin Water study, 
G. W. Sinclair.
Terence Ruttie will present a 
one-night lecture on the eco­
logy of the Arctic, at Kelowna 
Secondary School at 8 p.m., as 
part of the adult education and 
recreatior rogram.
Members of the Ogopogo 
I Radio Control Flyers will be
sponsoring a display starting 
hi 1. --m- ’ -j 1 Thursday at the Orchard Park■}«uWin8 n°w stands, shopping Centre. The club will 
The business was sold in 1961 show for three days the model 
and is now known as Arena airplanes they have built and 
.Motors. several live demonstrations will
PROUD TWIRLERS
Member* «f the Okanagan
»
Twirlette* proudly show off 
the hardware they brought 
home after 'attending..a' com-'
petition in Vancouver. In the 
picture »re t standing left to 
right! 10-jc«iM>ld Diane Per­
rot who placed second in be-
ginners* solo, and ninc-ycar- 
old Korina Ross. In the bot­
tom row (left to right) Laurie. 
Bocchlcr, eight yeitrs old. who 
picked up two reconds in be­
ginners’ solo and aerials; 
Kim I’shyk who ab,o napped 
second spot for a beginners’
solo and Arlene
seven years old.
the functions of the Regatta ara 
too varied to be held in a hap* t 
hazard manner throughout the | 
City.”
Earlier this year, the sugges- . | 
tlon was made the Regatta । । 
move to a permanent site and । 
the association has eyed the old; 
seaplane base near the railway* 1 
dock facilities in the city’s north 
end as a possible location.
But before such a move u: 
made and facilities built, Re*' 
gatta directors approved the 
idea of a thorough study of the 
annual event be undertaken by* 
a Vancouver' firm of fair con*- 
suitants. * .
They came before council with 
that idea several months ago’ 
and were told to outline their, 
proposal to the city’s advisory; 
planning committee. A meeting 
was held with the APC and fol* 
lowing a report by Clift 
Charles, recreation committee, 
representative on the planning', 
body,- the RAC made its recom­
mendation. i
It was contained in a memo*, 
randum to city administrator 
Doug Herbert, dated Sept. 28,, 
but it didn’t get on council’* 
agenda until last Monday night.
In the memorandum, the re*' 
creation committee’s secretary, 
J. M. Simons, explained, "gen* 
eral opinion amongst Recreation 
Advisory Committee members 
was that Kelowna City Park 
was not the proper place for > 
Regatta activities, with the pro* 
bable exception of its-water*
The Seeleys had two daugh­
ters, Mrs. S. H. (Doris) Tyn­
dall, of Winfield, and Mrs. Jim 
(Erica) Clarke, of Kelowna. 
Mrs. Seeley died in 1968. The 
family now includes four grand­
children and 13 great grand­
children, in addition to a bro­
ther and family in England and 
a sister and family in Austra­
lia.
Refreshments at t o d a y ’ s 
birthday celebrations were pro­
vided by the Catholic Women’s 
League of St. Pius X and en­
tertainment by the Mad Hatters 
of Rutland.
No Objections Put Forward 
For Rutland Developments
No objections were raised i Accommodation for
front attractions . . .”
It concluded with the recom* 
mendation that all but water- 
front activities be removed 
from the park.
Council decided to simply re­
ceive and file the report and 
Mayor Hilbert Roth comment­
ed, "that’s a very strong recom­
mendation, considering they 
have no place to go. I feel that 
if we do create a Regatta park, 
it would be for the use of all 
citizens of Kelowna except dur* 
ing Regatta week. ’■
“But a lot of study needs to 
be done before we force the Re* -
gatta out of City Park.”
However, no decision 
made on when or even 
study will be made, 




Tuesday to plans for a residen- citizens is planned. Parking is 
tial-commercial development in to be provided underground in 
Rutland, nor to plans for a some cases or within principal 
hotel near Highways 33 and 97. I
The Kelowna Tractor Com- be given. A slide show depicting 
pany was started in the 1950s activities of the club is also 
and operated on Water Street scheduled for display.
for about ten years. Ill health ‘ --
forced Mr. Murchison to retire I I
from the auto and tractor busi- I IminV 
ness in the early 60s, but his • • • I
active association in the T and .. ,M Finance Company lasted un- weatherman promises 
til about a wnv “ ‘ cloudy skies Thursday with
w g hl8hs near 50 degrees. The city
Mr Murchison was a charter recorded a high of 42 degrees 
member of both the Kelowna Tuesday with an overnight 
Lions Club and the Shrine Club, reading of 28 degrees. There 
He refused to accept major of- was no precipitation recorded 
flees ip either because numer- for the city. The airport reacti­
ons activities within the clubs ed a high of 40 degrees with an 
held greater interest. overnight low of 24 degrees.
He was also deeply involved There was a trace of preclpita- 
with the Kelowna Yacht Club t,on recorded at the airport, 
the Kelowna Club and the Ke- Overnight lows today will be 
lowna Golf and Country Chib. nenr 35 degrees. w 
in addition to being a member! 
of both the Kelowna Board of > 
Trade and the Chamber of Com­
merce.
A bachelor all his life, Mr. 
Murchison is survived by his 
sister, Mrs. F. J. (Kate) Pow­
ers, of Kelowna; two bro­
thers, Vernon Edward and Al­
vin S., both of Vancouver, as 
well as several nieces and neph­
ews in California, Washington I 
State and Vancouver.
He wns pre-dcccascd by his 
parents; two elder •listers, Lily 
nnd Pearl, and an older brother, 
Oswald.
Rev. John Davidson will con­
duct Thursday’s services, which 
begin at 1:30 p.m. Honorary 
pallbearers will Include II. A. 
Truswell, Dr. James Rankin, 
William Mitchell, Don Fillmore, 
Doug Sutherland, Bruce Deans, 
Harold McClure, H. N. Curtis, 
Don Loan, James Campbell and 
Stan Burtch.
Interment will bo at the fa­
mily plot in Vancouver’s Moun­
tain View Cemetery.
But there were protests against 
a multi-family development at 
Hein and Fleming Roads, also 
in Rutland.
The regional; district office on 
Groves Avenue in Kelowna was 
crowded for the hearing. About 
30 residents attended. Chair­
man W. C. Bennett presided. 
Other directors present were 
Mel Marshall of Rutland, James 
Stuart of East and Southeast 
Kelowna, and Andrew Duncan 
of Westbank. .
Regional staff were admini­
strator A. T. Harrison, plan­
ning director Donald Barcham, 
and assistant planner Jane Fle­
ming.
All Star Holdings Ltd., head­
ed by Kelowna businessman J. 
D. Delcourt, plans a commer­
cial and residential develop­
ment, The 45 acres is bounded 
by Highway 33, Leathead, 
Franklin and Lindgren roads.
The residential development 
will cover about 25 acres, the 
commercial section about 20 
acres. Land use contracts will 
be signed for both. In the com­
mercial area eventually will be 
stores,, a twin theatre and a 
hotel.
buildings. One resident suggest 
ed this would increase rents.
Another man wanted to know 
if the intersection of Lindgren 
Road and the highway would 
be improved.
Empire Acceptance Ltd., 
headed by Patrick McBride 
another Kelowna businessman, 
plans a hotel at Mills and Keetin 
roads. Permission was sought 
to rezone a lot for parking.
A petition with 37 names on 
it was presented opposing a re­
quest by Thomas Shipowick of 
Rutland to change land at Hein 
and Fleming roads from rura 
to multi-family. He plans a res - 
dentlal development.
Petitioners complained this 
would Increase traffic, de­
crease property values and in­
crease congestion. Mr. Shipo­
wick contended these were not 
valid, and other land in the 
same area was zoned multi­
family.
“It is unfortunate the other 
land was rezoned,” said another 
resident. “People bought land 
there for privacy.”
All three will fee referred to 
the board again.
xere?”, Mr. McKee commented 
- oday. “The association also 
feels a study should be done 
and for all the citizens .of Kei* ■ 
owna, but we also feel it should 
be done, in co-operation with city 
council and its advisory com* 
mittees, not just by individual.
groups such as ourselves.”
So far, next year’s Regatta 
hasn’t even reached the plan* 
ning stages and all that has 
been established is that it wifi 
be held during the last week fl» 
July.
Theoretically, the Regatta As* 
sociation doesn’t have permis­
sion to use City Park for the 
1973 version of the annual sum­
mer fevent
Mr. McKee’s term as Regatta 
director-general expires as of 
the association’s annual general 
meeting, slated for next week. 
A date will be set at a directors* 
meeting Thursday night.
All residents of the Central 




A Kelowna woman was in 
fair condition in hospital today 
after a two-car collision late 
Tuesday on the second hairpin 
turn going into Knox Mountain 
Park.
Katherine Wright was a pas­
senger in a car driven by 
George Wannop of Boucherie 
Road which was in collision, as 
it descended the hill, with a 
vehicle driven by Joaquin Cam­
pos of Todd Road.
Shaun Butler, a passenger In 
the Campos vehicle, was treated 
and released from hospital.
McClelland, 
placed third
in the beginners’ basic strut 
competition. All of the girls 
in the Tw it !rm e from the 




Licence plates and decal 
markings for snowmobiles are 
in effect today.
Snowmobile operators are re­
quired t<j procure n licence 
plate if they Intend to drive on 
government roads, and special 
decals Indicating they intend 
j to operate on private property 
> onlv,
1 Dcrah and plates are avail- 
table from the government build­




IT'S WORK FOR SOME OF US
Enroleea at the adult educa­
tion and recreation ballroom 
(liinic course combine hard 
vml. with pleasure trying tn
master the mysteries 
terpsicore. Session* are
Tueedayi at Kelowna Second­
ary School under teacher, 
David Aspinall, with assist­
ance from Mrs. Russell Rich-
of ardson. The course doesn’t room. 1 
held guarantee competition with j
Fred Astaire, but provides the 
basic stops and movement 
necessary for the modern 
dance, including some ball­
foot-wizardry thrown sn
for edded foterMt About 18 
couples are currently taking 
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The Saddest
Perhaps the saddest result of Mon­
day’s voting is that it divided Canada 
racially into two definite blocks, 
French-speaking and English-speak­
ing.
The Conservatives elected only two 
in Quebec.
On the other hand more than half 
the Liberal support comes from Que­
bec.’But in addition the five Liberal 
wins in New Brunswick were in basic­
ally French-speaking areas and a 
goodly number of their Ontario seats 
have large French-speaking popula­
tions. Those in the St. Lawrence and 
Ottawa valleys, for instance.
Inevitably, in Quebec the interpre­
tation will be that it was an anti­
French vote. And in some degree it 
may have well been. In any event 
Monday’s voting can only serve to 
drive Quebec further away from the 
rest of Canada.
The Conservative victories through­
out English-spealdng Canada leave 
little doubt that the majority of Cana­
dians wholeheartedly rejected Mr. 
Trudeau’s bilingual, biciutural poli­
cies. The electorate, obviously, refuses 
to allow Canada to be wagged by 
Quebec’s tail. .
IT HAPPENED IN CANADA
Result
Throughout the election campaign 
the prime minister repeatedly stated 
that national unity was not an issue. 
Obviously the Canadian electorate, did 
not agree, just as it did not agree 
with Mr. Trudeau’s approach to mat­
ters such as employment.
But the hard fact remains that on 
Monday we succeeded in dividing , 
ourselves into two camps, reopening 
old real or imaginary wounds, ■ and 
making national unity a major prob­
lem in the foreseeable future. Certainly 
this split will be an almost impossible 
task for any minority government to 
overcome. Anything the Liberals did 
would be suspect and it is difficult to 
see how Mr. Stanfield, with almost no 
base in Quebec, could achieve any­
thing. . . ,
If Quebec considers Monday s vote 
to be a repudiation of a French-Cana­
dian prime minister by English-speak­
ing Canada, the movement towards 
separation may accelerate and one can 
imagine Parti Quebecois leader Lev­
esque gearing himself to take advan­
tage of the situation.
In this election the Canadian 
people are the real losers and-Rene ' 
Levesque may well be the real winner.
B&UOTORlSTS DftriE 
DELEFT Site OF ft
ll-l






(Orillia Packet and Times)
We tend to be cynical about every­
thing these days, and what is called 
rather contemptuously, the “work 
ethic” has come in for its share o£ 
abuse. .
•’It’s stupid to believe there is any 
inherent virtue in labor,” the line goes, 
“leisure is the thing—the more of it 
the. better.”
Encouraged by a permissive and 
affluent society, by easy government 
hand-outs and by the example of 
hippie cop-outs, many young people 
are being brought up today to believe 
that all labor is evil and senseless and
. that the way to a full and happy life 
is through perpetual leisure.
But even apart from the necessity 
of .keeping the wheels turning to pro­
duce what we need to eat and to live, 
work has a tremendous human value 
th,at ho amount of leisure can replace.
The United Church Observer puts it 
this way:. “Even in a highly; special­
ized, mechanical, society, where one’s 
j ' #1? is to’provide only a part. . .
fire Season
Through the co-operation of the 
weather, British Columbia has com­
pleted its least expensive fire season 
of the last four years. Costs of fight­
ing outbreaks in the woods ran to 
$2,307,500 compared with $9,752,- 
000 last year. Where 892,000 acres 
were burned over at the corresponding 
date in 1971, the waste this year has 
been limited to 55,000 acres.
The summer weather, nob always 
applauded by vacationers, is given 







-WB BRAVE MEN WHO WENT 
io meet Certain death 
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QUEBEC (CP) — A profes- sional organizations in French 
sor-priest-editor has published .‘ and English with their abbre-
Lvtten to ihe editor must 
be slimed by and bear the 
address of the writer. A pea 
Dame may be used* The 
Courier may edit letters for 
brevity, clarity, legality or 
taste. Letters must not be 
more than 500 words. Reject­
ed tetters will not be returned. .
STOP PEOPLE!
Sir: "
To all people, organizations 
and governments who are con­
cerned about pollution , and con­
servation of the environment— 
I say this:
You might as well forget it if 
something is not done to com- 
< pletely stop the population ex­
plosion in this country. If it is 
not, anything you do will be 
useless to help the situation.
About 85 per cent of troubles 
In the world, such as pollution, 
inflation, unemployment, de­
pravity, insanity, war and cor- ' 
ruption are due to the fact the 
world has become overcrowded 
—and this country is no excep­
tion.
Is there a political party that 
takes this truth into considera­
tion and would act upon it? If 
there is, this is the party we 
should all vote for.
R. A. THOMAS, 
Princton.
staff on behalf of the citizens ot 
Kelowna, and in particular, the 
poor harried man in the driv­
ers examiner's office.
His health is suffering due to 
the fact that he is so grossly 
overworked and in demand. 
People are having to make four 
and five attempts to - get 
through to his desk due to line, 
ups. Bosses do not like contin­
ual requests for time off.
When the man te ill he has 
no immediate relief until Vic­
toria sends someone. That may 
take days. Back-log is tremen­
dous Including road tests. Lic­
ences are held up and expire 
due to lack of anyone.else to 
take over. .
RCMP officer are 







Please sir, people j » Kelowna' 
an and bishave known of this n
situation for years, 
such a marvellous ci
not do something t
the congestion in 
The licence sta 
have made many 
Victoria for either 
assistant for the 
no avaiL They are 
heartened and feel 
does not want to 
other salary.
Do the citizens 
really have to to 
, gross inefficiency?
I have been led to believe 









an English-French key to the 
specialized language of in­
dustrial relations, described 
as a world first.
Abbe । G e r a r d Dion, 59, 
Laval University professor 
who began a monumental task . 
more than 20 years ago, re­
ported the book is unique—no 
equivalent exists “in France 
or anywhere else.”
Senator H. Carl Goldenberg 
of Montreal, leading English- 
language authority in the in­
dustrial relations field, also 
said in an interview the work 
is “the first of its kind in the 
scope covered.”
“Father Dion'has made an 
invaluable contribution to ne­
gotiators on both sides of in­
dustry and to all others con­
cerned with collective bar-
often a tiny part,. . of. some process, 
rather than sharing in the whole opera­
tion, a job has importande that far 
transcends the pay cheque. It keeps the 
wolf of insignificance from the door, 
provides the worker with the price­
less knowledge that he is a necessary gaining in Canada,' particu-
strand in the total fabric of life around larly in Quebec and the ad-
hini.- joining provinces.”
“Ask any invalid, any unemployed . The 304-page volume, detail- 
mi«i» mg more than 4,000 expres-.person, any oldster what they miss, sfons in English and French
though they 11 phrase it differently, it equivalents, is entitled Glos- 
will almost certainly be the sense that s ary of Terms used in In-
they are now outside the mainstream dustrial Relations (English-
- of society, onlookers rather than a French)—Vocabulaire fr an-
c cais-angiais des relations pro-part of it. Currently a great deal of fession“elles
thought and money is going into an. Father Dion notes in an in­
attempt to help them recover their troduction that the Glossary, 
sense of worth.
“Leisure is precious, but it is the
icing of life not its solid food. Work­
ing to get ahead in the old Competitive 
sense may have lost its motivating 
power, but work that secures one a 
place in what Kahlil Gibran calls 
“life’s procession” is as valid as -it 
ever was.”
Inexpensive
- figures this year. Where lightning fires 
occurred, they were frequently ac­
companied by rain which restrained 
their spread and substantially reduced 
the costly Use of highly sophisticated 
supression equipment, including heli­
copters.
Significantly, in the most densely 
populated Vancouver . fire district, 
which includes the island, little 
change was noted in the number of 
man-caused outbreaks such as aban­




10 YEARS AGO 
November 1962
Halloween 1962 was reasonably safe, 
according to the R.C.M.P. Most serious 
damage was the breaking of a plate 
glass window at Kelowna Printers, 
which was smashed by a bottle. Police, 
along with special constables, patrolled 
the streets by car and on foot most of 
the night.
20 YEARS AGO 
November 1952
Kelowna Packers moved info posses­
sion ot second place in tlic OSHL by 
whipping the Kamloops Elks 5-2. Goals 
by Ken Amundrud, Harvey Stein and 
Brian Roche in the final four minutes 
of the game meant victory for the Pack­
ers, who completely outclassed the 
Elks.
30 YEARS AGO 
November 19-12
The Wartime Prices nnd Trade Board 
announced that Mayor G. A. McKay has 
been appointed chairman of the Local 
Rationing Board B.C. No. 30, with head­
quarters at Kelowna, and that E. W. 
Barton, secretary of the Kelowna Board 
of Trude will be secretary ot the Kel­
owna Rationing Board.
40 YEARS AGO 
November 1932
Ellison Notes—Orchardlsils have com­
pleted their picking nnd the B,C. Or­
chards are closing their packing house 
nt Postill this week. The chicken jxix Is 
believed stamped out. The quarantined 
children are returning to school.
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part of a much larger work 
which has been under way for 
many years: the Dictionary of 
Industrial Relations.”
MEETS GROWING NEED
50 YEARS AGO 
November 1922
Thbre was a big crowd at the costume 
party on Halloween, over 200 children 
attended the function in the Scout Hall. 
The ladies’ auxiliary of tire Boy Scouts 
can be congratulated on the successful 
affair. Apart from other amusements 
provided there was an apple bobbing 
contest, a fish pond and fortune telling.
60 YEARS AGO 
November 1912
During Tuesday and 'Wednesday the 
city was thronged with Indians returning 
from the Coldstream hop yards to their 
reservation in Washington. Many of the 
visitors wore weird and wonderful cos­
tumes, and while here disposed of many 
beaded gloves, moccasins, hat bands 
nnd other Indian products, The ferry 
service to Westbank was kept busy for 
a couple of days transporting them.
IN PASSING
The most titled person in the world 
is tlic Duchess of Alba in Spain. She 
is eight times a duchess, 15 times a 
marchioncss, 21 times a countcss and 
is 19 times a Spanish grandee.
in 1966 the world included only 
30,000 primitive people in a total 
population of more than 3.3 billion.
The largest encyclopaedia ever com­
piled was the “Great Standard Ency­
clopaedia” of Yung-lo of 22.937 manu­
script books (370 still survive), writ­
ten by 2,000 Chinese scholars in 1403- 
OH.
therein. AH rights of republication of ) 
special disjatohe* herein are also
reserved.
■ vations.
Editor of the b i 1 i n g u a l 
quarterly Industrial Relations x 
and conciliator in labor dis­
putes, Father Dion is former : 
. chairman of the Canadian In­
dustrial Relations Research 
Institute and speaks Spanish 
in addition to French and 
English.
He devotes a page of thanks 
in the Glossary to specialists, 
counsellors, researchers and 
benefactors who helped “fash­
ion a practical and useful 
tool” which he concedes may 
displease some language pur­
ists.
USED OUTSIDE HELP
“Linguistics not being our 
specialty, we make no pret­
ence at being anything .but a 
professor of industrial rela­
tions trying to help those in 
this field in Canada,”- the edi­
tor writes.
“As there has been up until
Sir:
I am writing to you, as 1
have also written “Action 
Line,” at the request of the 
.motor vehicle licence bureau
Quebec Votes
For Trudeau
MONTREAL (CP) — Pierre 
Elliott Trudeau’s 'Liberals col- 
' lected more than half their na­
tion-wide-support in Quebec in 
Monday’s federal election but 
late counting in the Quebec hin­
terland Tuesday gave Social 
Credit a. 14th seat in the House 
of Commons.
' Prime Minister Trudeau’s na­
tive province bucked -national 
trends toward the Progressive- 
Conservative and New Demo- . 
cratic parties in the general
By BOB BOWMAN
In 1534, Cartier, on his first 
voyage to Canada’, described 
Labrador as “the land God gave 
to Cain”. For many years Lab­
rador was desolate and useless, 
except for fishing bases along 
the coast.
.However, its ownership was 
disputed by Newfoundland and 
Canada for a number of years 
until 1927 when a decision of the 
British Privy Council awarded 
it to Newfoundland.
Newfoundland offered to sell 
Labrador to Quebec in 1925 for 
$30,000,000 but Quebec refused 
to buy. Today, Labrador, with 
its waterpower and iron ore de­
velopments, may be beyond, 
price.
There $as an amazing turn of 
events in the 1930s when Rabbi 
Isaac de la Penha of the Span­
ish and Portuguese Synagogue 
in Montreal, produced historic 
evidence that he should own 
Labrador.
He had a document dated 
November1 1, 1697, and signed 
by William III, granting Labra-
seph de la Penh 
cessors, Our prot 
port in the pos 
aforesaid lease a 
against any vexa 
testations.” The 
newed in 1732 an 















and his sue-* 
ction and sup-■ 
sslon of the?
Our vassal? 
ons and ml-} 
rant was re-i! 
1768 although? 
Penha family ’
ever settled in —, 
Rabbi Penha fought the Brit-?
ish decision that Labrador be­
longed to Newfoundland for IQ} 
years but was ot successful,, 
otherwise he woiild be one of* 
 
the wealthiest min in the world 
today.
OTHER NOJI 1 EVENTS .
1696—Iberville began cam'! 
paign to capture!. Newfoundland?
1793—Dr. J aiob Mountain,; 
first Anglican Bisiko of Canada,! 
arrived at Quebec. \ ?
1813—General < W ri k i n s o n; 
sailed from Oswego,\ N.Y., to! 
capture Montreal. S ’
1847—First N o r m a 1 School} 
opened in Toronto. I ' .
1885—CPR began service be­
tween Montreal and Winnipeg^ 
via Sudbury and Thunder Bay. ’ 
: 1908—Saskatchewan e s t a b?
as mere nas oee  up ui election and gave the Liberals
the present time no French- at least 56 5eats, the same as it
English vocabulary in in- was in Quebec in the 1968 gen-dustrial relations, we have rrsi ■
drawn on our oWn experience, A . n '
and made extensive use of Ca- . And Quebecers gave forrm- 
nadian, French and Belgian dable support, to another native 
publications, as well as those son, Real. Caouette, and his So- 
from international sou r c e s t^edit—formerly Credit-
su ch as the International ' tete-pa^,-wMoh-won. 13.'seate 
Labor Organization and the • unofficial results announced 
Organization for Economic Monday night. ;
dor to Joseph de la Penha of lished a Department of Munich
Rotterdam. In those days Wil- pal Affairs.
liam claimed to be King of Eng- 1919—Canadian National Rall
land, Scotland, Ireland, France, 
Netherlands and their posses­
sions overseas.
The document signed by Wil­
liam is now in the American
Jewish Archives in Cincinnati, 
Ohio, and says in part: “We 
promise him, the aforesaid Jo­
way station' opened at Vancou­
ver. ■ ■ '
1945—UN Food and Agricul-'i 
ture Organization held confer-; 
, ence at Quebec.
1955—L. B. Pearson opened" 
Canada Dam at West Bengal,; 
India.
Co-operation and Develop- Gilles ; Caouette, 32-year-old 
ment.” son °f the party leader, added
Besides French-English a 14th in late counting Tues-
' translations, the book speci- day—matching the party’s 1968
ties English expressions ac- performance—when he captured
c e p t a b 1 e or unwanted in Charlevoix, jih eastern Quebec
________ French and lists “Canadian- riding held by the Liberals in 
“We have decided to make . isms,” correct and incorrect. the last Parliament.
For instance,, white collar Social Credit led in late coun-of this a separate publication 
because the Glossary ;. .. .> 
even though by no means ex-
haustive will meet a present 
and growing need in our soci­
ety.
“Long before ’French as the 
working language in Quebec' 
became a politically effective 
slogan, we were already
aware that it was of prime 
imnortance to provide peonle 
in the industrial relations field 
with some way of knowlng the 
terminology in use.”
To facilitate the use of the 
French language in Quebec 
Industrial relations, the au- . 
thor gave ,permission to the 
provincial labor denartment 
to reprint as a pocketbqok the 
glossary whose scooc em­
braces labor law, trade union­
ism, work organization 
personnel management. The 
book contains a list of profes-
workers—or , “cols blancs,” 
‘ not “collets blancs”—can coi<
rectly speak of a “briefing” in
French or English, though the 
French word “breffage” is 
available as a synonym.
French-speaking workers
who use the term “bumping” 
in the same sense as their 
English-language fellows 
should, instead, say "supplan­
tation.” ; x
A reporter who interviewed 
Father Dion on various topics 
in the last five years regu­
larly received a short side lec­
ture on the intricacies and 
progress of the dictionary. 
One day the Dion brow was 
furrowed over the problem of 
a French equivalent for “com­




American Readers Told Of Rebuff
1 1 “
Following Canada's General Election
WASHINGTON (CP) - 
Newspaper headlines told 
American readers Tuesday of a 
“rebuff” for Primo Minister 
Trudeau in the Canadian elec­
tions while government officials 
here tried Io nsscss the Impact 
of the Indecisive results on 
forthcoming Canadq-U.S. nego­
tiations.
The election stand-off was 
given the main headline, across 
three columns, In the final edi­
tion of the New York Timos. II 
said: “Trudeau loses majority 
as Tories score big gains in Ca­
nadian voting upset.”
The Washington Post also ran 
the story prominently under a 
headline saying "Canadian vot- 
ers, rebuff Trudeau.”
Most television and radio 
news summaries dlscusfccd the 
election result., although, gener­
ally without much detail.
Some 200 Canadians and 
Americans turned out for n re­
ception here Monday night at 
which the Canadian embassy 
offered n closed-circuit feed of 
CBC tclccnsls, brought in by 
rented land Unes,
Among Canadian officials at
the reception, there was a mix­
ture of pessimism and uncer­
tainly about the effects of the 
election on the Canadian posi­
tion when long-delayed negotia­
tions begin to tackle out­
standing trade and other issues.
One senior official said the 
result could leave Canada’s 
negotiating team severely 
weakened, faced with what he 
felt would be a' determined 
American effort to wring con­
cessions from Ottawa on the 
automotive trade agreement, 
defence purchases and similar 
points of contention,
U.S. officials involved in pant 
discussions with Canada said 
Iho American position was un­
likely to niter substantially be­
cause of nn uncertain political 
situation in Canada.
"We can work out our prob­
lems with nhyone,” snld a 
treasury department official,
<r
who asked Io remain unnnmed. 
"Il's more a question of how 
Ihc Cnnndinns view the effect 
of the election on 1hc|r jxwl- 
llon.”
TODAY in HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Nov. 1, 1972 . . .
British Speech From Throne 
Warns Hijackers And terrorists
LONDON (CP) — The- speech 
from the throne opening the 
new session of Parliament said
A single lixcna during the day is 
relatively harmless, but there is noth­
ing more lethal than a pack of 20 or 
so hyenas at night.
'I he ferocity of lions nnd tigers is 
often exaggerated, usually as an excuse 
I for killing them in the name of sport. 
I
J In 1968 it.xxas reported that ’loin 
Cooke of l untington,' West Sussex,
The Royal Navy suffered 
stinging defeat 58 years ago 
today -in 1914—at the battle 
of Coronel hi the Pacific 
Ocean while atlempfing Io 
hunt down a German squad­
ron of Iwo battleships and 
three cruisers. 'Die British 
admiral's Hagi hip and a 
9.8(M) ton cruiser were Imlli 
Mink with nil hands. Only 
one riisdl i-riii-.er and a
I ngland, dug 1,190 lbs. 10 oz. id po- 
j tatocs fion| six. seed potatoes.
i <’ ml in ci'-iw nls v. hi ch m< I 
Ilie Cciinnn fleet off the 
fr'n Ik kind toltiiuto In the Af- 
l.mtlc and sank four of the 
Ini’ ih>i>:.. Gcnnan Adiniial 
von Spca unit dnun with
his ship ns did Adniirid 
Craddock at Coronel.
195?—The United States 
exploded Ihe first hydrogen 
Ixnnb at Eniwelok In Ihe 
M:n.‘hall Islands.
1937 An Alberta n< t re­
ducing interest payment", on 
guaranteed government 
binds was ruled ultra virc>:.
1931 - Winston Chui chill 
charged that Germany was 
maintaining a "reign cf tor- 
inr" in its war prepaig- 
tions.
18.78 Queen Victoria van 
p r o c I n i in e d ftoverclgn 
througlioul lisilla.
1509 3'ho Si'linc <'h;i|H'l’‘* 
Mi lia' langcln 1 1 • e .s c. <» C S 
wt e first exhibited.
fisheriesTimits dispute, i :
Turning to economic ques-. 
lions, the speech reiterated the? 
government’s intention to re-* 
sume the maintenance -oft 
agreed margins around a fixed!
ting in yet another Quebec Con- Tuesday that Britain will press 
stitiiency, Bellechasse and had for tough international action, to 
already dealt the Liberals a stamp out hijackings: and other _
forms of terrorism. . . parity for the pound sterling; .
The speech, written by the "as‘soon as. circumstances per-, ’
Conservative government and 
outlining its legislative pro- .
l i l • 
serious blow by defeating 
Trade Minister Jean-Luc Pepin 
in the Eastern Townships.
PCs GOT TWO
Robert L. Stanfield’s Con­
servatives won only two of Que­
bec’s 74 seats compared with 
four in 1998. Some observers 
compared the Monday pattern
with that of the 1967 general 
election when Quebec gave the 
Liberals a landslide tn the face 
of a national swing to former 
prime minister John Diefenba­
ker and his Conservatives.
Claude Wagner, the 47-yenr- 
old former judge and provincial 
Liberal justice minister who re­
signed from the bench and led 
the Conservative campaign in 
Quebec, won personal victory 
In St. Hyacinthe, near Mon­
treal, a Tory seat In the last 
Parliament.
The New Democratic party of
gram, was read by the Queen 
before both Houses of Parlia­
ment. '
Resplendent in a long white 
and silver gown and wearing 
the imperial state crown, the 
Queen rode in state in a horse- 
drawn carriage from Bucking-
ham Palace to, Westminster to 
open Parliament.'
The throne speech said the 
government is pressing hard 
for an international agreement 
that would Impose severe sanc­
tions against countries failing 
to take action against hijackers 
and terrorists. ,
The throne speech also de-
mit.”
The government also will' 
crack . down on the growing: 
wa ve of violent crimes in Brit-
ain, pressing plans to 
strengthen' the police,, prison 
and probation services and in­
troduce legislation to reform!
the law and administration ofj 
justice. 5
On Northern Ireland, the' 
- speech said the government is'
determined to end terrorism; 
and violence there.
Legislation will be introduced! 
to pump more money Into the . 
strife-torn province In addition
clared the government’s deter­
mination to protect the right of 
British fishermen to fish on the
io the $480 million already 
available. Some of it will be 
used to compensate victims of 
the violence.
Bills will be introduced to on-
David Lewis failed to elect any 
Quebec members—its fate, in 
previous elections also—but an­
other tradition fell when la 
belle province elected women— 





cast by Canadian forces and 
embassy personnel abroad—In­
cluded In Mondav’s election to­
tals—went slightly In favor of 
the Liberals.
For the first time, voters 
abroad went to the polls far 
enough in advance of election 
day to have their ballots 
counted before regular polls 
opened In Canada.
The foreign vote gave the 
Liberals 25,180; Conservatives 
19,901; NDP 5.942; Social Credit 
1.482; nnd Independents 146. 
Unmarked ballots totalled 198, 
nnd 910 were rejected.
Service nnd embnssy voters 
cast ballots for ridings in which 
they normally reside In Can- 
' ndn.
The breakdown of their votes 
in 15 close ridings:
Quebec—Charlevoix: Lib. 52, 
PC 8, SC 12, rejected one; 
Drummond: Lib. 120, PC 12, SC 
20, NDP 8, rejected 5; Belle- 
chnssc: Lib. 58, PC 8, NDP 5, 
SC 15, rejected 4; Coninton: 
Ind. 5, Lib. 108, PC 19. NDP 4, 
SC 25, rejected 2; Montreal Sic. 
Marie: Lib. 48. PC 9. NDP 4, 
S< 0, Chartrand Ind. 1.
Ontario—Kitchener: Lib. 55, 
PC 49. NDP 23. re lectori one: 
Ontario: Lib. 35. PC 30. NDP 
11, rejected 1; Toronto Trinity: 
Lib. 34. PC 27. NDP 7. rejected
2: Sault Sto. Marie: Lib. 6,3, 
.37 NDP If), rejected 2.
Manitoba—Churchill: Lib.
PC 32, NDP 21.
Naskatchru an Mrnd.uv
Lake; Lib. 40. PC 27. NDP
PC
17.
SC 1. icicclcd 1: Jaw:
Lib. 82. PC 107. NDP Cl, SC .1.
Ihithh ('ohimhl.i Olmn.n’nn- 
Koolcnay; Lib. 85, 4’C 88, NDP 
2.3, SC 4, rejrrtrd 4.
_______ _______ ________ — der the long-promised referen' 
high seas off Iceland and said dum on whether Ulster wants, 
to merge with the Irish repub­
lic and also complete local gov-
that Britain remained ready to 
reach an amicable interim 
agreement with Iceland in their ernmcnt reforms. ■
A book 
you should read.
Farley Mowat's tragic and 
true story about a whale who 
needed help, a few men who 
tried to help her, and more 
than a few people who » 







CBC Television's film about 
Farley Mowat, his whale, and 
the hundreds of thousands of 
whales who have mot death 
at the hands of man since 
the 17th century.
"This Land" 
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Mrs. Nixon Visit Raises Uproar
BOSTON (AP) — Several 
thousand anti-war demonstra­
tors smashed windows, burned 
a ear and' clashed with riot- 
equipped police outside a Re­
publican fund-raising dinner ad­
dressed by Pat Nixon.
An estimated 6.090 p^sons
inside Commonwealth Armory 
Tuesday night/’ Police esti­
mated that as many as 8,000 
persons demonstrated outside.
Demonstrators blocked au­
tomobile and trolley traffic 
along Commonwealth Avenue, 
smashed storefront and car
obscenities and were not dis­
persed until after a car was set 
afire.
About a dozen other cars 
were reported heavily dam­
aged. x-
One policeman received a'
WORLD BRIEFS I
APPEAL TO CASTRO Havana last Sunday. They are
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
oresident of the U.S. Air Line
head injury and several other pilots Association telegraphed 
minor injuries were reported. _a personal appeal to Premier
charged with killing an airline 
employee and two other per­
sons. J. J. O’Donnell, ALPA 
chief, told Castro he is certain
At least seven persons were Fidel Castro of Cuba Tuesday 
arrested, most, on.. charges of for return of tbe Americans ac- 
rF hiiackng a jetliner to
that Cuba does not wish to be­
come the depository of the 
world’s criminals and lunatics.
DRUG LAB SEIZED
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
United States Bureau of Nar­
cotics and Dangerous Drugs re­
ported Tuesday the seizure by 
Mexican police of a clandestine 
drug lab described as having 
produced large amounts of 
stimulant drugs daily. The bu­
reau said police in Monterrey, 
Nuevo Leon, Mexico, arrested 
two men peddling the drugs
and seized about IS kilograms 
of bulk amphetamine powder.
AMBASSADOR RECALLED
JERUSALEM (AP) — For­
eign -Minister Abba Eban an­
nounced Tuesday he has re­
called Israel’s ambassador to
saltations on Bonn’s releasejat 
jailed Arab terrorists respon­
sible lor the Munich Olympics 
killings. The recall signified the 
worst diplomatic crisis between 
the two countries since diplo­
matic relations were estab-










$39-”l TILT ARBOR SAW
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• Large positive control handle fits hands 
comfortably. *




4-I.IGHT 24” BATHROOM FIXTURE
3 sided frosted glass with attractive gold 
bossed pattern. Takes four 60 Watt bulbs.
2-LIGIIT 14” BATHROOM FIXTURE
As above. Takes two 60 watt bulbs. 
Similar to illustration
Infinite heat switches give you unlimited control of surface 
elements. Timed appliance outlet, spillproof cooking surface, 
automatic high-speed oven preheat, surface element warning 
lights, 2 tiltproof oven racks.
■ Available in white, harvest gold and avocado.
★ 9” SAW ★ 1 EXTENSION 
★ STEEL STAND
“andatuAian” 5-LIGHT
Model W9312 white 
clad face. 16” centres mark-
• cd off. Lock for exact mea­
surement.
Black And Decker model7‘2°
^.99
Black And Decker 57M
CEILING FIXTURE
Soft amber clear optic glass shades with antique brass arms 
and shade cups. Beautiful fruitwood finish wood centre col­




Tapered hexagon scries, black finish on rust­
proof aluminum, amber patterned glass.
• CEILING LAMP • POST LAMP
3/8" DRILL
• great general purpose drill for the home workshop
• double reduction gears provide high torque drilling power
• Capacity: in steel, ft in hardwood
• 2.1 amp. motor, 1000 rpm
Model 30T30
>1980°





Entering the final days of the greatest homeowners money savings 
event ever! 1 OO's of Super Tooly Specials throughout the store on top 
quality, brand name merchandise. Save on paint, power tools, hard­









• husky motor gets big jobs done fast 
• wrap-around shoe gives firm support 
• ball and roller bearings for long life 
• heavy cast aluminum quadrant for 
acecurate bevel settings
• cn‘<j ” at 90 deg., 1%” at 45 deg.
l r AR *88TOOLY HMHlKJl 
SPECIAL ■






Exceptionally high-performance systems . . . including powerful and sensi­
tive AM radio and crystal-clear room-to-room Intercom. A door switch on 
the Master Station turns door speaker on for door-answering from any 
Inside Speaker and off for complete privacy. No rooin-sclccior switches 
are need on the Master. An exclusive "latching” Talk-Listen Button on 
Inside Speakers lets you monitor (listcn-in) to any rooms in which they arc 
installed. • Master AM Station, in walnut
finish.
• 3 Inside speakers, In a neutral Egg­
shell White finish . . with "latch­
ing talk-listen switch for ixninan- 
ent monitoring.
• 1 door speaker with weathcr-rc.sist- 
nnl gold anodized finish.
• Hough-mis transformer, antenna 
and 200 ft. of 3-conductor wire.
SUPER TOOLY SPECIAL
99.99
For this Sale Event ONLY
OPEN FRIDAY, NOV. 3,'TIL 9 P.M
MOFFAT "Gourmet"
30" ELECTRIC RANGE
The Gourmet has a special rotisserie/broiler compartment 
up top at eye-level, where you can barbecue year round । 
and get that wonderful flavor of meat cooked the outdoor 
way. Features- include infinite heat Gourmet control, auto­
matic lower oven, pre-heat control, automatic clock with! 
minute timer, 2 appliance outlets, spillproof cooking 
surface, inifinite heat switches, lift-out surface elements, 
spacious slide-out storage drawer and many, many more 
... incomparable Moffat Gourmet model 30T260. 
Avf>;’n,'1a ;n white, avocado and harvest gold.
6-LIGHT
CRYSTAL CHANDELIER . t.■ J-
Truly a lighting masterpiece with prismatic glass shades 
and crystal drops. French gold finish arms and cups with 








6-CYCLE, 3 PUSH-BUTTON PANEL
Set ’n’ forget time control dial.
Rinse and hold cycle.
750 watt element for proper water temperature.
j This Rockwell Beaver 9” tilting arbor saw was built with just one thought in mind —• to produce 
’ a machine that would offer precision accuracy, big capacity, maximum convenience and mqjo built- 
7 in value than any similar, saw on the market today — all at an exceedingly low cost! You will 
agree when you check its many fine features such as 2%” depth of cut . . . . large 22” x 50’’ 
table with extensions) , . . handy up front fence and blade control . . . precision ball bearing 
seats . . . sealed lubricated-for-life ball bearing construction throughout.
• Blade raising and titlting controls located uP front within easy operator reach for fast, safe 
operation.
e New easy to read tilt scale facilitates angle setting8 quickly and accurately.
• Precision ground 22” x 50" table (with exten8,ons) sccntifically ribbed to prevent warping.
• Heavy duty rip fence clamps front and back w^h single lever.











Corner Dougall Road 
and Highway 33 
PHONE 765-7000





Mrs. Perry Hartford, cen­
tre, convener of the Gamma 
Mu Chapter of Beta Sigma 
Phi’s fall fashion show, pre­
sents the net proceeds of 1100 
. in the form- of a cheque to the
Kelowna UNICEF chairman, 
Mrs. A. J. Chilcott, on the 
left. A happy witness to the 
‘treat’ which will help aug­
ment the Halloween campaign 
here* is Gamma Mu presi-
OJernes
WOMEN’S EDITOR* MRS. H. R. GREER
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HITHER and YON
Among a group of 10 Kelowna ' 
residents who made a three- 
week tour of the ■ Orient were 
Mr. and Mrs. William Stefanyk, < 
Mr. and Mrs. Emmanuel Fied­
ler, Mrs. ; Reider Sundbo and 
Mrs. Elaine Ferch, Audrey Sil­
ver, Mrs. Ina M. Silver and 
Rev. J. M. Schroeder and Mrs. 
Schroeder. They visited Japan, 
Hong Kong and Thailand among 
other points.
At Thailand Rev. and Mrs. 
Schroeder were happy to renew 
acquaintances with an old 
friend who has worked for .the 
past 20 years at a leprosy 
clinic. The group, which includ­
ed a number of other residents 
from Edmonton and the Lower 
Mainland, all toured the clinic 
and were most impressed. They 
were all impressed with the 
courtesy of the Oriental people 
and the general cleanliness of 
the residents of even the most 
crowded centres. The traffic
The Tappers of Enderby enter­
tained the fun loving crowd 
with a good variety of music 
and throughout the course of the 
evening there were several 
dance prizes presented. Happy 
winners were: Garnet and 
Yvonne Stacey, Don and Mary 
Stewart, Noel Bourlon and 
Evelyb Bohman, Bill Houghton 
and Barbara Lang, Maxine Le­
vine and Emily Bohman, Lynn 
Houghton and Mel Pearson and 
Vera and Leo Sparling.
' A delicious Chinese supper 
was served at midnight.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mannarino 
hosted the evening. Ron Schaad 
looked after the refreshments 
with the help of Chris Hamann, 
Celine Schaad. and Mary Ha­
mann were In charge of tickets.
Plans are under way for the 
i annual New Year’s Dance/
The Canadian Family Store




dent, Mrs. William Stewart. 
UNICEF's priorities are child 
feeding, transport, clean water 
supply, mother and child 
health and aid to education.
(Courier Photo)
was staggering they recall as 
they mention Tokyo, where the 
population of 22 million alone is 
more than all of Canada.
.Free Lance Writers Have 
Few Local Markets In Radio
Did you know that it will be 
wedding bells for a former Kel­
owna bachelor? Lorne White, 
popular 'sports editor for the 





marriage vows on 
with Theresa McRea, 
of Lancaster, Ont.
presently with the Ot-
There is little opportunity for 
free-lance writing for local 
radio today, suggested Frank 
Robertson, when he spoke at the 
mbpthly meeting of the Okana­
ganBranch—Canadian Authors’ 
Association in the library board 
room on Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Robertson, news director 
of CKOV radio, said that most 
of the material used for radio 
programming was written by 
the staff or taken from services
supplied by CBC, Canadian 
Press or Associated Press. 
Probably the most important 
writing for radio involves the 
make-up of newscasts. Because 
of the time element the news­
cast . must•. contain basic ■ facts 
and be concise. And it must be 
written and presented in such 
a way as to retain the attention 
of the listener. The staff writer 
who prepares newscasts must 
be certain he does not change
Defensive Driving For Seniors 
Starts Today At Library Room
A four session course on de­
fensive driving for retired citi­
zens started today at 1 p.m. 'at 
the library board room of the 
Okanagan Regional Library. 
The course, free to all seniors, 
will be repeated again in March 
at the Rutland Community Hall.
Instructor Ted Fulcher who 
taught the class last year said 
on Tuesday that he expected a 
full house turnout as in previous 
years. The ' course, sponsored 
through the adult education 
committee is identical in con-
will be studied. The two-car
crash will be analyzed. Follow­
ing distances and vehicle 
lengths will be part of this 
class which will also take a look 
at braking, distances and use of 
brake detonator devices.
How to avoid a collision with 
vehicles will be the third topic 
discussed. Among the five ele­
ments of defensive, driving will 
be each driver’s responsibility 
to the driver behind.
the essence of the story when 
he prunes, cuts and condenses 
to the time available. Although 
the writing of newscasts is very 
Important it can be a boring 
job due to the nature of the 
newscast itself, It must ~ be. 
brief, and often entails a great 
deal of repetition..
However, there is still a 
small' demand for qualified 
writers, Mr. Robertson told the 
authors’ group. On a national 
basis . the Canadian Broadcast­
ing Corporation still produces 
documentaries and shorter bits 
of Canadiana for radio audien­
ces. They will send a writing 
kit to interested writers, with­
out cost, from their National 
Script Department in Toronto. 
This means* unfortunately, 
radio material should have a 
national character and not be 
toned to a regional audience.
One of the most essential re­
quirements of the writer who 
produces radio material is the 
need to realize he must gain 
the attention of the listening 
audience—and keep it. The
tawa Journal and Theresa is on 
the reporting staff of the Ottawa 
Citizen.
The Independent Ordero: 
Foresters held its annual Hard 
Times dance on Friday at the 
Rutland Centennial Hall; The
VernaMarie Club 
Weekly Winners
Overall weekly winners of 
the VernaMarie Bridge Clu 
playing Monday at St. Joseph’s 
Hall on Sutherland Avenue 
were: ■ .
1. Mrs. Irene Hatheriey anc
Mrs. Robert Jemson, 2. • Mr. 
and Mrs. Henning Bergstrom, 3. 
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Real,. 4. 
Mrs. Ray Crosby and Mrs. Roy' 
Vannatter, 5. Mrs. W. J. Easter-
ELCWMeet
At Penticton
The Evangelical Lutheran I 
Church Women held their an- i 
nual workshop of the Pacific 
Conference in the Interior at the 
Penticton Redeemer Lutheran 
Church on Saturday,
Among those in attendance 
from different parts , .of the 
Valley and the Mainland were: 
president, Mrs. Gladys David­
son, Burnaby; vice-president, 
Mrs. W. H. Henderson, Rut­
land; secretary, Mrs. Adele 
Rogelstad, Burnaby; treasurer, 
Mrs. Adella Andrew, Sardis; 
education secretary, Mrs. Clara 
Jacobson, New Westminster] 
and stewardship secretary, Mrs. 
Alma Senft, Chilliwack.
The theme for the following 
year is Be Alive. Projects of 
the ELCW for the year will-be: 
■Key *73; Evangelism and Help­
ing Homes. :
The study for the year Is 
Live People Grow based on 
Paul’s letter to the Ephesians.
THE
IN TOWN!
SAVE 6.10 LADIES' SKI JACKETS
Three choice styles with nylon outer, nylon lining 
and polyester padding. Zippered or flap pockets, 
elasticized cuffs, belted. Navy, grape, powder blue, 
red, white. Sizes S.M.L,
Regular 14.98 ---------
888
Unbeatable Bargain-MEN'S SKI JACKETS
Wet-look cite nylon. Instructor length, nylon shell, 
100% polyester interlined, hidden hoods. Zip and 
snap closure, 3 zippered slash pockets, self belt. 




tent to the Canada Safety Coun­
cil course, which includes eight 
specific phases of instruction.
Using audio-visual techniques 
Of films, flip charts, flannel 
boards, magnetic board and 
other props, Mr. Fulcher will 
give the senior students the 
same type of Instruction as 
other drivers take.
Session one will focus on the 
magnitude of traffic and acci­
dent problems; the meaning of 
perfect driving, as well as an 
analysis of preventable and 
non-preventable accidents. Pos­
sible and reasonable preventive 
measures will be discussed and 
he will also point out how driv­
ers may learn about safety by 
reading accident reports.
The second session, Practice 
Defensive Driving, will stress 
action preventitive formulas; 
pre-trip mental inventory and 
types ot fatal traffic crashes
How to avoid a collision with 
an oncoming vehicle and the 
strategy of total traffic safety, 
with direct and indirect. actions 
is another part of the course.
Intersection collisions . and 
how to avoid them will be dealt 
with during the fifth phase. In­
cluded in this section will be 
lessons on how to make a right 
or left turn properly, laws re­
garding yield, stop and traffic 
signals.
The art of passing and being 
passed will be explained, with 
emotional reactions to being 
passed part of this dissertation. 
Included in this part will be the 
illegal passing dangers,
The ‘Mystery’ crash will be 
another topic pursued; the non-
spoken words, the voice, even 
the background music, must be 
able to capture the listener and 
hold him. Unless this is done, 
the audience is too easily lost.
Writing for radio may be a 
very difficult task, but there 
are still a few opportunities for 
the writer who can produce an 
auditory adventure.
Jan. 13 Set 
For Marriage
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred w,
Engagement 
Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Staple- 
ton of Okanagan Mission arc 
pleased to announce the en­
gagement of their eldest daugh­
ter, Patricia Anne to Gerald 
Leon Poitras, son of^Mr, and 
Mrs. Armand Poitrrfs, also of 
Okanagan Mission.
collision, run off the road acci­
dent; the control and loss of 
control of a vehicle. The six 
types of adverse driving condi­
tions. which have a bearing on 
driving skills and should be 
carefully considered will be 
studied, weather, light, road, 
traffic, vehicles and drivers, 
and the' role of each of these 
factors in the non-collision acci­
dent.
How to avoid other common 
types of collision, such as colli­
sion with pedestrians, fixed ob­
jects, trains, motorcycles, bi­
cycles and animals will be part 
of the wind-up session. Express­
way driving will also be part of 
this class, since many retired 
citizens, in socking a holiday in 
warmer climes, often encounter 
this problem.
Tucker of Kelowna are pleased 
to announce the forthcoming 
marriage of their youngest 
daughter, Karen Laurane to 
Victor Earl Wiebe, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Peter H. Wiebe, also of 
Kelowna. The wedding will 
take place on Jan. 13, 1973. in 
the Faith Gospel Church, Kel­
owna.
brook and Andre Le Brun, 6. 
Mrs. Stanley; Guest and Mrs.
Anne Douglas, 7. Mrs. Robert 
Haldane and Mrs. R. J. Buch­
anan, 8. Mrs. David Allan and 
Mrs. John Fisher.
Winners of the sections were:
SECTION A
N/S—1. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie 
Real, 2. Mrs. Robert Haldane 
and Mrs. R. J. Buchanan, 3. 
Morris Diamond and Norman 
McLeod, 4. Mrs. H. E. P. Sulli­
van and Mrs. Gertrude Lewis.
E/W—1. Mrs. Irene Hather­
iey and Mrs. Robert Jemson, 2. 
Mr. and Mrs. Henning Berg­
strom, 3. Mrs. Beverley Este- 
phari and Mrs. Aileen Charpen­
tier, 4. Mrs. C. Swonek and Mrs. 
A. Odland, Vernon.
SECTION B
N/S—1. Mrs. Ray Crosby and 
Mrs. Roy Vannatter, Mrs. 
Stanley Guest and Mrs. Anne 
Douglas, 3' Mrs. David Allan 
and Mrs. John Fisher.
E/W—1. Mrs. W. J. Easter­
brook and Andre LeBrun, 2. 
Mrs. Morris Diamond, and 
Frank McKague, 3. Mrs. Albert 
Audette and Mrs. Andrew Run- 
zer.
“FITTING YOUR
FAMILY RIGHT t , 













INSTRUCTOR STYLE GIRLS' SKI JACKETS
100% cite nylon with warm, lightweight polyester 
lining. 2-way zipper closing, belted. Three styles. 
Attached hoods or hidden hoods. Assorted colours, 
Sizes 7 to 14.
Regular 9.98 and 10.98
Girls' Flare Pants
Brushed denims with split knees, zip 
fly or good quality corduroy. Variety 





CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD
Largest ticlcction of fabrics 
in Ui© valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.




0 Specializing In deep fried 
' fish and chips, prawns,
oysters and hamburgers.
0 Old English Recipe
0 Potatoes fresh-peeled 
dally.
0 Large, delicious portions 






• Estce Lauder 
Cosmetics
• Full Time Cosmetician
0 Wigs—Including the 
new napless wig.










Jr. Boys' Pullovers 
% Price .
Choice of long sleeved styles and col­
ours in washable 100% acrylic or 
Orlon. Sizes 4 to 6X.
Regular 2.98
J49
SAVE 10.10 LADIES' PLUSH PANT COATS
Double,^breasted with slash pockets, pile trim on M ■ 
collar and hemline or zip front with pile trimmed 
hood and large pockets. Quilt lined. Brown, rust, V JKb if Ik 
champagne and others. Sizes 10 to 20. ■
Regular 24.98 ■Tr
FIELDS COMING ON STRONG! MEN'S CASUAL PANTS
G.W.G. h.i.s. Aero Levis
LEVIS H.I.S
We’ve cornered the pant market... bought all Ihc leading makes in great quantity 
for all our stores (55 in B.C. and Alberta). That’s why we can offer a value 






• flares, semi flares, boot jeans, solids and patterns
• sizes 28 to 36 in group
Mfg. Orig. Sugg, was to $15
5
UNBEATABLE VALUE NOW
(OR BUY ONE PAIR FOR ONLY 3.99)
FOR
I











' Apparently the autumn
weather in Kelowna provides 
some of the right combinations 
of temperature and humidity 
• to produce mushrooms, p'- . vid- 




juch a combination exists at 
the yard of Mr. and Mrs. 
Carl Schmok of Dory an Street. 
Among the eight varieties 
counted in their yard were the 
ordinary Meadow, the Shaggy 
Main, the Fairy Ring, .the Red
Top and the Puff Ball, which 
leaves three species unidenti­
fied. Carl Schmok is seen 
here with some of the mystery 
samples in the centre which 
he hopes will be identified by
■ some botanist or mushroom 
expert. Although he claims all. 
the species so far are edible, 
his helpmate has not cooked 
any of them.
(Courier Photo)
Third Term For Grace Maclnnis
z By SCOTT BUTTON 
, Canadian Press Staff Writer
Women once again will be far 
•outnumbered by men when the 
‘next session of Parliament set­
tles down to business.
Only five women—three Lib­
erals, a New Democrat and a 
■Progressive Conservative—will 
seated in the 264-member 
/House of Commons.
The five were the only win­
ners among 71 women candi­
dates competing in Monday 
night’s general election.
Elected from Quebec, a prov­
ince which will send a woman 
to the House of Commons for 
the first time, were three Lib­
erals—Albanie Morin In the rid­
ing, of Louis-Herbert, Jeanne 
.'Sauve in Montreal Ahuntslc and 
Monique Begin in Montreal St. 
Michel.
The other women elected 
■■■were Progressive Conservative 
■Flora MacDonald, a . landslide 
winner in the Ontario riding of 
Kingston and the Islands, and 
New Democrat Grace Maclnnis
tion,” she said In an interview. 
“It gave me more time to put 
my organization together. It 
was a big asset.”
She said that Mr. Benson, 
who decided against seeking re­
election in the Kingston and the 
Islands riding, helped her cause 
because his "mishandling” of- 
the economy while finance min­
ister swung many voters over 
to the Conservatives.
Miss MacDonald is former 
executive secretary of the na- 
t ion al Progressive Con­
servatives, an executive direc­
tor of the Committee for an In­
dependent Canada and a politi­
cal science instructor at 
Queen’s University.
The three Quebec women 
winning Monday night all had 
gone into the election as favor­
ites because the Liberals had 
won the three seats in 1968.
Mrs. Sauve, 50, is the wife of 
former Liberal cabinet minis­
ter, Maurice Sauve, and a well- 
known reporter-interviewer and 
host of radio and television pro­
grams.
‘BREAKING THE ICE’
She said that the victory of 
the three Quebec women was 
“breaking the ice very nicely.”
Miss Begin, 36, a sociologist 
who was research director for 
the Royal Commission on the 
Status of Women, defeated 
three men and a woman in 
Montreal St. Michel.
Mrs. Morin, a 50-year-old
■ in Vancouver Kingsway, 





Miss MacDonald, 46, gave 
' Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau 
and former Liberal finance 
minister Edgar Benson some 
^tongue-in-cheek credit for her 
'victory.
. “Mr. Trudeau did me a great 
favor by procrastinating so 




soil retarding if you
book your wall to wall carpet 










Hero's a gift package that will be remembered long 
after the Christmas season: a year's subscription to 
Beautiful British Columbia magazine plus a full-color 
973 calendar-diary. You can give both for just $2 - 
the regular price of the magazine subscription alone. 
We announce your gift with a greeting signed in your 
name and the current Winter Issue of Beautiful 
British Columbia, The 1973 Spring, Summer and 
Fall issues will be mailed as published.
This offer applies only to new and renewal sub­
scriptions, purchased for $2 and commencing with 
the Winter, 1972 issue. Please order early.
HIE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
Send This Coupon together with 82.00 to; 







Your Happiest Decade 
When Was It?
Dear • Ann Landers: While 
cleaning out some desk drawers 
I came across an itesr from the 
Boston Globe—dated Sept 10, 
1948.
Here is the first paragraph:
“Most people find the 10 years 
between the age of 20 and 30 the 
happiest years in their Jives, a 
Syracuse ..University psycholo­
gist told the 50th annual meet­
ing of the American Psychologi­
cal Association.”
What do you think, Ann? 
What do your readers think?— 
Fullerton Father
Another miracle. He didn’t get 
a scratch.
From now on we don’t turn 
the key in the Ignition until all 
doors are locked and the seat 
belts are fastened. I was lucky 
twice and I’m not going to take 
another chance.—Mrs. H.K.B.
Dear Dad: It wasn’t so for 
me. Each ten-year period o! my 
life has been better than the one 
that preceded it. I don’t know 
what my readers think, but I’ll 
ask them.
Just send a postcard (no let­
ters, please) to Ann Landers, 
Chicago. Sun-Times, 401 N. Wa­
bash, Chicago, Illinois 60611. Jot 
down the best ten-year period of 
your life. I’ll publish the result 
of the poll in a few weeks.
Dear Ann Landers: May I add 
a word to your warning in re­
gard to the unfortunate things 
that can befall children because 
an adult was careless or 
thoughtless?
town councillor in Sillery, Que., 
defeated three woman and one
m a n—independent
Dear Mrs. H.K.B.: Thank you 
for saying something that' needs 
to be said again and again. I 
can’t tell you the number of 
times I’ve seen an adult driving 
with a child on his lap—or a 
youngster standing up in the 
front seat—or kids fighting in 
the back seat. I’m tenanted to 
roll down my window and shout, 
“Don’t you care what happens 
to your children?”
sure they would like to say to 
the doctors, “Please, let him 
go.’' But they dare not allow 
such thoughts to cross their 
minds. Believe me, Ann, it 
could be the last truly unselfish 
thing these people can do for 
someone they love. Say it one 
more time.—St. Loui$
Dear St. Louis: Many prob­
lems I deal with require some 
imagination. I must try to put 
myself in the writer’s shoes. 
But this problem is one I have 
lived through. My father suf­
fered too long fighting an ut­
terly hopeless battle with can­
cer. You are right when you say 
it, could be the‘last truly unsel­
fish thing a person can do for 
someone he loves. My only re­
gret is that I didn't do it sooner.
Confidential; to Say h Again: 
Your friend is' correct. Those
ear-splitting sounds the kid* dig 
have already produced a num­
ber of cases Of partial deafness* 
A person whose ear drums WW 
assaulted by hours of continuous 
amplified rock music may pay 
a big price for his entertain­





CUT YOUB MILK V. 
BILL IN.. „ .. 72 
with FREE shaker 
12 qts. Skim Q QQ 
12 qts. 2% —-
' FREE DELIVERY 
CALL 7654857
Dear Ann Landers: I’m a reg­
istered nurse in an intensive 
care unit of a large hospital. 
Thank you for your' wise words 
about allowing loved ones to die 
with dignity.
I cannot describe the anguish 
of husbands, wives, brothers, 
sisters, children and parents 
who come to the hospital day 
after day to sit and stare, pray­
ing for the agony to end. I’m
Our old car didn’t have seat 
belts. Our three-year-old was in 
front with me. I turned my head 
to look to my left and in a sec­
ond’s time she had her heel 
mder the door handle, the car 
swerved, the door opened and 
out she went. Through some 
miracle she wasn’t hurt.
Two weeks later we had a 
new car—with seat belts. My 
older boy was ip the back seat. 
I neglected to make sure his 
belt was fastened before we 
started. A few minutes later we 
were in heavy traffic, the door 
flew onen and the child fell out.
MARCELLE 










Tremblay who presented him­
self late in the race so that the 
campaign “would not take on 
the aspects of a beauty con­
test.”
Mrs. Morin said that prob­
lems of government, like every­
day life, should be able to be 
solved by “collaboration be­
tween men and women.”
Mrs. Maclnnis, 67, also was a 
favorite in Vancouver King- 
sway, a riding she has held 
since 1965.
%




4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
BRING THE FAMILY AND TRY OUR 
FAMILY NIGHT FEATURE FOR ONLY
79c





ONE HOUR OR WHILE QUANTITIES LAST!
Baymart Sheets
Strong, durable 100% cotton sheets. White only. 
Single bed sizes of 63 x 100 and 72 xlOO flats.





20 exposure slide film. Developing process included 





Fashion styling and impeccalble attention to de­
tailing, make uniforms by White Sister your best 
buy for appearance, quality and long wear. 
White, washable blend of 80% Dacron*/20% 
cotton with short sleeves, zip back, slash pock­
ets, action back and good deep hem.
Sizes 6 16.
•HIM
Some style with long sleeves
Vniforpis, Kelowna 
Phone Order* 762-5322 




Welch for your Flyer In the Moil
The New Bay Orchard Park Store Houra:
Open Dally 9:30 to 6 p.m. —
I hutMtay and Friday 9:30 to 9 p.m.
Ladies'Blouses
Ladies’ white blouses with shirtwaist styling. Long 
sleeve. Mini-care cotton and polyester. /* qq 
S.M.L. Clock Sale v. / /
Ladies’ Wear, Kelowna
Kleenex
Boxed Kleenex of 100 tissues each. Available in




Interior Latex and Semi-Gloss Paints
Sherwin Williams high quality paint. Spreads evenly.
Your choice of flat or luster finish. Covers 450 
square fcct/gallon. Available by the gallon, n qq 
White. Clock Sale U.
Hardware. Kelowna
Wool
Good buys on woo! oddments including doubleknit, 
double-double, baby wool and many more. Available






Ideal for completing your home decor or for fall gift 
giving. 5” high arrangements. /if*
Clock Salo. .77
The Gallery, Kelowna
Fall Dried Floral Arrangements
These floral arrangements of dried grasses, flowers 
and seeds give a fall feeling of warmth. Availably 




Ankle and mid-length socks In wool, nylon and wool 




Spun Aluminum Bun Warmers





The New Bay Orchard Park Store Hours: Open Dally 9:30 to 6, 
Thursday and Friday 9:30 to 9.
jBiibsoifc'Baii (Tompanij






FREEZER BEEF BUY 'EM BY THE CASE AND SAVE!
nnme""’Ato BiAHS with PORK . . .. .. *3.79 
SIDES 75c ASSORTED PEAS« ~ ....... *4.69
HINDS 89c CREAMED CORN Super-Valu Choke 'Case 24/14 oz. tins
FRUIT COCKT AIL ...... $3.79
B.C. Grown No. 2 Grade 
Red Norland or Gem
GREEN BEANS Nabob Fancy. French Cut. . . . . Case 24/14 oz. tins
POTATOES CUT GREEK BEANS *d99Chelsea Choice . . Case 24/14 oz. tins "r• # Jr
[b faag 5^^ I IPIFIE^L^^^^LE Blue Mountain. Crushed, Slked or Cubes. . Case24/14oz.tins 
 LIMA BEANS- Case 24/14 oz. tins
B.c.cr.™-G.,.i.sp.oi«i lifuni E fDEEN DE ANC
FRYING CHICKEN WnULE UKEEN DEAN) -<•»mi
Breasts. 7 I DICED BEETS Chelsea . . .
Approx. 5 Ik bag . . - - lb. g














Gov't Inspected Bulk !
BEEF SAUSAGE ’ JI JJAI UEi
5b * $2 49 TOMATOES Heaven Temple . . - 








Case 24/28 oz. ... *7.69
Case 24/14 oz. tins
Kon Tiki Unsweetened, Case 12/48 oz. tins
Case 12/48 oz. tins
Puritan Tomato or Vegetable _ Case 24/10 oz. tins






STOCK UP AND SAVE - ALL DEPARTMENTS FEATURE BARGAINS FOR WISE SHOPPERS
These Prices Effective Thurs., Fri., Sat., 
Nov. 2, 3, 4 at Super-Valu -
Downtown and Orchard Park.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT IO LIMIT QUAN 111 IES.
SUPER-VALU (i
BUY BETTER - SAVE MORE ! \
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, WED., NOV. L 1971 |AG«j
Gaylord Best j 
AL Pite
NEW YORK (AP) — Gaylord 
Perry, the rangy Cleveland 
right bander, was named win­
ner Tuesday of the 1972 Cy 
Young Award as the best pit­
cher in the American League.
The 31-year-old Indians’ ace 
had a 24-16 record and an 
earned-run average of 1.92, sec­
ond to the league's best, the 
1.91 by Luis Tiant of Boston.
In winning the Cy Young 
Award/ Perry duplicated the 
feat of his brother, Jim, who 
was voted the American Lea­
gue's top pitcher at Minnesota 
in 1970.
Perry narrowly edged Wilbur 
Wood, Chicago White Sox 
knuckleballer, in the vote of the 




BALTIMORE (AP) — Balti­
more Orioles announced today 
that they have re-acquired 
catcher Ellie Henricks from 
Chicago Cubs in exchange for 
«,>itaor league catcher Frank 
*»Estrada.
Hendricks, 31, had been with 
’|he Orioles for more than 4% 
Masons when he was dealt to 
the Cubs last Aug. 18 in a 
waiver deal for outfielder-first 
^baseman Tommy Davis.
^' Bothered by neck and shoul- 
—-der pains, caused by calcium 
'"deposits at the base of his neck, 
-Hendricks hit only .155 in 33 
games with Baltimore, and .116 
in 17 games with Chicago. He 
. ..hit two home runs in 1972, both 
j-ln the same game with the 
ZCubs.
Apparently recovered, Hen- 
jricks is playing .winter ball in 
Puerto Rico.
Nicklaus Named 
Year's Top Golfer 
’ PALM BEACH GARDENS, 
...Jia. (AP) - Jack Nicklaos, 
*^who failed In his attempt to win 
-the Grand Slam but did capture 
^'■ix championships'in 1972, was
Earned the Professional Golt 
"Association’s Player of the 
Year today.
The announcement of Nick- 
\ laus’ selection by Warren Or- 
‘ lick, PGA president, was not 
Surprising since the Columbus, 
Ohio, native won both the Mas­
ters and the U.S. Open titles 
and nearly $300,000, a record.
Nicklaus began the year by 
^•announcing his Intention of'try* 
Q? Ing to win professional golf’s 
■j- big four tournaments—the Mas­
ters, U.S. Open, British Open 
and PGA. He won the first two 
but was defeated on the last 
hole of the British Open by de- 
-tfending champion Lee Trevino, 
*“'the 1971 Player of the Year. 
.- .Garry Player of South Africa 
/ won the PGA, in which Nick- 




• Local Cremation 
Facilities
• Services from $90
1134 Bernard Ave. 762-3040
t
<










SYRUP wilh Iha golden 
flavor of cane-sugar syrup! [j 
And also take homo ROGERS' J
GOLDEN SYRUP In the tin I 
or handy plastic container. !
For a free ROGERS' RECIPE , 
ROOK.wnto: j
B.C. Sugar Refining Co. Ltd., I 
Rogers Street, Vancouver, D C. ’
S^Woolwortlv
W  — ' . ' : MHBHMV ■■ ' flMBM , ran ' ns ' I « ' ' ' Ml ' ' 1 SMBBMBfc. * -—   wm ' J mm '
L13W
1.881.88
FOAM BATH MATS — 24” diameter
88c
1.886 tor 88c CERAMIC MUGS — All colors and 2.883 for 88c
88c





MEN’S “CUSHION HEALTH” SOCKS
BOYS’ AND YOUTHS’ MOCCASIN
Padded sole. Boys’




BIRTHDAY AND PARTY FAVORS29.88 88cWEBCOR CASSETTE RECORDER
. box 1.88






SHAVER — Comes with 9.88






Men’s & Boy’s Wear 1 f Housoware Buys^ Household Needs Toys & Playthings





। Fabrics & Notions
Tools & Hardware •
^Health & Beauty Aids <







MINI SKI “65”—By Norca. Ski boots 
are not needed. Features adjustable 
bindings. Ideal for beginners or






tficial fruit. Makes an 
ideal table centre. ..
COBBLER APRONS — Buy one or 
more of these handy cobbler aprons.
fits 90-150 lbs. Colors 
beige and spice, navy.
2.88 
a. little
FACE CLOTHS — Striped, multi­
colored face cloths, on white back- <
styles and shapes to 
choose from. Sizes 5-11.
engagements, 
photo albums.
playing, just ideal for 
road hockey.......... . —
Vinyl, folds up easy for 
mailing. An ideal gift. 
APPLIANCE ROLLERS
SUPPERS 
sizes 6 to 11.
slip proof, 
assorted colors.
“EMERALD MAID” PANTY HOSE
—Sheer, regular and non-run. One size
forearms, wrists 
of steel. .—......
FLANNELETTE SHEETS — Nice and 
warm in double size only. Flat or
VASES — Suitable 
for any flowers. ...
— A wide arrangement.
For the youhgsters. ...






EACH — Various colors 
and designs.




world game. —.i.___ ........
TEA SET — Has everything
cis. etc.
Anything to ono ib<t
inside use. Stops drafts, 
keeps out cold.
WASTE BASKETS - Asstd.
with pollution sayings In , 
different colors. ———.
— Lined with soft cotton. Fits, 
sizes 10-12. Asstd. colors
MAGNUS ELECTRIS CHORD OR­
GAN — Includes book. Learn to play
ASSORTED NOVELTIES AND QQ_ 
NIC NACS for the home. . . OOG 
PLASTIC BASKET — (Filled with arti-
DECORATED COOKIE JAR — All 
shapes, designs ’ A nn
and colors. —rf "IbVV 
MUG TREE^VVITH 6 MUGS ON
LADIES’ ORLON PILE MULE SLIP­
PERS — Assorted, colors. 4 nn
Sizes S-M-L. .........______ IbOO
* Family Footwear it
MEN’S “ORLON STRETCH” HOSE 
— Cashmere soft, fits all sizes. QQA 
Asstd. colors. OOG
warn, off my back, rush hour. A 
Walt Disney - - -
carrying cas-e. 
SANYO CASSETTE 
TEM - Includes 
speaker*. ................
DAISY PATTERN GLASS GOBLETS 
— a must for Christmas ft 4 pp 
entertaining. .......... V for IbOO 
RUBBER MAID BATH MATS —
POLYESTER CAFE SETS — Hand 
washable. Dries in minutes. Q QQ 
70”x36”. Pastel colors. "IbOO 
DURAMAT STRIPED MAT — Ideal
CRYSTAL CLEAR GLASS MUGS — 
With handles, 16 oz. ft RRa 
At our lowest price. . m for OOG 
FEATURING OUR BEST PRESCUT
88c
— Moves
terrific offer. ..................   box LU» Solid state push button, portable
SUPER DELUXE HDCKEY GOAL — with automatic JE QQ
level control........... . ..............KiVbUU





„ FLORAL REGULAR LENGTH DUST- 
HnQ - vERS — Ideal for Christinas £ fifi 
nner presents. Sizes S-M-L, JbOO
CIRCULAR SAW - Black & Decker.
1 h,p. motor, 7'A" comb. AQ QQ 







MEN’S DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS — 
100% polyester, completely washable, 
flare bottoms, wide belt loops, Choose ■ 
from four patch pocket styles or west­
ern style front pockets. In fall’s most 
fashionable colors. Sizes 28-40 col­
lectively. A RR
Exceptional value. ______ _ wbwO
MEN’S TIES — Four in hand* style in 
a popular width in a large selection 
of patterns and colors, ft ft QQ 
Reg. 3.00 each. . » for VbOO
MEN’S SPORT OR DRESS SHIRTS — 
Fine permanent press blend of 65% 
polyester, 35% cotton. Popular long 
point collar, 2 button cuff. Plain colors 
of lavender, It. blue, tan and ft QQ 
peach. Sizes M-L-XL. WbUO 
MEN’S PYJAMAS — Cosy warm 100% 
cotton flannel. Full cut pre-shrunk, 
boxer waist. Good selection of ccfors 
and patterns. A QQ
In sizes A-E. VbOR
MEN’S 3-PAK BRIEFS — Shrink re­
sistant. Full cut, machine washable.
1 blue, 1 green, 1 gold per A QQ 
pkg. Sizes S-M-L. AbOO
MEN’S SKI JACKETS — 100% nylon. 
Outer and lining insulated with fibre­
fill for warmth without weight, zipper 
pockets, hidden hood*, belted waist, 
knit cuffs. Good selection of colors, 
with contrasting 19 RR
sleeve stripes.    -------- - IabwU
BOYS’ DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS — 
100% polyester, Completely washable, 
flare" leg, wide belt loops. Reg. style 
waist and % boxer in plain colors of 
navy* brown, rust and tan. In E QQ 
sizes’ 8-18. collectively. _ - VawU
BOYS’ CORDUROY PANTS — 100% 
cotton tine rib corduroy, flare leg, 4 
patch pockets, % boxer waist. Plain 
colors of navy, dark brown and ft QQ 
tan. In sizes 7-12. . . CbOO
STREET HOCKEY GOALIE BLADE 
— “Tony Esposito”. Designed espec­
ially for street hockey. Durable plas­
tic blade, and it’s great -4 QQ 
on ice tool ------ ------ - IbOO
THE FAMOUS WEIDER "TWISTER” 
— Devefopes a mightly chest, massive 
bicepts, broader shoulders, thicker
WEIDER 110 LB. BARBELL AND 
DUMBELL SET — Includes free 6- 
month instruction course, 4 104b. 
weights, 5 5-lb. weights, 4 2%-lb. 
weights, ftft QQ
collars, sleeves. ----------■--- VabVO
3-PCE. HOLIDAY LUGGAGE — Fea­
tures 1 fitted vanity, 1 21” weekend 
case, 125” pullman. Colors Aft QQ 
avocado, sky blue, melon. .. OObOO 
LEVER ACTION RIFLE - Win­
chester 30-30 — Features walnut fln- 
I ished American hardwood stock, and 
I forearm, half cock safety, tubular 
I magazine. Capacity 6 shells. QQ OQ
Wt. 6% lbs. SJObOO
REX .22 LONG RIFLE SMOKELESS 
CARTRIDGES — Ideal for hunting 
I or target RRa
| shooting................................. box OOv
EAGLE 12 GA. SHOTGUN SHELLS — 
I Imported for this sale! Don't miss
Guaranteed quality with 1 ft fill 
Jacobs chuck. I abOO
TOOLS — Large assortment pliers, 
planes, rasps, 4 QQ
clamps, etc. . ............. I bOO
BATHROOM SCALES — Mayfair by 
Councelor. Fully guaranteed. B QQ 
An ideal Christmas gift. *I-RO
FURNACE FILTERS — Dyna QQ 
glass, asstd. sizes. OOG
STORM SEAL — Adhesive ta[H\ For
N
AND GO UP TO
Pro Finn;
Hockey Slick
This multi-laminated stick features no
joint between shaft and also has a 
unique plastic heel. Available left or 
right-hand.
1.88
TONKA MINI TRUCKS -- Sturdy, 
long lasting tops. Made by Tonka, 
so you know ft QQ
they’ll last...................... VbOO
SNAKES — Look and feel just like 
the real thing. ft QQ
It’s a great pet to have! I CiOO 
GRAB-A-LOOP — The game that 
really grabs you! Q QQ
More fun than the twister. VbOO 
DRUM — A toy every child dreams 
of. Perfect size for tiny tots^With
MRS. BEASLEY — Famous TV doll! 
Your little girl would love to play 
and talkto the 41 QQ
motherly Mrs. Beasley. .... I IbOO 
DISNEY GAMES — Three exciting 
games to choose from, wacky wig-
FOAM CHIPS — 1 lb. bag of slightly 
discolored foam chips. Ideal for 
making toys, pillows, QQ—
cushions, etc. ________... ■ bag OOw
HAND TOWELS — Velvet sheared 
towels. Floral in blue, pink or 4 pp 
gold. 16x26” size. ——. I bOO 
BATH TOWELS — 22x42”, also ft pp 
in blue, pink or gold. ——----- abOO
OVAL BRAIDED RUGS — Size 67”x 
103” in orange, red,- green, A j| QQ 
or gold. Real bargain. —... ft’MHl
FOLDING CHAIRS — Chrome, with 
black or red padded vinyl seats and 
back rest. Ideal for rumpus Q QQ 
room or exfra chairs. ------- UbVW
3-PCE. TABLE SETS — Coffee table 
in Teak finish with AQ QQ 
2 step end tables. ------------ awbWV
DAVENPORTS — Supported vinyl 
covered* in black, avocado,.tangerine, 
brown and turquoise. Ideal QQ 
for rumpus room. .... . ea. IvbQV 
WAGON WHEEL BUNK BEDS—Com­
plete with mattresses and IQQ QQ 
(ladder. Shop and save. ... I VvaUV 
SWIVEL CHAIR — With foam cushion 
in new modern design. In Aft QQ 
blue or black. Reg. 59.95. .. VWbOO 
CRYSTAL CHANDELIER LAMP FIX­
TURE — Crystal clear in ft QQ 
high cut glass fashion. -------VbQQ
BALLERINA LAMP SHADES — 
Ideal for boudoir lamps. RRa 
Asstd. colors. OOv
DANBY FRY MASTERS — Make de­
licious deep fries, stew or IQ QQ 
casseroles. Fully automatic. IUbWI 
TOASTESS FRY PANS — Fully im­
mersible. Automatic 4ft QQ 
probe type. ..........  IUbVV
WITH SPEAKERS -r Has fine tun- 
Ing, tone control, slide controls, 
motor on/off switch and Eft QQ 
built-in burglar alarm. . . OvbOO 
GAF ANSCOMATIC SLIDE PROJEC­
TOR — Automatic focus, remote 
controlled. QQ QQ
Uses 2x2 slides.  ........... . OQbOO
POLAROID COLORPACK 80 GIFT 
SET — Includes film, flash cubes, and 
photo album. Color pictures J|j| QQ 
ready in 60 (seconds. ..... ■WbUII 
UNIVERSAL SLIDE TRAYS — 
Holds up to ft RRa
40 slides. a for OOu
8 TRACK CARRYING CASE — Holds 
24 tapes, styled in black molded
CASSETTE TAPE CASE — A cassette 
case in smart black alligator with a 
stitched* top and luggage-styled handle. 
Velour Interior with lock and 4ft QQ 
key. Holds 30 cassettes. I abOO
SANYO CLOCK RADIO — Make
to music 4 ft Aft
every morning. I O»OO
LADY SUNBEAM ELECTRIC








With long sleeves, acrylic rayon blend 
cowl turtleneck style. SizesS-M-L. 




All beef hamburger on toasted bun; 
French fried potatoes; lettuce and 
tomato slices.
88c
CAKE PANS^-Alufhinum ll%”x7%”x 
1%”. At a very low n QQa 
price. Many uses. ...... a for OOG 
CAKE SAVERS ■ — Just the thing for 
left overs cake. Metal pan with QQ- 
see-through top. OOG
hostess needs! Pretty orange a QQ 
and white daisy design. "IbOO 
“BRAD” DOLL—Christie’s gopd look­
ing boyfriend. Bendable legs, turn­
ing head and . - Q QQ
he even talks! "IbOO
COLORING BOOK —.Lots of rainy 
dav fun. aa
Many pages to fill. OvC
PASTEL COLORED DUSTERS — 
with lace front and* cuffs. f QQ 
Sizes S-M-L. _ _________ -.. IbOO
PANT SUIT —. 2-pce. floral top with 
plain colored pants,. Colors blue; 
green, yellow. Q QQ
Sizes S-M-L. ____.... ObOO
TURTLE NECK PULLOVERS — Also 
bulky knit ski sweaters. Colors:
, - brown, yellow, blue, plum. . a QftLADIES STRETCH VINYL BOOTS — sizes S-M-L. Long sleeves. .. 4bVQ 
Full inside zipper, brown, ft QQ SHORT SLEEVE PULLOVERS —
. Colors navy, Wown, plum, with con- LADIES VINYL 14 BOOTS — Thick toasting sleeves and neck. i QQ
pile lining, full inside zipper. Q QQ Sizes S-M-L "IbOO
5to?k._ browm Sizes 5 to 10. VbOO COTTON PYJAMAS — Brightly color­
ed print design. Cool weather com­
fort at a low, A QQ
low price. — ........................   AbOO
COTTON BABY DOLLS — Assort 
ment of green, pink, blue and ft QQ 
mauve. Trimmed with lace. - XaOO
MEN’S TOE RUBBERS — With sure 
grip heel lock. Black only. 4 QQ 
Sizes 7 to 11/ .............. IbOO 
MEN’S SPORT RUST DESERT 
BOOTS — Smartly styled Q nn 
brushed leather. Sizes 6 to 11. vaOO
SOLO-BRUSH ROLLERS — 56 in bag 
with picks and free comb. Assortment 
of colors and sizes. QQM
Now only ...............OOG
LADIES* LUCKY CHARM BILLFOLD 
— 52 photos and) passes. 4 QQ
Brown or black. ................ I bOO.
FASHION RINGS — Will appeal to 
every type of personality! Many
10-PCE. COFFEE SET — In fine 
ceramic. Gold R RR
or avocado. ......................VbOO
PLASTIC,BASKETS — A Wide as­
sortment for RRa
many uses! .........  -........ OOv
SET OF 6 MUGS WITH METAL 
MUG TREE — Honey ft QQ 
and avocado...........    vbOO
SET OF 4 MUGS WITH METAL 
MUG TREE — Makes a perfect 
gift for a shower A QQ
or blillKk'iy! ...............................£bOO
SUDDEN BEAUTY HAIR SPRAY — 
1G oz. hair spray available In un- 
seentctl, regular, super hold* QQa 
art! w!j{ spiny. OOG
EFFERDENT DENTURE CLEAN. 
SER TABLETS — Removes deep 
stains and Ofir*
freshens your mouth............ . - OOG
RICHARD HUDNUTS QUICK HOME 
PERMANENT — With built-in 4 QQ 
shampoo. Regular and gentle. I bOO 
PROTEIN 21 HAIR SPRAY — 6 oz. 
can. Give hair a firm hold, QQa 
yet hxrk'r natural OOG
VASELINE — I*iii*c pcll'<*lcinti Jolly
In 12 oz. plastic RRa
nursery jar. OOG
JEAN NATE COLOGNE — < For 
turn) and Jean Neat 
after shave jotlon.
HALF SLIPS — Your choice of pink,’ 
blue, green or red. Attractively trim­
med with lace 4 qq
and embroidery. ............  I bOO
PANTY GIRDLES — A wide variety 
of colors like mauve, white, blue, 
yellow, navy 4 qq
BRIEFS — A great selection of 
styles and colors. These are light, 
comfortable and A qq
long lasting.............. . £ for OOG
SCREEN PRINTED POLYESTER — 
Pique tartan, 45” wide, washable 100% 
polyester plaid. Colors green, blue, 
purple, red. Ideal for Q QQ 
tops, dresses, etc..... .............  VbOO
PRINTED WARP KNIT —100% Poly­
ester, fully washable. Ideal for ft QQ 
tops, dresses, blouses, etc. . VbOO 
SCREEN PRINTED WARP KNIT - 
85% acetate, 15% polyester, 4 QQ 
Fully washable. Color fast. I bOO 
FIREBALL PRINTED COTTON - 
100% cotton drip dry. Ideal for A QQ 
long shirts, men’s shirts, etc. &bOO 
SWEET-NI*OVELY PRINTED 
ORIENTAL LOOK — 100% nylon. 
Fully washable. Drip dry. 4 qq 
Green and red only. I bOO
QUALITY PINKING SHEARS QQ* 
— 'With magnetized tips. OOG 
MERCERIZED THREAD - 50 yd. 
spool ' Q QQ
Asstd*. colors. ................. & for OOG
NAME TAPE KIT - No ft QQ- 
sewing, wash-proof .. fc for OOG
CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAP — 3 rolls 
patterned foil in package or 5 rolls 
colorful gift wrap ORa
in package, ___   OOG
SCOTCH TAPE - Stock up naw so 
you'll know you have n RR* 
plenty on hand! v for OOw 
BOOK ENDS WITH PEN SET — 
Pontiles' or horse ornament. QQ- 
Gold*, green or blue coIoih. . OOG 
ASSORTMENT OF BOJIKS -- In per­
sonality and floral patlein. nddresiK,
<6
| USE THESE CARDS IN WOOLWORTH STORES ACROSS CANADA
JF.
% Determined By Tiger-Cats GARY WELDER — SPORTS EDITOR 
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Top Goaltender
Dead At Age 57
AU BIGHTS
BOSTON (API — Muhammad 
AU wiU'fight Jack O’Halloran 
in a 12-round heavyweight bout 
at Boston Garden Dec. 13, pro­
moter Sam Silverman said 
Tuesday.
MONTREAL (CP) — 
Whether or not Montreal 
Alouettes play another Cana­
dian Football, League game this 
' season remains to be seen.
But whether they do or don’t 
one thing seems certain today— 
there wiU be some fireworks
game schedule in Regina last 
Sunday by losing 29-3 to Sas­
katchewan Roughriders. That 
left them third in the EFC with 
eight points, two more than To
ronto Argonauts.
An Argo win over Tiger-Cats 
in Hamilton Sunday would give 
the Argos eight points. Theywhen this season is finished.  
The Alouettes no longer con-’would gain the third and final 
trol their destiny, but. instead} EFC playoff spot on the
must rely on Hamilton Tiger- 
' Cats to back them into an East­
ern Football Conference playoff 
spot.
The Ais finished their 14 •
strength of two wins in three 




Herron, Henley nominated 
For Top Player Of The Year
tinued to iwtrl around the luck­
less Ais.
Last week the club was re­
ported for sale to a group 
whose ultimate goal was to use 
it for the importation of a Na­
tional Football League fran­
chise.
Montreal owner Sam Berger 
denies the club will be sold.
Then there were reports that 
dissesnsion was rampant be­
tween coach Sam Etcheverry 
and a faction of the players. 
One published report indicated 
that flanker, Terry Evanshen 
was the leader of the alleged 
revolt.
The situation advanced to the 
point where Evanshen sched­
uled a news conference for 
Tuesday to air his side of the 
story.
But the flanker apparently 
changed his mind after a dis­
cussion with Berger on the re­
turn plane trip from Regina.
Pair Of Rookies Sparkle 
To Win OASC Spook Rallye
The novice team of Gary । Oroville, then back to Canadian
Slaughter and Judy Weinberger soil to the second checkpoint, 
broke into the sport of rallying located in Osoyoos.
on a successful note Sunday as 
they won the Okanagan Auto 
Sport Club’s first annual Spook 
Rallye.
The team of Jim Bowie and 
Mark Pinchin placed in second 
spot overall In the rallye, which 
saw 53 of the registered compe­
titors finish the coursA
The, first leg spelled disaster 
for most teams, with the Sum­
merland section leaving them 
scattered from one end *of that 
small community to the- other.
From Osoyoos, entrants fol-
MONTREAL (CP) — Two of 
the greatest offensive threats in 
the Canadian Football League— 
pass-catching Garney Henley of 
w Hamilton Tiger-Cats and little 
" Mack 'Herron, the bulldozing 
jg ruining back from Winnipeg 
at Blue Bombers—are this year’s 
k finalists for the annual out- 
W standing player award.
S Henley, used mostly as a 
£ wide receiver this season by 
® the Eastern FootbaU Confers 
j ence Ticats, Is in his 12th sea- 
| son with the club. At 37, he has 
performed on defence and of- 
< fence and on'occasion has been 












Herron, five-feet, six-inches 
and 200 pounds, has scored 16 
touchdowns for the first-place 
Western Football Conference 
Bombers this season.
Henley has eight majors to 
his credit this year.
MADE PUBLIC
Results of the final out­
standing player baUoting, and 
three other categories in the 
annual Canadian Schenley 
Awards, wiU be announced in 
HamUton Nov. 30, during Grey 
Cup week.'
Gerry Organ, Ottawa Rough 
Riders* place-kicking speclaUst, 
wiU be the EFC’s representa­
tive for the Canadian player-of- 
the-year award, while Jim 
Young, a running back and end 
with British Columbia Lions 
tvill represent the WFC in that 
category.
In the lineman-of-the-year 
category, Jim Stillwagon, de­
fensive tackle with Toronto Ar­
gonauts, is the EFC representa­
tive while John Helton of Cal­
gary Stampeders has been 
nominated in the West.' 
PLAYERS SELECTED
The newly-created rookle-of- 
the-year category has Hamilton 




“After deep reflection I have From Summerland the route led 
decided to withhold any and all I to Penticton, Keremeos, Oso- 
comment at this time," Evan- yoos, Oroville, Washington and 
shen said of the cancelled news Chesaw, Washington, where the 
conference. “My only concern first checkpoint was. . 
at this point is the team. When The second leg wound south 
the season is complete I will from Chesaw through Havillah, 
comment on the allegation.” Tonasket, then north again
Earlier reports quoted Etche- through Loomis, Nighthawk, 
verry as saying he was going to —-------- —------------ —
get rid of the "rats” who con- REMEMBER WHEN . . . 
tributed to the deterioration of 
team morale this year. But he I Jack Britton, at 40. the 
denied that he had singled out oldest man to hold a world 
Evhnshen. boxing championship, lost
/Berger said that up until now bjs welterweight crown* to 
he. has made appoint of not in-1 MickeyWalker 50 yearsago 
teriefingMvitlr7the operation of! !0<^a3rT^ ^2. Only * m^.s‘ 
♦k. ♦„„„ terly defence kept Britton inthe team. action for 15 rounds and
"But you can be sure I m go- averted a knockout. Walker
ing to have several things to ]ost to Pete Latzo in 1926.
say when this is all over, he 1------ - ---- ------- —------- -------- -—
added. “Yoji can be sure of ■BROBBIBRBBnBBBiOBBBI 
that. I don’t want to say any-1 ■ - ■ -
thing or make any drastic dec-1 I 
laratlons at this time, because I 
even if we don’t deserve it, we I I 
still stand a pretty good chance ■ 
of being in the playoffs.” B
lowed the back roads to Kick- 
ininee Campsight, north of Pen­
ticton, then to Billy Foster 
Speedway for. the bUndfolded 
slalom, where the navigator had 
to verbally direct the, driver 




2. Jim Bowie-Mark Pinchin
3. Mark Payer-Alan Farrant
4. Rick Jennens-Arthur Sayler 
5. Brenda Carr-Linda Shapiro










TORONTO (CP) — BUI Dur- 
nan, long acclaimed the great­
est goaltender in modem times, 
died Tuesday night at the age 
of 57. He had been in faiUng 
health for some timb and en­
tered hospital last Thursday.
Durnan reached the National 
Hockey League as a 29-year-old 
rookie with Montreal Canadiens 
in 1943 and retired after seven 
s t a r-fiUed, record-shattering 
seasons, claiming “my nerves 
are all shot.”
In- his brief career, the big, 
friendly giant established a 
host of remoras, winning the Ve­
zina Trophy six of the seven 
years and being named to the 
first NHL all-star team six 
times.
Ironically, the only man to 
, break Durnan’s string of Ve­
zina and aU-star awards was 
Walter (Turk) Broda of Toronto 
Maple Leafs, who died Oct. 17.
WUliam Ronald Durnan was 
born in Toronto Jan. 22, 1915, 
and embarked on a' softbaU ca­
reer at the age of 16 that was 
to propel him jnto the sporting 
. limelight long before he
spending four years with Kirk­
land Lake Blue Devels that ter­
minated in 1940 with the Allan 
Cup, emblematic of Canadian 
senior hockey champions.
Montreal Royals lured Dur­
nan away from the northland' 
the following vear and, in 1913,1 
the Canadiens invited him to, 
their training camp. I
His ambidextrous style, a 
trait learned early in' his career 
that enabled aim to use the 
stick in either hand, impressed 
the Canadiens who finally per­
suaded him to turn pro at an i 
age when most hockey players 
were retiring.
SETS RECORD PACE
Durnan was an immediate 
success, becoming the first 
ever rookie to win the Vezina 
Trophy as the Canadiens swept 
to a Stanley Cup triumph in 
1944, and he held the award for
four straight seasons—the 
goaltender to do so. 1
Big at 6-foot-2 and 





Campana of Saskatchewan 
Roughriders for top honors.
The eight players were se­
lected by 96 sportswriters and 
broadcasters in the nine CFL 
cities across the country.
The nomination of Henley Is 
the fifth in his career. Herron 
is in his second season with the 
Bombers.
As a rookie Herron scored 
nine touchdowns and rushed for 
900 yards. He also returned 35 
kickoffs for a record 1,019 
yards. •
Organ, with one game left to 
play, has scored 121 points for 
Ottawa to lead the EFCAscoring 
race by a wide margin. He has 
counted 26 field goals, 28 con­
verts, one touchdown and nine 
singles.
All Blacks Continue Tour 
Following Defeat In Wales
LLANELLI, Wales (CP) - 
The legendary AU Blacks from 
New Zealand will enter the 
third match of their British 
rugby tour Saturday with the 
yells of a victorious Welsh 
crowd still ringing in their ears 
after a memorable battle
Llanelli’s squad defeated 
visitors 9-3 Tuesday.
the
fought in this passionately-par- 
tisan valley town.
i Cdached by Carwyn James,
BOWLING
MERIDIAN LANES
Wednesday Coffee, Oct. 2.) — 
women’s high single, Tina Fran- 
chine 317; women's high triple, 
Flo Schumaker 733; team high 
single, Alley-Crawlers 1,166; 
team high triple, Wildcats 3203; 
women's high average, Eleanor 
Bealtel 221; “300" club, Tina 
Franchlne, Norma Durante, 
Merle Bradley, Flo Schumaker, 
Team standings — 1. Wildcats 
227; 2. Rebels 211; 3. Devils 192.
I
Maple Leaf (Frl. 7 p.m.), 
Oct. 27 —■ women’s high single, 
Madeline Morrison 259; men's 
high single, AI Hale 202; wo­
men’s high triple, Madeline 
Morrison 651; men's high triple, 
Al McRae 692; team high single, 
Sour Doughs 1119; team high 
triple, Lucky 13 3062; women's 
high average, Linda Davi 215; 
men's high average, Al McRae 
251. Team standings -- 1. Drop 
Outs 72; 2. Lucky 13 68; 3. 
Sour Doughs 67.
“The match of the Llanelli 
century,” the London Times 
called the game.
Llanelli, taking on the New 
Zealanders after the visitors 
had made a victorious 1972 de­
but at Gloucester last weekend, 
is only the eighth team to beat 
the All Blacks in this country in 
69 years.
The squad coached by James 
was the first Llanelli team ever 
to defeat a touring All Black 
side.
Ernie Todd, manager of the 
New Zealand team, joined in 
the tributes to the locals, 
backed during the game by sus­
tained broadsides of wild Welsh 
cheering and singing.
‘FANTASTIC’ EFFORT
"It was a fantastic team per­
formance underlined by ability 
and talent," Todd said.
The much-vaunted All Blacks 
attacking machine, which wi 
be up against another Wels 
side In its Saturday outing a
Girl's league 
Holds Bonspiel
The Mountain Shadows busi­
ness girls* curling league will 
hold their third annual cash 
bonspiel called “Mountain of I 
Silver” starting Thursday.
Curling will start at 6:45 p.m. 
Thursday, 4 p.m. Friday and all 
day Saturday and Sunday with 
the finals set for 5 p.m. Sunday.
First round draws are as fol­
lows: .
6:45 p;m. Thursday 
Baron, M.S. vs West, KeL 
Ratel, Kei. vs Begg, Sum. 
Donnelly, Kei. vs MacDonald, .
Kei.
Kilburn, Kei. vs Steed, Kei. 
9:00 p.m.
Phillips, Kei. vs LaFace, M.S. ‘ 
August, Kei. vs Radcliffe, Kei.
Henderson, M.S. vs Komarnicki, 
Vfernon I
Long, Kei. vs Reed, M.S. ' I
4:00 p.m. Friday I
Dodds, M.S. vs Locke, M.S. I
Mamchur, M.S. vs Beutle, Pen. 
Bernrot, Kei. vs Ciceri, M.S. 
Jamen, Kei. vs Marshall, Pen, 
6:15 p.m.
Topman, Kei. vs Glenn, S.A. 
DeMasters, M.S. vs Reigh, M.S. 
Taiji, M.S. vs Johnson, MJS.
8:30 p.m.





Cardiff, wasn’t given n chnnco
by the hnrfi-fighting Llnncl 
team.
Lawn Rnwler’s Monday night, 
Oct, 30, — women’s high single, 
Clarice Dupuis 250; men's high 
single, Fred Bartlett 309; wo­
men's high triple, Clarice Du­
puis, 580; men’s high triple, 
Fred Bartlett 714; team high 
single, Bisons 1080; team high 
triple. Bed Posts 2977; women’s 
high average, Tony Diamond 
197; men’s high average, Art I 
Jantz 208; *’300” club, Fred I 
Bartlett 309. Team standings — I 
I, Bed Posts 127; 2. Bisons 109; । 
3. Prancer’a 07. !
In the first half, Welshman 
Roy Berglcrs charged down ti 
kick and pounced on the ball ns 
it rolled over the goal linc- 
thereby recording four points.
Tills was converted by Plil) 
Bennett, credited with being 
Llanelli's over-nil tactical gen­
eral.
New Zealand's Joe Karnin 
scored on a penalty kick, to 
keep the All Blacks in con­
tention.
Starting off with a 6-3 lead in 
the second half, the Welshnwn 
nltimntcly added another threv- 
points on a kick by Andy Hill 














10. Barry Blennerhassett-Alice 
Gates
11. Mark Scorah-David Brack­
man
12. Ken St. Laurent-Ernie New­
bury
13. Kevin Mclntosh-Glenn Ruff
14. Jerry Magee-Quentin Dyck
15. Cindy Watson-Lorri Kennedy
16.
17.
Terry Paziuk-Mel Deeter 
Mike Wasylewick-Ivan Gar- 
belya
18. Barry Beach-John Laycock
19. John Glena Jr .-Larry Fox
20. Gary’Aeichele-Bob Aeichele
reached the NHL. .
NO ICE SENSATION
He pitched with and against . 
the outstanding players of the 
1930s. Durnan starred in almost 
every sport in his younger 
days, except on the ice. :
An almost forgotten pair o’ 
old skates got him started in 
public school and led him into- 
Hockey’s Hall of Fame in 1964.
He got his biggest hockey 
boost in 1931, helping Max Sil­
verman’s Sudbury Wolves to 
the Canadian junior hockey 
championship. He was ear­
marked for the Leafs until a 
twisted knee in 1932 set his ca­
reer back temporarily when To­
ronto lost interest.
Durnan went north again,
point where he was almost too 
easy-going, Durnan retired 
many times before finaUy call­
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ELKS HALL, NOV. 5, 1 TO 5 P.M.
Sponsored by the
ORCHARD COUNTRY SKI CLUB
thafsall!
Peoples offers a York AM/FM Digital 




























“Custom Carn In 
Ilcadv to Wear" 
1474 St. Paul St.
Phono 763-7631
Any Way You Look 
at it,..
our trained crew 
can make your 
car look like new. 
Smoothing out dents, 
custom repainting our 
speciality.
KERR AUlO BODY SHOP
1110 St. Patti St,
LID.
7*2-2JOO ■
Once again Peoples’ Huge Purchasing 
Power allows us to pass on an outstand­
ing value to our customers! A York AM/ 
FM Digital Clock Radio for just $34.97!
This low-profile woodgrain beauty is 
designed to complement any room in 
your home — especially the bedroom. 
You can set it to shut itself off auto-
mntlcally an hour after you’ve gone to 
bed. And every morning It will gently 
awake you to the sound of your favour­
ite station — either AM or FM.
Designed with trouble-free solid-state 
circuit, the York Clock Radio brings in 
distant stations and local stations with 
full range sound reproduction, from
high treble to resonant bass.
Features an easy-to-read clock softly 
lit for night use, and a personal ear­
phone so you may enjoy your favourite 
music at night, without disturbing 
others. See the York AM/FM Clock 
Radio at a Peoples store near you.
The price alone speaks for itself.
peopi.es+jeweiieRS
ORCHARD PARK SHOPPING CENTRE, KELOWNA
Thompson Park Shopping Centre — Kamloops
PH. 763-7042
Open Daily 9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.; Thurs. and Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
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NHL ROUNDUP • Tigers Jump Into First
Pulford Has Kings Moving jo-^
By
Climb Into Second Place
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
It may be a little early to 
; start tooting any horns, but no- 
body can deny Bobby Pulford 
• h’’ just ilaudits.
' The rookie National Hockey 
' League coach has molded Ix>s 
> Anwles K’ngs Into earlv-season 
wonders and the west coast 
’ team .■ has reponded to his 
groom1"g.
/ The Kings, made it five wins 
* In a row Tuesday night, 4-1 
J ©•/<»’• Vancouver Canucks, to set 
o a club record and moved slnne 
♦ into second place in the the 
J West, one -/"'n4 behind Chi- 
| ca®n Black Hawks.
I Where the K’ngs are the sur- 
” prises of the West, the same 
? can be said of the Buffalo Sa- 
• bres in the East who put their 
* 6-0-4 mark on th- line ton’ght 
’ against Toronto Maole Ty>''s.
Montreal Canadiens. 7-0-4 and 
; two points ahead of Buffalo, 
’ are in Pittsburgh against the 
Pengu’ns in another game 
* wh’le New York Rangers visit 
. Ch’cago, California Golden 
» Seals entertain New York 
• Islanders. Atlanta Flames are 
* at Detroit Red Wings and St. 
‘Louis Blues and Minnesota 
North Stars continue their ri- 
f valry at Minneapolis.
; GORING SCORES 3
.. Butch Goring, a 21-goal 
• i scorer last year, scored three 
- goals against Vancouver, in- 
,j. eluding the winner, in a game 
v, at Los Angeles that was mar- 
>>• red by two third-period fights.
; Vancouver’s Greg Boddy and 
rookie Don Kozak nreclnitated 
the fireworks at 5:51 of the pe­
One of the big factors has 
been the addition to the defence 
of veteran Terry Harper and 
the development of Barry Long, 
a 23-year-old up from Portland 
Buckardos j of the Western 
League. i
Pulford, captain of the Kings 
ast year, took, over yhe post 
from general manager Larry 
Regan. Other than Red KeUy, 
who had Los Angeles into the 
playoffs their first two years, 
the Kings have provided little 
coaching security since 1967.'
Their early-season record', six 
losses in seven games, seemed 
to indicate they were headed 
for anothr dismal season be­
fore their sudden change of for­
tune. . •
Changes in the eastern divi­
sion of the Western Canada 
Hockey League were held to a 
minimum Tuesday night but 
Medicine Hat Tigers took oyer 







. . behind Chicago
riod. Bill Lesuk of the Kings 
and Bobby Schmautz of Van­
couver clashed at 15:45.
All four were nailed with mi­
nors and majors. Bobby La­
londe ruined goaltender Gary 
Edwards’ shutout at 13:29 of 
the final period as the Kings 
completely dominated play and 
outshot the visitors 36-17 in the 
game.
The Kings have made few 
changes from their lineup of a 
year ago, but it appeared ob­
vious from the outset of the 
season there was a new spirit 
onthe club.
East Division
W L T F A Pt
Montreal 7 0 4 40 18 18
Buffalo 6 0 4 37 18 16
Rangers 6 3 1 39 26 13
Detroit 6 3 0 36 23 12
Boston 5 5 1 46 41 11
Toronto 3 6 1 26 35 7
Vancouver 3 7 1 28 47 7
Islanders 1 6 1 18 36 3
West Division
Chicago 6 4 1 36 33 13
Los Angeles 6 6 0 40 39 12
Pittsburgh . 5 5 0 37 33'10
Phila. 4 4 2 28 33 10
Minnesota 4 5 1 26 25 9
Atlanta 4 6 1 20 37 9
St. Louis 2 4 3 25 31 7
California 2 6 1 24 33 5
Games Tonight
Montreal at Pittsburgh




St. Louis at Minnesota
NEW YORK (CP) — The 
United States equestrian team, 
winning the first two inter­
nationaljumping events of the 
National Horse Show, has taken 
a 32-to-12 lead in points over 
the Canadian team.
As the eight-day competition 
opened in Madison Sauare Gar­
den Tuesday, the U.S. quickly 
moved ahead in defence of its 
team title with, Kathy Kusner 
nipping Canadian rider Bar­
bara Simpson Kerr, formerly of 
Calgary, to win the afternoon 
jumping event.
or a 5-5 tie with Winnipeg Jets 
in one eastern division contest 
and Flin Flon Bombers came 
from behind twice for a 2-2 
deadlock with Brandon Wheat 
Kings in the other.
In the only western division 
game. Medicine ' Hat leaped 
from 9 three-way tie tor second 
place into sole possession of the 
lead by whipping Vancouver 
Nate 10-5.
The deadlock allowed Swift 
Current to protect its unde­
feated record at home.
Brent Leavins led the 
Broncos with two goals and 
Terry Ruskowsky, Brian Back 
and David Goodwin added one 
each. Barry Legge, Gary Wag­
ner, Brian Dick, Reg Malinoski 
and Mike Korney replied for 
the Jets in the penalty-studded 
contest, in which the Jets 
served 12 of 19 minor penalties. 
Each club also collected a ma- 
or and Winnipeg took a mis­
conduct.
Brandon goals came on de­
flections bv Clark Lang ' and 
.■ Dwayne Bentland In front of 
. Flin Flon goaltender Roger 
Swanson. .
Will Approve Second Series
MIAMI BEACH CAP) — Clar-i 
ence Campbell, head of the Na­
tional Hockey ' League, isn't 
overly optimistic that the NHL 
board of governors or the play­
ers will approve another exhibi­
tion series against the Soviet 
Union’s all-star hockey team.
"There is a considerable dis­
parity of opinion on the advis­
ability of staging the series this 
year," Campbell said Tuesday 
during the second day of the 
board’s three-day meeting.
Even if the governors allow 
exhibitions next year, Campbell 
warns, final approval must 
come from players.
There wab grumbling by 
some players on Team Canada 
in this year’s inaugural series 
with Russia over loss of prac­
tice time from regular NHL 
camps. Team Canada had to 
rally to win the series.
Asked about the possibility of 
professional hockey expanding 
into European cities, Campbell
bilities in the United States by 
grabbing personnel for Its 12 
teams, but hot by eliminating 
potential sites.
RINK SIZE ’
The official National Hodte 
League rink Is 200 feet loxm JDg 
85 feet wide.- ----—--
LONG DROP
Niagara Falls are 162 fat 
high on the Canadian side. ."I
Sharks Emerge As 4-2 Vidors 
Despite 2nd Period Rhubarb
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The Sharks showed their 
teeth Tuesday night in Quebec 
■City."'-'
Los Angeles Sharks survived 
■e minor rhubarb at the Coli­
seum to emerge 42 victors 
over the Nordlques in World 
Hockey Association action.
Most of the disturbance that 
kept referee Ron Ego busy 
came in the second period with 
the visiting Sharks trailing 2-1.
Gary Veneruzzo of Los Ange­
les and Pierre Roy of Quebec 
were assessed fighting majors, 
Bart Crashley of the Sharks 
and Quebec’s Robert Guindon, 
took double minors, and Steve 
Sutherland of Los Angeles was 
nailed with a 10-minute miscon­
duct in the disturbance at 7:56.
Bernie MacNeil scored before 
the period ended and scored 
again along with • Crashley in 
the third period to lift the 
Sharks into a third-place tie 
with Houston Aeros in the 
Western Division.
SHOT MISPLAYED
The Aeros kept pace; when 
Ted Taylor’s routine slap shot 
was the only goal of the third 
Serlod as Houston edged Al­
erts Ollers 4-3 at Edmonton. 
In the only other game, Chi­
cago Cougars scored three 
times in the third period to de­
feat Winnipeg Jets 3-1.
The Jets move into St. Paul, 
Minn., tonight against Min­
nesota’s Fighting Saints while 
Cleveland Crusaders entertain 
Philadelphia Blazers and Chi­
cago is in Boston against New 
England Whalers.
Quebec carried a 2-1 lead, 
Ronald Leclerc and Jean Pay­
ette sandwiching a Los Angeles 
score by Tom Serviss, when 
Veneruzzo and Roy got things 
started in front of 6,000 Nor- 
diques fans.
Ego called 21 minors, 13 to 
the Sharks, along with the 
fighting majors, and two mis­
conducts, to Sutherland and 
Quebec’s Francois Lacombe.
Dune Rousseau’s first goal of 
the year sent Winnipeg into the 
third period witn a 1-0 lead only 
to have the Cougars come alive 
before 6,727 home fans, sparked 
by Bobby Whitlock’s fourth and 
fifth goals of the young season.
NOTCHES WINNER
• Bob Sicinski scored the win­
ner at 9:39 of the period.
Goaltender Jack Norris* cas­
ualplay of-Taylor’s 30-foot shot 
from a difficult angle dis­
appointed 2,740 Edmonton fans 
who watched as the Oilers blow 
2-0 and 3-1 leads.
Norris appeared to play the 
easy shot as if it were going to 
miss the net entirely. Instead, 
the puck lodged in the upper 
corner. Alberta’s late efforts to 
notch the equalizer were smoth­












Riding Nirvana, Miss Kusner, 
the leading rider at the Wash­
ington Horse Show last week, 
won on a time basis after seven 
of the riders had come, through 
with perfect performances.
She led Mrs. Kerr, who was 
on Australis. Miss Kramer was 
timed in 32.3 seconds to her ri­
val’s 33.1. Jim Elder of Aurora, 
Ont., riding Top Gallant, was 
third in 34.6, and Jim Day of 
Hornby, Ont., aboard Sundance, 
was fourth in 35.5.
U.S. riders swept the top four 
places in the night jumping 
competition. The winner , was 
Frank Chapot, aboard Good 
Twist, and he was followed by 
Neal Shapiro on Dukes Honor, 
Miss Kusner on Triple Crown 
and William Steinkraus on 
Main Spring.
Wayne Bianchin and Al Hiller 
scored matching goals. Swan­
son recorded 26 saves, equal­
ling the total of Brandon’s Jim 
Rankin. Each team served six 
minor penalties and one major 
as Brandon remained in first 
nlace, two points ahead of Sas­
katoon and Swift Current.
Abobt 800 fans at Vancouver 
watched Tom Lysiak and 
Lanny McDonald produce three 
goals each and turn in a ster­
ling job of penalty-killing early 
in the third period while the Ti­
gers held only a one-goal edge.
Ed Johnston and the family 
combination of Bob, Ken and 
Brad Gassoff contributed a goal 
each for the Tigers.
Sid Prysunka and Murray 
Beck scored two goals each and 
Nick Sita one for Vancouver.
said: "In the case of the NHL, 
I don’t think there’s any possi­
bility of it being a transatlantic 
league because that’s not rea­
listic.
"It’s expensive and time-was­
ting, that’s why," the 68-year- 
old head of the NHL explained. 
"In the current league, we 
have tried to avoid long black­
outs (road trips). We try to 
play our teams pretty regu­
larly."
CUTS GROWTH CHANCES
Campbell said the new World 
Hockey Association has cut 
down bn the expansion possi-
He isn’t sure the southern' 
U.S. can be considered among 
the sites. "If you get an au 
dience that likes action, then 
thq, action is the same north or 
south of the Mason-Dixon Une," 
he said.
But he admitted that Mem­
phis failed as a hockey town 
and Oakland and Los Angeles 
are running below NHL attend­
ance standards partly because 
they are warm-weather cities 
where hockey is not a natural 
sport.
He withheld comment on 
what the NHL will do if it loses 
a court chaUenge by the WHA 
on the NHL reserve clause and 
a countersuit by the NHL.
"We haven't' even con­
templated that yet,"- he said. 
But he said merger would not 
be the solution to a bidding war 
between the leagues.
"What would you merge?" he 
asked. "Take the composition 
of the present WHA league.
"They have put teams in six 
of the seven cities where we 









. Quality Footwear 
Expertly Fitted
See our complete selection
WILLIAMS
MEN’S WEAR and SHOES 





Living Room a Dining Room 
a WaU Components 
NORDAN IMPORT 
282 Bernard Ave. 763-3810
CHAIN SAWS
PIONEER





pears choosing a gifted appliance?
At Simpsons-Sears it’s
First; if fame is the name of 
the game for you, you'll find 
all the most popular , of 
famous C.G.E. and Sunbeam 
brand-name appliances at 
our store. Chances are you'll 
see just the one you want 
right here in one handy 
place. And that makes shop­
ping so much easier, right?
HOCKEY SCORES
National 
Los Angeles 4 Vancouver 1
World
Los 'Angeles 4 Quebec 2
Chicago 3 Winnipeg 1
Houston 4 Alberta 3
American
Boston 3 Tidewater 2
Baltimore 4 Cincinnati 1
Eastern 
Cape Cod 3 Rhode Island 2
International 
,Des Moines 6 Muskegon 5 
Western International 
Kimberley 8 Cranbrook 3
Quebec Junior 
Trols-Rlvleres 4 Shawinlgnn 
Quebec 7 Sorel 5
Central Junior 
Ottawa 4 Hull 2
Ontario Junior 
Hamilton 9 Oshawa 6 
Provincial Junior
Richmond Hill 7 Dixie 1
Kingston 5 Ajax 3
Southern Ontario Junior 
















40 23 15 














































Winnipeg at Minnesota 
Philadelphia at Cleveland 




Medicine Hat 10 Vancouver 5
Winnipeg 5 Swift Current 5
Flin Finn 2 Brandon 2
Saskatchewan Junior
Humboldt 6 Regina Blues 2
Alberta Junior
Lethbridge 4 Calgary 3
lf you're using that much oil, 
why don't you have It fixed 
at Arena Motors.
ARENA
Ford - Lincoln - Mercury 
1634 Harvey Phone: 762-4511
FOR THE BIG AND 
TALLMAN!
Pcrnia Pressed Sport Shirts 
Sized to 19’j" neck.
Double Knit Slacks Sized to 44" 
Waist.































10 Electric Frypan 
Sale Price
Kenmore 
12" Square Frypan 
13.97
Second. Price can be a big 
thing when you’re deciding 
what appliance to buy. So 
we've gotten together a 
selection of appliances that 
give you the one you want 
when you want one for less. - 
And that makes living within 







* Advertised prices in effect 'til 5:30 
p.m. Saturday, November 4.
ShnpMinvScar*: Elechicah (W. 21-llour Tclr'linp, Krlowna
great buy at 
regular price and absolutely 
sensational at these special 
sale prices! Made especially 
for us by well-known nation-, 
-- al manufacturers. Backed by 
our 1-year Immediate re­
placementguarantee.












B.C. Grown fl| R| S
Whole-Fresh H |«A
. Frying Chicken S
v •** A ib. /I lie s 
r U ■■■■ g 




B.C. Cut Up Tray Pack. Rk Qf
Never Frozen — lb. *0 S w




Head Cheese, Summer Sausage, Salami
Seven Farms, 2„ Lfor oVc


































6 oz. pkg........—a W
ROUND STEAKS = ?1.19 S
BLADE ROAST ; 99c 5
BONELESS — EASY TO CARVE BONELESS — EASY TO CARVE
RUMP $| SIRLOIN TIP $| *50 Ji
ROAST .. ...n, leJf ROAST M; w..i..b. I«J7 h|
COFEE MATE Ji .09
FACIAL TISSUE “ 2 te 69c
BISCUITS
VASELINE £WL..____________ 69c
FISH AND CHIPS 69c
AE AC Bonnie Brook. A QOa
rtA3 2 lb. pkg.............................. .......- dt for O/C
GRAHAM SQUARES 69c 
WAGON WHEELS 2(M99c
DE AC Malkin’s Fancy Assorted. r 1 A A 
rtAj 14 oz. tins ................................. J for leUv
WALNUTS ! lb. Pke 79c
SHORTENING 2% lb. pkg.................. ....... ' 95c
CREAM CORN 4 (M1.00
GREEN BEANS 4 tor 1.00
GREEN BEANS oZh i4GT !i„s 4 ,1.00 
GREEN BEANS Seasoned. 14 oz. .. 41.1.00 
TOMATO PASTE liM 5 (or 1.00 
TOMATO SAUCE ^;ins 2 (m 59c
CORN FLAKES . . . . . . . . . . . . 39c
RICE KRISPIESrJX 39c
SPECIAL K 39c
BREAD DOUGH Frozen .J.... 5 loaf pack 79c
COFFEE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89c
Tomatoes
Onions





*<* - 9 Mon. - FrL; 9-6 Sat.
Capri
9-6 Mon., Toes., Wed., Sat.;






PRICES EFFECTIVE: THURS., NOV. 2, TO SAT., NOV. 4
Shop Easy
A CANADIAN ■tell COMPANY
Weatfair 
Affiliate
KELOWNA DAILY COUBIEB, WED.. TOY. 1, im FACT tt
0 10 0
useT00'
T Makes fight of 
J , heavy work!
■ ‘SnoDooie’
I SHOW SHOVEL
36" long.. . weighs just 17? 
lbs. This great little shovel is 
lighter and safer than steel. 
It has been severely tested in 
•$ub.-zero temperatures so you 
can be sure it won't chip or 
crack. The squeegee action of 
the flexible blade easily removes 
snow, slush or water. Slides 
freely and won’t scratch. It 
makes a man-sized 
windshield scraper. This low 
price means you can have one 
k for both home and car.
You’re a
WINNER
Each time you save on 
gas at Mohawk you get
BONUS COUPONS good 
as money on all 
merchandise and 
services.
Don’t leave without 
them!







Built for the beginner. Select, 
air-seasoned hardwood. Proper 
weight and balance in 40" to 
45” lengths to fit the shorter 





Proud performer at a popular 
price. Full-size 10" rocker 
blade with special lacquer 
finish. Ash handle, permabonded 
2-piece construction. Neutral. 








H12pOK — MOHAWK CURV
For players who prefer curved 
blades, this hard-shootihg 14” 
curved.blade is full-sized 10” 
with Ruftex finish for extra MCTCTCT 
strength. Left or right, lies 5 
and 6. Select, air-rseasoned t ,
Ash handle and perma-bonded 
2-piece construction. A perfect — 
stick for hard-skating»Junior 
players in 50" to 53" lengths.
RTX19K — PRO LAM CURV
A top of the line high-scorer 
with a 14" curved blade. fl M
Ruftex blade finish, left or 21411 
right, in lies 5 and 6. Polar ’ U * W 
Lam19-plyhandle.53”to55” 






Getting up on cold, dark mornings isn't much fun. This attractive alarm 
just might make you feel better about it, It’s a deluxe Ingraham 
electric with shatterproof crystal __ __
and easy-to-read numerals and hands.
Smartly designed in a neutral.beige ■■ "J|
color for a tasteful contemporary: JI JI .
look. It measures 6” wide x 3!4" - Uli
high and is guaranteed for a year. • -
The fantastic price alone is a real HLU
.eye-opener.., -............ CTHD ■ — -
Trunk Mounted
FOLDING SKI RACK
For the ski enthusiast, an aluminum ski rack that fits 
all cars. Takes 4 pairs of skis... attaches quickly 
... holds firmly. This rack 
will not obscure your rear 
window vision or create 
noise and wind resistance 
when you’re driving the' 
.. . highway. A super value.
1095
The first dead battery you get will pay for these!
BULK OIL 48c QT.l BOOSTER CABLES 2™
^Here’s protection all year round.
/PERMANENT ANTI-FREEZE
Ethylene Glycol Base. This Permanent
%
type Anti-Freeze is a non-evaporating 
ethylene glycol base with the most 
effective rust and corrosion inhibitors 
added. It won't harm rubber hose, 
pump packing, gaskets and car finishes. 
It does not contain glycerine, wood or 
ethyl alcohol. Used as directed, it will 
not evaporate or boil away and will not 
clog the cooling system.
?B9
1 Gallon
7 Buy enough to see you through the
/ winter!
WINDSHIELD WASHED ANTI FREEZE
In winter, good vision Is more 
important than evor. And it costs so 
littlo to remove ico, sleet, slush and 
dirt with this Windshield Anti-Freeze. , 









A great “You go-or we pay F^wiiwwiiii^
the tow” bargain in belted (^wmmI
mileage and traction.
Concave-molded design puts Jr1
the full width of the tread
to work. Proven Nylon plus I jhJL*
Fibreglass construction. The 
best belt for the money *—
you'll find anywhere. E78-14, '
F78-14, to fit many models JMW? i












‘Check our low gas prices
There’s a Lifetime guarantee on the
MOHAWK
If you buy this battery for 
noncommercial use and look 
after it with normal care, Mohawk 
offers a replacement guarantee 
for llfeas long as you're the 
owner and it remains in the car 
in which it was originally 
installed. Guarantee for 
commercial use is thirty months 
and both guarantees are against 
.delects in workmanship and 
materials.
The Mohawk “Everlife” is made 
in the latest tough plastic. The 
slimmer wall gives more room 

























 L GAS FOR LESS * GAS FOR LESS * GASJFOR LESS ‘ GAS FOR LESS • GAS FOR LESS
MOHAWK KELOWNA SERVICE
1505 Harvey Avenue ,a




therefore a hotter power-surge 
when you need it most. The 
“Everlife" fits most American 
cars and some imports. See it1 







• GAS FOR LESS *
GAS FOR LESS * GAS FOR LESS * GAS FOR LESS • GAS FOR LESS • GAS FOR LESS • GAS FOR LESS * GAS FOR LESS * GAS FOR LESS * GAS FOR LESS * GAS FOR LESS • GAS FOR LESS * GAS FOR LESS ‘ GAS FOR LESS
AGE U KELOWNA DAILY (XHJBIEB. WEPh NOV. l. W1
UNT HERE - SEASON'S ALWAYS OPEN FOR THRIFTY WANT AD BARGAINS - NO LIMIT
NO FOOUN* — JUST CALL 763-3228.
gl. BIRTHS
-PROUD FATHERS! WHEN THAT NEW 
ron or daughter to been, let The K«J- 
, »wm Dally Courier assist ym to teD- 
’ sag tha juod rows. Our friendly ad- 
T wrUers WlU aaslrt you in wording a 
.fcrtb Notice for only $2M The day
^2. DEATHS
LMURCHISON — Passed away m Oc- 
Stober 31st, 1972. Eari Alexander Mtm- 
■-ddsstu lata of 1781 Abbott SU Kelowna, 
*BjC. Surviving Mr. Murchison are two 
te&roUen. Alvin and Vernon of Van­
couver; one sister, Katie (Mrs. Frank 
^Powers), of Kelowna; several nieces 
iind nephews. Funeral services far the 
^ftte Mr. Murchison wffl be held from 
-Day's Chapel of Remembrance on Thurs­
day. November tod at 1:39 FJO. with 
Rev. John Davidson officiating. Inter- 
went to follow in the family plot ta the 
Mountain View Cemetery ta Vancouver.
• The family respectfully requests no 
flower*. Day's Funeral Home is in 
charge of the arrangement*. 78
4, ENGAGEMENTS
STAPLETON-FOrTRAS — Mr. nM Ifn. 
Mickael Stapleton of Okanagan Mtato. 
arc pleased to axmoonea the enaaiemtn-. 
of eldeat daxiMMer* Patrid* Anae 
to Gerald Leon Poitras, see of Mr. and 
Mrs. Armand Poitras, also of Okanagan 
Misslc®.1 ■ ' 7$
5. IN MEM0R1AM
IN HEMORIAM verse-
A eoUectlco of odtabte verses for ose 
In la Memoriams is on hand at Tn* 
Kelowna Dally Cquriei Office la Mem 
ortams are accepted unto 4-30 p-m day 
preceding publication, tf you wish 
coma to our Classified Counter and 
make a selection or .telephone for a 
trained Ad-wrtter to assist von la the 
choice of an appropriate verse and 
tn writing the la Memoriam. Tele­
phone 763-3228 M. W. F. ri
15. HOOSES FOR RENT
IF YOU ABE LOOKING FOR A MOD- 
era two bedroom duplex, clou tc 
schools, churches and shopping uaenl- 
tie*.' please' drive by 173 Hardy ' Road. 
Rutland. If -you Uke tt. telephone tor 
tefarmatlon aud Inside viewing-' One c . 
two school age children welcome* Av*°- 
abla November 1st 763-6139. ; ' tf
THREE BEDROOM. BASEMENT 
homo With-rec room. Two years old. 
$225 per. month. Require lint and last 
numtk's rent in advance. Available 
October 50. Lower rental to party agree­
able to tease. TO view. 740 Aco Road.






Available. 1 and 2 bedroom 
suites. Range, refrigerator, ca­
ble TV, drapes in all suites. 
No pets or children. Mature 
adults.
SLEEPING BOOM FOB BENT. 
Gentleman preferred* linenn provided.
Telephone 762-0069. n
18. ROOM AND BOARD
BOARD. ROOM AND CARE FOR SEN- 
ior clUzens. Private and semLprivate 
rooms. Day and night supervision, good
meals. Telephone 763-5780. tf
BOARD AND ROOM IN PRIVATE 
home, dose to vocational school. Tde- 
phone 762-7419. . $1
ROOM AND BOARD. FOR GENTLE- 
man. Private bath,. close in. Telephone
ONLY $16,500.00—SEE PHOTO
Buys you this 3 bedroom home in spark­
ling condition. Downtoown location. Ideal 
retirement with 2 upstairs bedrooms. Shady 
landscaped yard. So good, you won’t have 




“ Convey your thoughtful 
d,i' message in time of sorrow.
•SIREN'S FLOWER BASKET
Leon Ave. 762-3119 
M, W. Ftf
^••CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE B.c" 
• Heart Foundation. Box t86, Kelowna wflJ 




To place your message 
PHONE 
Courier Classified Dept; 
763-3228
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME* 
tery new address 1790 Hollywood Bd. 
tend! Ratland relephoae 765^494. tf
6. CARD OF THAHKS
FRANK LEARNING OF PAUL PON- 
tch Studio wishes to thank the residents 
of Kelowna and District for-the wonder­
ful response to their Introductory offer. 
AH phone calls win be discontinued 
this week as this was a limited' offer. 
If you have been phoned end have not 
received the certificate, or if you have 
not been phoned and wish to purchase 
this special offer, please telephone 763- 
3234 cr 763-2318. You purchase your 
certificate now and use’t at your con­
venience over the next two years for 
individual or family portraits. 82
THE FAMILY OF THE LATE JOSEPH 
w»gn>r sincerely thanks Dr. Bruce Moir, 
Dr. D. BOwers/ the nurses of Kelowna 
General ' Hospital. Father MulvihilL 
Father McCarthy, the ladles of the 
CWL end St. Peter's Circle end .the 
friends and neighbors who helped us in 
our time of bereavement
—Mrs. Hilda Wagner and family. 7$
bedroom duplex for rent, on Wardlaw 
Avenue. Carport and storage. $155 - per 
month. Can Gerri Krisa. days. 763-4932 
or evenings. 763-4337. Lund and War­
ren Realty Ltd.. 446 Bernard Avenue. 
Kelowna.: . ■ tf
REVENUE HOME. THREE BEDROOM 
house with four rooms rented In base­
ment. Separate entrance, separate 
plumbing, double garage. Fenced, land­
scaped. fruit trees and grapes. Best loc- 
atton. 240$ Pandosy Street, telephone 
763-4938. ■ ■■■; . ’ ■ ... . $1
FOB RENT WITH OPTION OF BUY- 
fng, attractive two bedroom home; full 
basement, two bathrooms, large patio, 
closed in carport, drapes, stove, refriger­
ator. Responsible people only. $200 per 
month. Close in. Rutland centre. Tele-
Telephone 763-5147
M, W, F, tf
GOOD ROOM AND BOARD. CLOSE TO 
downtown, working perrons or students.
Telephone 762497L 79
BOARD AND ROOM AVAILABLE AT
134® Ethel Street 79
phone 765-7143. ' 78
8. COMING EVENTS




a one evening lecture




Kelowna Secondary School, Room W. 123
Silver Collection Only
78
U.C.W. First United Church
03.
-uo.
Annual Christmas Bazaar and Tea
SATURDAY, NOV. 4 - 2 P.M
HOME BAKING — ATTIC TREASURES
CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES — HANDCRAFTS







Spacious 2 br. garden apts. lo­
cated just off lakeshore and city 
limits. Inc. range, refrig., air 
conditioner, cable TV, etc.
FREE RENT FOR ONE WEEK.AVAIL- 
able Immediately, Spanish style four­
plex in Rutland. Two bedrooms. l’A 
baths, shag carpet. No, dogs please. 
References required. Telephone 763-6241.
■ __________ B 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. LAKE- 
view Heights. Large living and dining 
room. Bi baths, carpeted throughout, 
large covered sundeck.J Carpeted rec. 
room to basement. $225. Telephone 769-
4938. 81
ONE BEDROOM DUPLEX SUITABLE 
for couple. VA miles north of Orchard 
Park. Completely modem, has fire­
place. partly furnished, reasonable. 
Available after November 1. Telephone
765-6585 around 6:00 p.m. 79
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
piex In Winfield. Just two years old. 
Stove, refrigerator included, $95 per 
month. Available immediately. Tele-
phone Kelowna Realty. 762-4919. 78
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. TWO 
bedroom duplex with full basement and 
earport in Spring Valley subdivision. 
Rutland. $145 per month. No pets. Tele- 
phone 765-5337. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX; CARPET- 
ed throughout, full basement and car­
port. Near shopping centre in Rutland. 






Now renting, spacious 1, 2 and
3 bedroom suites. Ready for
ELKS BINGO
FOR CHARITY 
Every Thursday at ft p.m. 
3009 PANDOSY STREET 
W, Th. tf.
20. WANTED TO RENT
THREE BEDROOM HOME FOR RES- 
ponsible -couple with three older chil­
dren and baby. Reasonable rent Will 
accept any area close to or In Kelowna. 
Telephone 763^041. ' 82
FURNISHED. SELF CONTAINED 
bachelor suite, preferably with garage or 
carport. Telephone 765-8359. - It
occupancy Dec. 1st For in­
formation:
Phone 763-2029 or 763-2305 
. tf
ROTH TOWERS
Enjoy quiet, luxurious Jiving in 
a completely fire resistant, con­
crete 4&d steel apartment. De­
luxe suites, beautiful views.
763-3641
tf
REASONABLE RENT. ONE AND TWO 
bedroom garden apartments In West­
bank. Quiet area with view of lake. Re­
frigerator and stove, carpeting through­
out, close-to schools and shopping. No
AN EASY OCCUPANCY
Move in for only $1500.00 down. WeU laid: 
out 2 bdrm, house in Peachland on % acre 
and large double garage, for only $17,900 
full price. CaU Gordon Stuart 9-4295. MLS.
WESTBANK N.H.A.
2 Bedroom full basement home, about 2 
years old, walking distance to stores and 
bus. Price is reasonable, see it and make 
an offer. Call George Trimble 2-0687. MIS.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD.
1451 PANDOSY ST. • ♦ • SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY • • • Office Ph. 3-4144
R -ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
BENCH VIEW HOME
Situated on McKenzie Rd. a 2 bdrm, open plan home 
with expansive view to North. 1 yr. bwlt with quality 
materials, oU furnace and there is a double garage and 
boat house. FuU price $20,900. Please caU J. F. Klassen 
at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-3015. MLS.
TOP EXECUTIVE HOME — PLUS!
It is definitely impossible to describe aU the details in this 
beautiful view home containing a host of extra features 
and built-ins. Completely finished with 3 fuU bathrooms, 
underground sprinkler system, aU drapes, stove and oven, 
plus many extras you have to see! CaU Harry Rist at 
762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 764-7221. EXCL.
POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL
250 ft. of frontage on Hwy. 97. 1.23 acres — close to 
Hwy. 33. This valuable property is priced right. For fuU 
........... ‘ RusseU at 762-3146, evfes. and wknds. .details call Mel 
769-4409. MLS. '
NEW RUTLAND LISTING
Less than, a year old, 2 bedroom bungalow has wall to 
waU shag broadloom throughout. Carport and a full base-, 
meat ready for developing, close to schools, ideal starter * 
home for only $21,300.00. MLS.
NEW SPACIOUS THREE BEDROOM 
duplex, carpeted, full basement. Close 
to schools on Highland Drive South. 
Children welcome, no pets. Bent $185. 
Telephone 762-7779. , tf
NEARLY NEW. THREE •BEDROOM 
house. Lacombe Road. Rutland. Three 
children welcome, no pets. Occupancy 
November 1st. $165 monthly includes
water. Telephone 765-5360. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX. 
available immediately. One and a 
half baths, sundeck with view. In West- 
bank. $140 per month. Telephone 765-
5721. 848-3807 (Oyama). tf
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, TWO BED- 
room with fireplace. $165 per month. 
Hall block from North Glenmore School. 
Call Ken Mitchell 762-3713; or evenings.
762-0663. tf
pets. Telephone 768-5875. tf
ONE. BEDROOM SUITE, $140 PER 
month, all utilities Included. Close to 
Shops - Capri. No children, no pets. 
Retired couple preferred. Apply Mrs. 
Dunlop. Suite 1, 1281 Lawrence. Avenue
or telephone 762-5134. tf
FULLY MODERN, THREE BEDROOM, 
fourplex family unit. Clean quiet, reas­
onably priced. Available November 1st* 
Telephone 765-7814 afternoons or even-
Ings. 79
TWO BEDROOM SUITE. WALI* TO 
wall carpet, colored appliances, cable 
television. Rent $150 per month, utilities 




WILL TYPE LETTERS, REPORTS, 
manuscripts, bins, etc. in my home. 
Neat work done, at reasonable rates.
Sally. 768-5901. 78
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK, 
fireplaces. : retaining walls. flower 





and MUST SELL THIS 3 bdrm., split- 
sq. ft. Large living room with fireplace,
EXISTING EXECUTIVE HOME
Consider these features: 7 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 50-16 
living room and dining area, 1,100 sq. ft. balcony, unsur­
passed view. Elevator service, other features too numerous 
to mention. This you must see! Priced* at $83,500.00 with 
terms. MLS.
ATTRACHVE THREE BEDROOM Du­
plex. full basement, on Highland Drive 
South. Close to schools: Abstainers, no 
pets. 8180 per month, available Novem- 
ber 1st. Telephone 763-3665. ri
IN WESTBANK. NEW THREE BED- 
room home. Fireplace, wall to wall 
carpet, full basement, carport. $175 per 
month, Immediate occupancy. Telephone
764-7139.. tf
FOR RENT NEAR GYRO PARK. ONE 
bedroom modern cottage. Refrigerator, 
stove and water supplied. Elderly couple 
preferred. $90 per month. Telephone 
763-5548. tf
LAKESHORE CABIN: OLDER THREE 
bedroom home on lake. Available im­
mediately. $80 per month. Telephone 
Dale Brooks 762-3146. after 3 p.m. 764-
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. TWO 
bedroom suite, carpeted living room and 
master bedroom, full basement. One or 
two children accepted. $135. Scarboro 
Road, Rutland. Telephone 765-7357. ri
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, 
stove and refrigerator, carpeted. Inter­
com and cable TV. Located in Rutland, 
children welcome, no pets. Telephone 
765-6078 or 765-6374 after 5 p.m. 79
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM APART- 
ment, in fourplex located in Rutland. 
Wall to waU carpet and balcony. Im­
mediate occupancy. Telephone" 765-8529.
' - ____________ tf
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE, 
close to downtown Kelowna. Cable tele­
vision. Stove* refrigerator and heat sup­
plied, $100. Telephone 765-9356 or 765-
9355. tf
7338. tf
.dining .room, kitchen has lots of cupboards and large 
. eating area. Rec'room and den completed- in basement.
Cement patio, double concrete driveway on this large, 
beautifully landscaped lot. FuU asking price $27,400 and 
there is an existing mortgage of approx. $14,000 payable 
$145 P.I.T. CaU Cliff Wilson at 762-3146, evgs.- and wknds. 
762-2958. MLS.
BUILDING LOT — CLOSE TO CAPRI SHOPPING
Ideally located within walking distance to Capri. 104 x 144 




543 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-3146
GLENMORE FAMILY HOME
This 4 bedroom spUt level home has over 1,625 sq. ft. 
and is located on a quiet crescent. Two fireplaces, 2 baths, 
recreation room, and a large 7% % NHA mortgage, are 
just some of the features. Realistically priced at $31,500.00 
with immediate possession. . -










George Martin ... 763-7766
Darrol Tarves ...^ 763-2488 
Carl Briese ____ - 763-2257
DOYLE ELECTRIC. SMALL JOBS 
fast, efficient, service. CaU anytime.
763-2835. W. tf
*HIE KELOWNA CHAPTER OF THE 
Registered Nurses* Association of 
British Columbia is sponsoring a con- 
'-fcrenca on "Our Changing Health Care 
^ Delivery System" with Dr. Loretta
-, Ford, Saturday, November 18, IQ a.m.- 
p.m. at Okanagan College. The 
'<> conference Is open to all members of 
the Health Team. Registration fee of 
$3.09 payable to Mrs. (Betty Warner. 
317 Poplar Point Drive, before Nov- 
amber A Include name, address, tele­
phone number and occupation. . 80
12. PERSONALS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O Box 587. Kelowna, B.C. Telephone 
765-5335, 768-5057 , or 765-6923. tn Winfield 
766-2107 la there a drinking problem 
Itt your home? Contact AI-Anon and Ala- 
Teen'at 702-8615 or 765-6766. tf
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE 
medically approved method Highly- 
qualified operator with many years ex­
perience. For further information, tele­
phone Helen Gray. 763-65U. tf
BUMMAGE SALE ON SATURDAY, No­
vember 4th, 1972. 2 to 5 p.m. at the Uk­
rainian Orthodox Parish Hall, 1933 Bar­
tea Road, Kelowna. Telephone 763-2673.
73, 74, 75, 78* 79, 80
PEACHLAND AREA — WANTED - 
live in companion housekeeper who 
likes dancing and sports, skiing, etc.’ 
Age 20-35. Box C206, The Kelowna 
Dally Courier. 79
,.THE KELOWNA OUTDOOR CLUB HIKE 
...for last Sunday was unfortunately can- 
,H Veiled and will be rescheduled for thia 
o (Sunday. Phone Les Falk 763-5909 for 
'< Information. 80
TO COURIER SUBSCRIBERS: WOULD 
the carrier’s name and address and 
the Courlei subscribers please make 
sure they have a collection .card with 
telephone number bn It It vaur carrier 
has not tsft one with you. would you 
please contact The Kelowna Dally 
Courier, telephone 762-4445 M. W. F. tf
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
“ CANVAS GOODS. VENETIAN BLINDS 
and awnings- -sales and xervlce General 
. repairs and hardware. Valley Canvas 
, and Awnings. 390 Highway 33 West, 
,,Rutland 765-7460 W, 8. tt
13. LOST AND FOUND
FOUND SMALL GREY MALE POODLE 
In downtown Kelowna area. Telephone 
763-6769. 70
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, RUTLAND 
area, full basement, wall to wall car­
pet throughout. Close to school. Avail­
able immediately. Telephone 765-7866 or
763-4434. 83
COMFORTABLE ONE BEDROOM 
apartment. Cable TV. stove and refri­
gerator. Heat supplied, close to down 
town. Telephone 762-0359; after 3:30 p.m.
LARGE TWO BEDROOM NEW APART- 
ment. over l.000 square feet floor area. 
$160 per month. Children welcome.




Sponsored by Cabin Crafts
Exhibition and Sale of Handicrafts
by B.C. Artisans, to be held at
ST. PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH
3131 Lakeshore Rd.■ t Kelowna
! Sat., Noy. 4th from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m




1283 Bernard Avenue 
Kelowna
2 and 3 bedroom 
Self-contained Townhouses
। Private Patios 
Carpeting
*< bathrooms each unit 









IO \ U \V < Al 1
763-4855 or 765-6700
TWO BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
duplex with carport, on Morgan Road. 
Water included. $145 monthly. Immediate 
possession. Telephone 765-8810. Child- 
ren welcome. 83
FOUR BEDROOM HOME IN LAKE- 
view Heights. $220 per nionth plus utili­
ties.. Available November 15 to June 
30. 1973. Lennie. Chalmers and Company.
762-0437. 81
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE IN OYAMA, 
$125 per month, available November 
1st. Marshall Orchards Ltd. Telephone 
763-2017. 70
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, THREE 
bedroom, full basement duplex near 
Quigley School. $155 per month. Tele- 
phone 765-8409. tf 
FIVE BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
house with rumpus room available De­
cember 1. Near People's. Double gar- 
age. Telephone 762-6i26. 78
OLDER THREE BEBlrtlOM HOME, 
close in, children and pets accepted. 
Telephone 762-0938 or 016 Glenwood 
Avenue. Available November 1st. 78
THREE BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
duplex, city .location. Rent $100. Avail­
able December 1. Telephone 763-4717,
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM, DE- 
luxe housekeeping units. Television. 
Close to Vocational School and shopping 
centre. Telephone 762-3567. tf
FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED- 
room units by week or month. Cable 
television. No children. No pets. Beacon
Beach Motel. 762-4225. tf
BROCKTON MANOR. CLOSE IN. DE- 
luxe one bedroom suite. Adults only. 
1831 Pandosy Street. Telephone 763- 
3685. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM HOUSE- 
kecplng units. Close to shopping and 
Vocational School. Golden Sands Resort, 
3358 Watt Road, Telephone 762-5272. tf
FULLY FURNISHED UNITS WITH 
kitchenettes. Close to all facilities, trans­
portation and shopping. Cinnamon's
Lakeshore Resort, telephone 762-4834. tf
SHERWOOD MANOR. CORNER OF EL- 
Ils and Rosemead Avenue, one and two 
bedroom suites, close to shopping, quiet. 
adults only Telephone 762-0861. tf
RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS GIRL TO 
share' a furnished apartment downtown. 




15. HOUSES FOR RENT
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE IN RUT- 
land. Close to schools and shopping 
centre. $185 per month. Available Nov­
ember 1st. Telephone 765-7821. tf
THREE BEDHOOM NORTH GLEN- 
more home with basement. Available 
Immediately. $100 per month Telephone 
763-6500 or 763-2409,«
$200 PER MONTH, THREE BEDROOMS. 
IMi baths, patio, rumnus room, two bed­
room guest house. Okananan Mission. 
Telephone 762-2127 days only._______ tf
AVAILABI.E imfETHATELY, TWO 
bodroom fourplex In Westbunk. Ono 
month free rent w’tli six month.* temio. 
Children welcome. Telephone 76(1-5262. tf 
AVAIWILE ^ NEW
two bedroom full basement duplex. Shag 
carpeting. $150 per month. Telephono 
765-7084.tf
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER l«t. TWO 
bedroom newly remodelled house In 
Rutland. Full basement, giirago. No
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, children nnd pet* welcome, 
very low rates, weekly or monthly 
Telephone now 769-4511. 1 tf
IWO BACHELOR SUITES AVAILABLE 
Immediately, Rutland area. $00 per 
month. Tclephono 765-9802 after G p.m.
DELUXE BACHELOR SUITE. CLOSE 
in. December Ut possession. Brockton 
Manor, 1831 Pandosy Street. Telephone 
763-3085. tf
TWO REDROOM SUITE AT 800 GLEN- 
wood Avenue. $150 per month plus utili­
ties. Available November 15. Lennie, 
Chalmers mu! Company, 762-0137. 01
WINDSOR MANOR* ilNFlIRNimiim 
deluxe nnltr available. Nn children Mir
pots. Telephone 763 7234. hl
pot*. Telephone 762-0718. t!
EXECUTIVE HOME
Spilt level home for rent in 
Okanagan Mission, 3 bedrooms
TWO, NEW TWO REimOOM FOUIl- 
plex nnlts In Rullimil. Wall to wall 
carpeting, email pete and children wel­
come. Telephone 763-8733. If
TwrBiiiTnomUHO^ nos
LARGE TWO BEDROOM UNITS, COM. 
Motoly furnlnhcd. no children, no pets. 
Telephone 764-4221. W
<rtiE~miDROOM DUPLEX. Excicri 
lent location, utilities supplied, adult* 
only. Telephone 763-61611, tf
NEW TWO niCDllOO,vr~FDDMin,EX 
unit, bath and a half, sling carpet, close 




fireplace, full basement 
finished rumpus room.
monthly. References.
pltal, third bedrobin If rcqnlr 
>.cr month. Tclnphono "CT-HOT 
9 a.m. end 8 p.m.
A^lLABi5'~WVF.MBkh"“ut 
bodroom homa, eouth end. 









17 ROOMS FOR RENT
AVAILAU1.E NOVEMBER" 1ST. luT- 
autlful Inrun furnhhcil bnKrnitiil mom 
w.tli rniKinltn un<l r«(rlxcrutiir. Clo-.n to 
Shops Cnprl. Sultnhlo for r*t1rn<l urntle- 




___________ _ _ 81
AVAILABLE DIR I'MBER UL 77G11 l.‘ 
b<*dri>arri hoina on LalMahora Anml n<*ar 
Uvro Park* IVilIt ln utrtVfi* carpet, cable 
IV and LnrpUe*. Douhk larj*
lut with Fndt trrew. SICft per month. Will 
accept three children and aniall 
Mttit ttHUnjr to atyn one tear !*a’r 
lelephone 7i»-Uo7 davat 7(2 3711 »f!*r 
' pm. for appointment. L)
tot \ritY r,nt\G AT H'S HT Vil 
( I ’l?ren, horeej*. peta, a'l ott'ciane!
him mll.a hwn ts ta In 
I a-.t K.lnuca. Aiailabl. October i»t 
Ihre. bedrwnna. m* batha. tall base­
ment, $143 00 per morth. < low to 
acbotda and garera! atrw*. T.I.rlona
afler A p.m. tf
tw o til iuwo’m, n t t.' iui'si’wi \ r 
I'lfln w.th rar-u’t. to Ki't'a-t, eoal
IWO UI (Uloo’l HHTAGF.
TWO BEIlHOOM SUI IK IN IIUILANI), 
mittabU for two barhelm*. Avnilmblti 
IminrdlAtely. *lrlepbnn»
w, Th. F
iHin.i: nuDBooM mnn 
bnhenirnt und curport. No pcti 
phono 7<m IM15.
nrDHdOM orm x. 
k\cl. B12L (Fait bo pt l‘>I 
Axcino or telephone .«







pttal* ho to <*nn rhilit.
prr n:o lb. *lr!*p»o <* 7i -





laid. 8175 per mm-th Telrphone ?(
72.0. Il
I u r. nt nnooM not1 n for m n r 
tft rnftahta OHiBtnt*. < Iota to hmpitul. 
TdrpN.na TfoiaU PI
1AO 1)1 lUlODM Jlol -ri |\ Hbil.wn 
fei anAb’4it J***# r * »»’!*«’*
vu«t wr uhoom in ri i s <»i
ti
w tuo saaoov wouak
M [ U :rf r>’a ar»a 4M pe- mra-lS. a* C-gi
I UK I BOOM mill LOOlCiNO 1 ACL 
lltleii. Umma ulippllrd. working gentle­
man nr atudenl. Downtown location, 
nrnr utorea. on bua linn. Telnphonn 7o?- 
iriwi. II
BOOMS AVAILABI.E fDOWNTOWN). 
with or without kitchen*. Weckly/wlnter 
tat.',*. S'lrry. no children or pel*. Apply
Ihn io'Asn r Motel. 7tl-i.il.
L I G H T IIOHSKKEElUXd 
fully finnl’.brd. luilf lilock to 




Ml I. UI It. pUltMMIl D KOO'4. LIN
nupplicd, 
ft ml I pm . 11
to «at 4 1ft p i.l
KtpnrAtr mtrAiur, (or
LIGHT 1IOU-.I M IT1XG
tf
noowi
cliche* and KUpplird. Gentlmiftn
only* utihlrnl* welcome, 7 elrplinne *<*!■ 
r.tna. U
ItllMMIlB BOOM IN PIUVATT 
home, bml retired nr <*ld age
rt ■' C‘tl. 'I’1' Io liojintel ai-d p.1 
let, phr-o 3 t
1I<*UM 1 ult 111 ... I‘\*tl K'l.S U 
tor oa* month only, *rlcpbuie ’*.*•
r • ■ If
niM,I <aj lari.f lunnooM. miuiis
HOBBY FARM: 9% acres In Glenmore just 1 mile from 
city limits. 7 acres in good, bearing orchard and the ba1- 
ance in alfalfa. It would require a minimum amount of 
time to maintain a property of this kind.. Price $37,500 
with $15,000 down. MLS.
WHY NOT TRADE? Vendor will trade his 3 year old, 
4 bedroom view home for acreage or he will sell it for 
$28,500. For more information call Gary August 764-7136. 
Exclusive.
PARK LIKE SETTING: Is what you will have when 
you move into this immaculate home. This home contains 
3 lovely bedrooms, full basement, brick fireplace, wall 
to wall carpets and many other features. Tlie yard , is 
fully landscaped; well treed and fenced. The price is only 
$23,900 with terms!! MLS. Cal Harold Hartfield eves. 
5-5080.
35.29 ACRES OF PRIME LAKESHORE - 10 minutes 
from downtown Kelowna. Proposed subdivision plans 
available at listing broker’s office. $157,000 with terms. 




One domestic outlet ,
2.33 acres irrigation 
Located in Glenmore 
Priced under $1,500 per acre 
$7,500 down payment 
MLS.
Call Harold Hartfield eves. 5-5080.
Gaddes Realty









Bill Gaddes eves. 2-4237 
9-4480
Len Neave Real Estate Appraisals eves. 5-5272
Midvalley Realty
429 Hwy. 33 West — Rutland Phone 765-7704
WHO IS MASON? WHAT IS MASON? WHERE IS MASON? 
Answers are available nt Midvalley Realty In Rutland. 
View this prestige custom built 3 bedroom home by appoint­
ment only. This home is a masterpiece and Mason wants
us to do the selling. Priced at $25,200.00, 
Realty I,t<k, 765-7704 for fin appointment 
11:30 a.m. daily. MIS.




licit Rond lu Rutland. Only $1,000.00 down with full price 
just $13,800.00. Ho the Unit to fall In love with tlih cozy 
home. Call MldvMley Realty Ltd., 765-7704. MLS.
DUPLEX LOI'S. We have Just listed 4 duplex lots on Mal­
lach Road. 75’xl27.5’ You can’t get a better location in 
Rutland. Priced at $4,500.00 each. MidvnJley Realty Ltd., 
763-7704. MLS.
LOW INCOME! First time offered, small 2 bedroom, full 
basement home. Electric heat. Large garage. 1 block «o 
bus line In Rutland. Gardeners paradise, every kind of 
fruit trees. Needs decorating. Priced at only $14,800. Call 
Midvalley Realty Ltd., 765-7704, Exclusive,










Gordon Davis .... 765-7426
BANKHEAD REVENUE — ZONED R2 — $27,000 FULL 
PRICE — Immaculate 2 bdrm, home'with large kitchen 
and dining room. Separate entrance. 2 bdrm, finished 
suite down. Please call Luella Currie at 2-5030, or evgs. at 
8-5628. MLS.
OPEN BEAM - RANCH-STYLE — 3 bdrm, luxurious 
executive home, situated across the road from a beach 
access, covering 1,556 sq. ft. of beautiful Uvingl Majestic 
floor to ceiling stone fireplace, separate D.R., famUy room 
off kitchen, ensuite plumbing, shake roof and cedar siding 
all add up to gracious Uvingl VENDOR MOVING TO 
VANCOUVER. $41,950 (M.L.S.) Please phone Olivia 
Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3895.
REVENUE — $18*950 — A charming older full bsmt. 2 
bdrm home with separate D.R., eating area in kitchen 
and a pretty bathroom. One, bdrm, suite in the back. 
(EXCL.) For details, please phone Olivia Worsfold at 
2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3895.
4E HAVE SEVERAL BUSINESSES LISTED which must 
be sold including a thriving d<rive-ln restaurant, a small 
Hwy. Motel with terrific potential and a smart up-to-date 
independent super market. Phone Jean Acres at 2-5030 
days, or evgs. at 2-3895.










Located near schools, shopping and downtown. Large ir­
regular lot, lovely view, Ideal for someone wishing to 
grow grapes and still build own home. Asking $8,500.00. 
For more information, please call Gerri Krlsa, days 
3-4932 or evenings, 3-4387. MLS. •
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS J
4 bedroom home on % acre of fantastic view property.jjo- 
Many extras In this delightful home with 2,000 gquare’ wi 
feet of living area. Double garage. Must be seen to be 
apjircclntcd, «o let me nhow It to you nt your convenience. 
Price $38,500. For further Information, contact Erik Lund, 
days, 3-4932 or evenings, 2-3486. MLS.




Good thriving P.cnuty Salon blhlrir«B in downtown Kel­
owna. Gtx.f. sale* »0,(X)0 with 110.000 down puyirumt. 
Cull Mike Martel. Cv'.lhis,on MortgnR'* A Invcstiurtits !■!<!., 
702-3113 days or 7('*2-(W) evrnh'.gr.. Or write me at W 




21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SAU KELOWNA BAHT COVBIER, WED., NOV. 1,1W1 1*AGBtt
RESIDENTIAL KELOWNA REALTY LTD. OPEN HOUSE - Thursday, Nov. 2nd1:00->3:00 PM
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 24. PROPERTY FOR REI
243 Bernard Avc* — Kelowna
Blk. Mtn. Rd., Rutland Main St., Westbank
WHERE YOU’VE ALWAYS 
WANTED TO LIVE — Beau­
tiful home encased in tall 
trees in quiet south Abbott 
Street location. Only steps 
from* the lake, hospital and 
schools, she offers the ulti- 
. nude in space, comfort and 
privacy for any family. Fire­
place, 3 bedrooms, carport, 
finished basement; bright 
kitchen and all immaculate. 
EXCELLENT TERMS. Call 
Terri Meckllng at 763-6657 
763-6657 evenings. EXCL.
YOUR OWN PRIVATE 
BEACH and DOCK — located 
just over . the bridge toward 
Casa Loma this 3 year old 
home has three bedrooms, 2 
fireplaces, large sundeck, 
sunken living room, two full 
bathrooms, electric • water 
heat, in-law . suite, carport 
and garage. A truly beauti­
ful home on the lake. See it 
now.’ Call Clare Angus at 
7624807 evenings. MLS.
SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE 
— Attractive home with 4 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, rum­
pus room, fireplace. House is 
in good condition inside and 
out. Lovely landscaped yard 
with many trees, shrubs and 
flowers. Includes fridge, 
stove and deep freeze. Near' 
shopping and schools. UN­
BELIEVABLY PRICED AT 
$23,500. Call Frank Ashmead 
at 765-6702 evenings. MLS.
BEAUTY SALON — Ideal lo­
cation just % block off Ber­
nard Avenue. Parking close. 
Has been completely reno­
vated. Six stations and) 8 
dryers. Low down payment 
and .vendor will carry bal­
ance. Call Gordon Marwick 
at 769466- evenings. MLS.
BUY OF THE WEEK — See 
this modern 3 bedroom home 
on a quiet street. Large lot 
with fruit trees, shade trees 
and well landscaped lot. 
Good carport, full basement, 
14 x 30 rec room with bar. 
Full price $22,950. Call Wilf 
Rutherford at 763-5343 even­
ings. MLS.
FOUR BEDROOMS - —1600 
sq. ft. home with extra large 
kitchen and dining room, 
fireplace in living room, full 
basement. Drive by 350 
Woods Road, Rutland, and 
see what $18,000 will buy. To 
view call Bud Daley at 769- 
4875 evenings. MLS.
THINKING OF THE FU­
TURE? If so, investigate this 
—* attractive duplex in rapid­
ly expanding area with extra 
lot on main thoroughfare. 
Present income $215 per 
month. Tenants pay all utili­
ties. Financing to assume
8% $125 per month.
Owner is in poor health and 
must sell. Call Dave Dein- 
stadt at 7634894 evenings. 
MLS. .-■■■■
RUTLAND LOTS—Three ex­
cellent building lots on cor­
ner of Klassen and Rutland 
Roads. Comer lot is large 
enough for duplex. Buy one 
or three. Contact Ernie Don­
nelly at 762-2558 evenings.
CHARMING HOME — Pres­
tige area and view. Well ap­
pointed living and dining 
rooms?, dream kitchen and 
eating area with utility off, 
4 bedrooms, French doors to 
exquisite covered d e c k. 
Prime city location. To view 
call Bill Campbell at 763-6302 
evenings. MLS.
LOW DOWN PAYMENT —■ 
$987.00 will get you in if you 
qualify for the Gov’t $1,000 
grant and payments are only 
$178.18. Lovely new homes on 
sewer, featuring carport, 
sundeck, full basement, /3 
bedrooms on main floor. 
Buy now and choose your 
own colors and carpets. 
Close to schools and shop­
ping. Four houses to choose 
from. For more information 
call Sylvia Roberts at 765- 
6936 evenings. EXCL.
CAPRI AREA LOT — This 
large 130 x 120 foot lot is lo­
cated at the corner of Wil­
kinson and Brookside. Priced
at $9,200 for quick sale, 






home has five bedrooms; two 
bathrooms — garage, and is 
located in the golf course 
area. Priced at just $19,900. 
Call Bob Clements at 764- 
4726 evenings. MLS.
SOUTH SIDE—Lovely, clean 
2 bedroom home on quiet 
street. Large nicely land­
scaped lot close to transpor­
tation and school. Fufi price 
$19,500. Call Blanche Wan- 
nop at 762-4683 evenings. 
EXCL.
LAND AND ACREAGES
POTENTIAL SUBDIVISION — 14% acres of lovely view pro-\ 
petty adjacent to existing subdivision and borders major? 
highway, For details on this and other land contact Frank 
Hauk at 7624562 evenings. EXCL.
LAKESHORE — 343 feet of beach on 6 acres of land. Beau­
tifully landscaped lot with large older home. Dock, storage 
sheds for boats, cars, etc. Ideal setting for privacy or could , 
be developed into motel, tent and trailer camp, etc. Call 
■Fred Kyle at 765-8804 evenings. MLS.
DEVELOPMENT OR HOLDING ACREAGE — 21.88 acres 
of gently sloping view property for only $57,000, with 
$26,000 down. Or make an offer. Call Ken Mitchell at 762-0663
evenings. MLS.
Harry Maddocks 765-6218 George Phillpson 762-7974
RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGES (9*4% through National 
Trust Company) — Darryl Ruff 764-7536
KELOWNA — 762-3713 RUTLAND — 765-5155
"Trading Dollars Unlimited
WE CO OPERATE WITH ALL BROKERS
SOUND INVESTMENT - 4 
sclt-coutahicd suites, no 
vacancy, spacious land­
scaped lot, triple ‘ garage, 
prime location, rental income
<$400.00 per month. Owner will 
hnonsidcr offers. Asking $37,- 
■lOO.OO. Abi-Gail Young 763- 
P7900 or 7644201. NRS.
QUIET SECLUSION! Small, 
peaceful residential area, on 
Clifton Road, past Cnramillo 
Heights. 3 bdrm, house. Ix>- 
catcd across from park area. 
Car pool takes the kids to 
school. Eric Friesen 763-7900 
or 762-8730. NIIS.
GOT TO GO — Vendor says 
sell! 2 finished levels total 5 
betkooms, 2 baths, total 2304 
sq. ft. Large finished rec 
room, sundeck, large corner 
lot. Downstairs could Ite 
rented as suite, larcated rlglit 
in Winfield. Asking $24,900, 
but try your offer. Jolin Lim­
berger 764-1496 home, 763- 
7900.
$16,000 - NO STEPS - Very 
neat 3 bdrm, home, located 
on Lcatlicad lid. Liv. rm., 
din. rm., bright kitchen. E.A. 
Electric heat, garage, work­
shop. Elaine Johiron 763- 
7900, eve. 765-8352. NHS.
IT'S A STEAL! Nice two bedroom non bsmt, home, dose to 
Southgate plaza, only $800 down to qualified buyer. To view 
call Hany Ue 763 7900 or 765 6556 evrs. NRS.
Block Bros
REALTY LTD.
536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
mw iiiiui. niii\m hmsri i> mi *>r 'Mi, i n w-.n rtni d: 
TWw» hMtoww, InH, rnr th)er tx-lrw m>
1*1 7*4 TH*
LARGE WESTBANK ACREAGE — 62 acres, suitable for 
subdivision, fanning, grapes or orchard. South and west- 
slope. Part fruit trees, part cleared, balance treed. Handy 
access off a main Westbank road. Phone Dick Steele 8- 
5480 for detail?. MLS.
IMMACULATE, NEARLY NEW Mobile Home located on 
choice spot beside creek with privacy and trees. Please 
ask for Eva Gay 7685989 or 7624919. MLS. ‘
DUPLEX (UP AND DOWN)! Only Mi blk. to hospital. 3 
bdrms, on main floor and lovely living room withfireplace. 
Bsmt, suite rents for $110.00 and includes stove, fridge and 
furniture. Asking $30,000.00 with CMHC Mtge. of approx. 
$17,500.00. For full details, please call Verne Slater at off. . 
or res. 763-2785. EXCL!
JUST REDUCED! NIW ONLY $14,000.00 for 10 acres of 
some of the best view property in the Okanagan. Close to 
Wood Lake. Pine trees; small A-frame cottage Included. 
14 mile from paved road, power on property. Please call 
Ralph Erdmann, at off. or res. Winfield 766-2123 collect. 
MLS. . ' '
HANDYMAN SPECIAL — Drive past 967 Wilson Ave. then 
call Ralph Erdmann at off. or res. Winfield 766-2123 collect. 
This, property must be sold .to settle estate. MLS, .
Watch for the arrows to Lund Road. Fantastic view, 
spankin’ NEW. 2 fireplaces, ensuite and many more 
special features. Eva Gay in attendance. EXCLUSIVE 
768*5989.




REVENUE! $175.00 each side per month. This side-by- 
side duplex is just 3 yrs. old and located in the city. 
If you are looking for a home of your own and 
revenue besides, then this is it. Each unit is beauti-
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
LAKEFRONT ESTATE
Stylish home, tastefully finished on %-acre getting at 
Peachland. Property fronts on Beach Ave. and Highway 
97 and has a small stream wandering through. Home has 
a dining room, den, 3 bedrooms (1 ensuite), deck on 2 
sides and many built-ins. Living room and unfinished rec 
room have natural stone fireplaces. A very ingenious 4th 
bedroom for a boy must be seen to be appreciated. 
Separate A-frame artists’ studio included. Could be ranted 
or used as gallery, etc. Adjacent to Peachland Yacht 
Basin and commands wide-angle view. Full price $48,900. 
Contact Roger Cottle 7624400, evenings 7694540 for par­
ticulars or appointment MLS.
ONLY A FEW LOTS REMAINING
Lovely, view lots in Glenrosa and service with Natural 
Gas and paved roads, 80’ x 90’ frontages. Priced from 
$3,500 to $3,800 . with- terms. MLS. Call Don McConachie 
7624400 or evenings :768-5995.
rchard Qty Realty
GLENMORE HOME: Close to Golf Course on quiet street. 
Large, landscaped lot, older 2 bedroom home. Full base­
ment with extra finished bedrooms and washer- dryer 
hookup. Vendor is asking $18,500. For further details call 
Alan Elliot at the ofice or evenings at 3-7283. MLS.
V.L.A.: This 2 bedroom home with full basement is only , 
2 years old on .4 acre on'a quiet street. Must be seen to 
be appreciated. Has built-in air conditioner, carport and 
guest house. Owner is anxious to sell and is asking 
$25,500 with terms. Call Joe Slesinger at the office or 
evenings at 2-6874. MLS.
HALF AN ACRE OF LANDSCAPED PRIVACY: Located 
in Okanagan Mission and featuring .a. custom, built, . 2,000 
' sq. ft; executive home! ! Reduced by $1,000 and owner may 
take a smaller house in trade! If yo.u are considering a 
move up, call Gordon Funnell at the office or evenings 
at 2-0901. MLS.
Einar Domeij 2-3518 . , 
Residential Appraisals — G. R. Funnell, R.I, (B.C.)
573 BERNARD AVE. 762-3414
THIS HOME WAS BUILT FOR YOU
2 large bedrooms arid comfortable living rooni. Family 
size kitchen complete with Crestwood cabinets. BYill base­
ment with partitions in for extra bedrooms and rumpus 
room. Shag carpets,, sundeck and carport. Located in 
quiet subdivision on Vista Road in Rutland. Priced to 
sell at $23,900. Must be seen to be appreciated.
LOTS OF LOTS
View lots, fully serviced. Overlooking Rutland, Kelowna 
and Okanagan Lake. Priced from $3,250.00.
369 BURNE AVE.
Older 3 bedroom home located within walking distance of 
town. Beautiful hardwood floors gi.ve this home a touch 
of tradition. Fireplace. A yard designed for privacy. 
Patio. Full price $21,000.
mckinnon realty ltd
To view call office 765-7741 Residence 765-7451
HIGHWAY 33, RUTLAND*
. 79
OKANAGAN MISSION — No steps to climb In this Im­
maculate 3 bedroom, no basement bungalow. 20 foot 
living room with feature wall and brick fireplace, “Dream 
Kitchen" with built-in range, and cozy dinette, There Is 
also oodles of storage area. Asking only $24,900. To 
view call Hugh Mervyn at 3-4343 or 2-4872 evenings. MLS.
S.O.S. — MAYDAY MAYDAY — The owner hat left town 
and can no longer handle 2 houses sb he has given us 
instruction to sell and he will look at all reasonable 
offers. The house is an attractive 3 bedroom, cathedral 
entrance home, will) wall to yvall throughout, sundeck, 
large kitchen, carport and more. It is only one' year old. 
Asking $26,900 with $3,000 down payment. Cull Dennis 
Denney at 3-4343 or -1-7581 evenings. MLS.
Jitn. Barton 4-4878 Murray Wilson 4-4047
Lakeland
1561 Pandosy St 763-4343
1 K*
D I •)
A DELIGHTFUL BUNGALOW — with really nice neigh­
bors next door; 2 BIIh; laij.c 12*a x 12 bright kitchen; 
lots of fruit in lh<» back yard, and pleasantly landscaped; 
located in (lie North end. Phone John Driedgcr 2-8939 
eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
CHOICE LOCATION — a commercial lot right in the 
heart of a shopping centre; 17,400 k<|. ft.; access front 
street and lane; worth investigating; call George Silvester 
for full pariiculnrs a! 2 3316 eves, or 2 5511 days. MLS.
551 Bernard Ave. LID.
fully finished and carpeted throughout.: Contact Bert 







Bill Trethewey 766-2970 (collect)
270 Bernard Ave.
ONE OF THE BEST 
homes I’ve had to list. Lom­
bardy Square and close to all 
amenities. Carpeted living 
room with corner fireplace 
upstairs and down. Family 
sized fireplace upstairs and 
down. Family, sized eating 
area in bright cabinet kit­
chen. 2 Bedrooms on main 
floor and 2 bedrooms down. 
2 bathrooms. Finished rec 
room and utility room. Car­
port, deck,, landscaped. List­
ed at $33,900.00, with maxi­
mum financing to qualified 
purchaser. MLS.
EARLY OCCUPANCY 
on 3 bedroom family home. 
Close ot schools. Carpeted 
living room. Family eating 
area in convenient cabinet 
kityhen. Full bathroom, base­
ment. Carport Low down 
payment required. List price 
$21,900.00. MIS.
ROYAL TRUST
248 Bernard Avenue 
Phone 762-5200
J. J. Millar _. 
N. Russell 
J. Limberger 










— Five 3 bedroom houses 
under construction.
— Buy now and choose 
your carpeting and 
lighting fixtures.
— Also view lots and 
VLA size lots for sale.
DOWNTOWN 
KELOWNA
— 3 bedroom NHA houses 
available now. W/w 
carpet, 1% baths, car­
port, patio, fireplace 
and many other extras.
ALSO CUSTOM BUILDING 









40 homes under construction. 
Choose your home while the 
selection is good. AH homes 
NHA nt 8%% Interest. Prices 
start at $20,8^0.00 nnd down 
payments stniH at $1,054.00. 
All homes have full base­
ments nnd are carpeted in 
LR, DR nnd MBR. Complete 
with storm windows and 
screens upstairs.
OPEN MONDAY TO 
SATURDAY from











WK TKADK THROUGHOUT DC.
Lloyd Bloomfield 2-U»8!); Miko Che|>rauik 4»"2S4;
licitv Ellnn 769 J;.. I; Siwville 3-5257;
John Walker 768-5632; Ihith Voting 763-4158
BY OWNER
View property, 4 plex, 1 units, 
refrig, and stove. Revenue $580 
p.m. Approx. 1 acre. Potential 
zoning for another 4 plex.
. F.P. $53,000; .
CASH TO MTGE.
NOW RENTING — NOBfaGAtn 
Plata, mmmarolal, retail and office 
apace. (OP equare feet t# 1650 aqnare 
foot ereaa available. Rente from Uoo 
to $350 per month.' Apply Argue Indu, 
trlu Lti. Northgate Plate <*
DOWNTOWN KELOWNA. MAIN FLOOR 





Furnished cabin with used brick 
fireplace at Glen Lake. Good 
hunting and fishing. Reduced to 
$2 500.
762-6375 for details.
dltioned. Pandosy Streak TalepbOM j^. I 
G. Phelps. 762-5434.
DOWNTOWN SPACE FOR RENT J 
Ideal for repair shop, store or street* [ 
level office. Ample off street parking. I 
Immediate occupancy. 76M357. i 
______________________________ W, t. tl 
CAPRI AREA — COO SQ. FT. NICELY 
arranged (three offices) air eonditkmd* 
fully carpeted, drapes. $200 per matte. 
Call Mel RusseU 762-3146 or 7694«9.': tf
AIR CONDITIONED OFFICE SPACE 




DO YOU WANT SECURITY ANO 
equity in an attractive new homa, drep 
tn and discuss your plans. We have one 
new two bedroom house completely fin­
ished. Priced at $20,850. Also N.H.A. 
houses In construction available with low 
down payments. •Braemer Construction 
i Ltd. Builders .In; Kelowna since 1963. 
: Office. 154 Stetson Motel. Telephone, 7$> 
16520 evenhus, 75241955 or 763-2810. tf 
i CALMELS CRESCENT, ATTRACTIVE 
three bedroom home featuring a. double 
carport; fenced and landscaped, IMi 
baths, double fireplace, broadloom in 
living room, hall and master bedroom, 
double windows. One block to school 
and country dub. Terms can be ar- 
I ranged to suit buyer. Please can Crest­










TUES. THROUGH SUNDAY 
1 - 5 P.M.
Follow Belgo Road to Aquar­
ius, then to Neptune. Shag 
carpets in L.R., D R. - and 
bedrooms. Finished rec room 
with' acorn fireplace, sun­
deck and carport.
CLOSE TO SCHOOLS AND TOWN-TWO 
bedrooms plua sleeping porch enhance 
family living on this double lot with 
circular driveway. In .city. Gu wall 
furnace and large family kitchen. Asking 
$202100. MLS, Please call Orlando Un­
garo at 762-5030, or. 763-4320. Hoover
Realty Ltd. . ' , 75
THREE BEDBOOM HOUSE. N.H.A. 
8H% financing. Located In Rutland 
close to school and store. Carpet te 
living room and master bedroom. Car­
port and fuU basement. Asking price 
$22,500.00, Telephone 764-4760. tf
BY OWNER; REVENUE HOME; FOUR 
i bedrooms, (three up, one down) plus 
I one bedroom self contained suite In 
basement Carport, double garage—fin­
ished. insulated and heated. Mortgage
Thrlving equipment rental busk 1 
ness in Penticton. No competk I 
tion. Good equipment Business I 
propects excellent for the com- | 
ing year. $38,000 will handle. ] 
Balance can be financed. No j 
triflers, please. Contact R. tf. | 
Butler, Penticton Rental Centro | 
Ltd., 2071. Government Street, J 
Penticton. |
PENTICTON — COMMERCIAL BUI&iZ 1 
tag. Oh 1 • UCM. Xcmed Ml. 6,161 squarw ( 
foot building rented at $500 per axmllr 1 
and utlUties. $62,000. NRS. Kalown* — | 
two 50htl48* lots with buildings, «m«* < 
WL corner st. Paul and Coronation. < 
$30,000. NRS. Stuart McBurnle 763-79001 I 
Residence 763-7754. Block Bros. Realty I 
Ltd., 536 Bernard. 763-7900, *71 |
CLOTHING STORES — CATERING TO i 
teens. Real class. Kelowna and/or > 
Vernon locations. Stock adjusted ta 
suit you. Try $15,000-$20,000 down. Call ■ 
Orlando Ungaro 763-4320 - eveninga > 
Hoover Realty at 762-5030, Exclusive. !
■ '. < 72-75, 7W1
2264 Aberdeen Street it
FOR SALE BY OWNER. FOUR BED- 
room home; cathedral entry, kitchen, 
two fireplaces, living room wall to wall 
shag carpet throughout, rumpus room, 
patio, carport- 785 McKenzie Road. Rut-
NEED A SHOWROOM, OFFICE. WORK 
shop. storage space or sales lotTNew 
modern building on two acres of high­
way frontage. Rent from 630 square feet 
at $87 to 2310 square feet at $293 month. 
Telephone 769-4215 or 769-4960,
. M, W. F. 8. tl




NEW THREE BEDBOOM HOUSE, 
Oyama area, with lake. view, double 
fireplace, carpets throughout. $22,900 
firm. 9M % mortgage. Owner. 7664971'. 
tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOME. FULLY 
carpeted, walnut cupboards. Utility. Car­
port. sundeck. $17,900. No Saturday 
caUa-please. Telephone 765-6514-or 765* 
6018. 5 tf.
DISTRESS SALE — FOURPLEX, PLUS 
three bedroom home on two large lots. 
1% mortgage. WU1 consider clear title 
home in Vancouver or Kelowna as 
trade. Telephone Y65-8210 evenings, 82
THREE BEDROOM SIDE BY SIDE 
duplex. One year old. This duplex is in 
a good location and Is an excellent 
source of revenue. Asking price $32,-
26. MORTGAGES) LOANS
PRIVATE MORTGAGE FUNDS AVAIL- 
able, your equity is your collateral! Tele- 
phone- 769-4893. ' yp
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT 
APPLES IN LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS? 
Turn left at Shell station (Hwy 978) 
onto Boucherie Road. Drive ■ one mUe. 
N. Toeva Orchards. 769-4108 noon-4 p.m. 
____________________ tl 
SAVE ON MEATI 2W4 LBS. FOR $18;
32 lbs. for $25; ideal for refrigerator 
freezers. Telephone 765-7188. Prokay 
•Meats. ■ . ... tl
PUMPKIN, 8QUASH, CITRON AND 
marrow on our organic farm next to 
Mission Creek School. KLO Road. Tele*
phone 762-6210. 83
.. ■ . 11 500.00. Telephone 764-4768. = . tf
DO YOU WANT I newly re-modelled two bed- 
ATTfYrtCB I room home in Rutland. Close to schools
JtlUUoD I and shopping. Reduced for qulek sale,
,,, , I $11,000. cash!I Telephone 762-4625 after
with five bedrooms or do you || 5 p.m. 8i
want a house claiming a II must sell three bedroom home. 
scenic view? Or what ever | One bedroom. In full basement, sundeck 
fvn. n« kAne. ..... I and carport. Large Jot, landscaped andtype of house you are look- I fencccl. Low taxes, dose to school. FuU 
ing for call Mrs. Dona Dunn I price just $21,700. Telephone 765-9218.
or Mrs. Lois Hammill at | 
762-2846 and they will be I 
happy to assist- you’ at any 
time. Evenings 764-4724 or 
762-3439. MLS.
Grant Davis — 762-7537
JOHNSTON REALTY
__ /■_'. ; go
WOOD LAKE ROAD. WINFIELD, 
three - bedroom borne, dose to lake, 
school and store. Excellent' condition. 
Good level lot; $13,900 fuU price. Own-
MCINTOSH, . SPARTANS AND RED 
DeUclous apples. Bring your own con* 
■ talners. Telephone 762-8055, ’ tf
MACS. SPARTANS, DELICIOUS, $1.00 
end up. Windfalls. Telephone 765-5713. 78 I
28A. GARDENING >4
TREE TOPPING WITH 50 FOOT GIrZ ; 
affe or 26 foot giraffe. Experienced. In* 
sured and-reasonable. Chain saw ren* 
tala from $6.50 day. Call Reach-All 
Rentals. Westside Industrial Park. 769*
4215. M, W.F
er. 766-2197. tf
LOTS FOR SALE ON MITCHELL 
Road. Springvalley. Subdivision. 'Rut­
land. Quiet area yet conveniently locat-
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE.. 93.00 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Discount on .large orders. Xeleplmna 
763-3415.
ROTOTILLING BY THE HOUR OR 
by the job. Estimates without obiigaUim.
I ed. $3,200.00. Telephone, 764-4768. if Telephone 765-8879.-
BY OWNER. THREE BEDROOM
■____ I home. One block frbm hospital, double
AND INSURANCE I carport. Cash to mortgage. Imprest
AGENCY LTD.
, S32 Bernard Av.. ||»- PkOPEaTY WANTtP ■
Telephone 762-2846 I require small vineyard with 
I homo for interested patty. If you'are
. .................     ■' ........ . I interested In selling please contact Jim 
( Barton evenings 764-4870 or day$ Lake- 
I lahd Realty 763-4343, ■ 78
at 
tf
Crestview Homes Ltd. m. property for reh
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED. 




New chesterfield suites, dinette 
suites, beds, appliances, coined 
and end tables, etc. Clearingcat 
costl Terms: cash and carry,*
DISPLAY HOME ■
(furnished by Turvey’s)
Home will be open every Tues., 
Thurs., Erl., Sat. and Sun., 
from 2 to 6 p.m. Take Hwy. 33 




2 offices and reception area 
- air conditioned .
- wall to wall carpet
OKANAGAN
MOBILE HOMES




to Hollywood Heights, where we — inset lighting
nave a great selection of homes — all utilities except light and 
and lots. NHA mortgages from telephone included 
3%%. For more details callI — downtown Pandosy Street
763-3737 or 763-6066 , 
tf
IIUHUV AND PICK YOUR COLORS 
I nn thia new thre® bMro*m honje, 
I hiftng n larr® Mindrck and patio 
drMira. Inxury binadlonm In livhifi rmim. 







rnu^hert In phunhing In hn»r- 
nnd qiinhty built throughout, full 
la only with hlal 1783
<WUh 11.000 liC. Ginnl) to no 
N|IA mnrigagt*. 1‘at git| th* 
In only 121.091 MIh Hint
I - - "
' uliXttkV IU il.T AHUM HVt. I Uhl I-







Edan, Estates — Winfield
Panoramic views, paved 
roads, underground services, 
good soil and trees. Close to 
3 lakes.
From $4,250 to $7,500, terms.




W, F, S tf
LARGE EXECUTIVE LOT'S 
Beautiful country setting. Pri­
vate docking and beach avail­
able to property owners. Govt, 
approved water system. 2% ml. 
from Winfield Shopping Centre. 
Up to $2,500 discount till Dec.
31. PHONE 766-2640. tf
CHOICE MISSION LOCATION 
Swnisland Road between Sar- 
sons and Eldorado, Executive 
3 nnd 4 bedroom new homes 
designed nnd built by Brome. 
Luxury and convenience 
throughout, Priced from $38,- 
00(1. BROME ESTATES LTD..
764-7126 08
LOTS LOTS LOTS
Glcnrosa Highland SuImMvI- 
Mon, Webber Rd., Westbank, 
B.C. Serviced, view, trees, 
low down payment, low
monthly payments. 
Call’762-0992 tf
WELL nilILT, IXIVELY, OLDER TWO 
uttirey home Fmir |ihi« nn
rnIra room, m bathrnome VUUtv r^m 
on main Door. attfltoom,
(linlnK Hmm StfHir Lrrplafr I ouda 
< I»»m t <4dnr lirteet Garage, pm rd
HtJiinnd Urie M
abia ha^etnbir






r. 1 mu r in ;>
Use-., f n- eppninim, nt tn ' ,p«< i<»i. tiu.bn.Hl, full Imv. n nnl <1 
$ lr’4|l*t • K iPt! » rivHth**, liuthtK.
If





LANG PRO SKI BOOTS 6H MENS, 
with long flow, $100; Roaalgnal atrato- 
flex tkto. 200 cm., $40; concord ateCM 
receiver and atereo cassette recorder 
with speakers; Concord reel to 
stereo tape deck and Garrard modal 
40B automatic turntable. AU for $1501 
ten apeed bike, like new, $40. 7$Hffli,7S 
30.05 PARKER HALE DELUXE RIFJ.H 
with variable two to aaven power ac<jps. 
Portable combination eight track MI- 
FM stereo, use on house current, bat­
teries or twelve volt. Doth unite near 
new, consider anything ot value in trade.




We can divide to suit tenant. 
Facing Valleyview Rd., Rut­
land. Ask for Mr. or Mrs. 
Patterson
MIDVALLEY REALTY LTD. 




Ideal location In Rutland, to 
start your Tobacco or Maga­
zine Stand, Toy Store, Fabric ’ 
Shop or Ladles’ Wear, etc. 
Air-conditioned, gas furnace, 
free hot and cold running 
water. Maximum traffic ex­




Mr. or Mrs. Patterson.
81
COMMERCIAL SPACE
ROSEMOUNT FIBREGLASS BUCKLE! 
■kl booUrf mem sirs 9-10 cuitom fit­
ting, $80. 190 cm. Buhler >kl« with roto- 
mat binding), $60. Trunk tkl rack, 
$101 men’) ten ipeed Peugot bicycle, 
$75. Telephone 764-4708. W. Th, S, $1
HOME GYM BET, LIKE NEW, $7. RO- 
•ignal 210 akla with mounted harneuM. 
Two 030 12 Inch etudded anow Urea. Two 
775 15 inch winter Urea. Telephone 702-
FOR RENT
Retail nnd office, in new mod­
ern, nir conditioned building, 
downtown Kelowna on Bernard 
Ave. Choose your apace now. 
Contact Al Hnlloum nt
3991. M
NEW DOUBLE BEDS, BOX SPRING 
and mattresses, soiled, coffee table, 
offers accepted, see at Pine Village 
office. IM, miles along Chute Lake Road.
Okanagan Mission, 61
FOR BALE OR LEASE. HEl’OSSEBSED 
office furniture. Royal Electrio type, 
writer, receptionist <1rnk, executive 




claiulcal and popualr record). Patio* 
phono H.M.V., Det-ca, Rndlofunken. Alaa 
nhrit and album mualc. Telephone 760- 
GB9.M
OLDER MODEL. UPRIGHT PIANO IN 
very good idinpe. $350. Aleo four wide 
rim) to fit Dntnun, Great for winter 
tlrea. Telephone after 6:00 p.m., 767-
3603. n
PRIMUfl PROPANE CAMP HEATER. 
»,ooo to lo.ooo RTU. Twenty pound 
lank, lined only oho week. Telephone 
7<'>5-M>36 except Friday and Saturday.
_M,_W, Th. 7d 
FRENCH PROVlNiS'AL ciiwri'X 
field and chair; tuh •iylr, luffed bark, 
toast <<dor, In ei<ell»ut condition. Tela-
phono 7i.JI.O0, •61
houhk»t7ll 7>r furniture and 
alio lawn mower, Cais, ba 
seen at 8.10 Ulenmwa Drive or tela-
phnne 762 2011. 81
01.11 OAK FintNITUIlK. ONE SQUAHM
Uhlr, nlna 
tnbl<‘k, 





ILK IDAD, FOK YOGA
rumpus room nr den. Krsrty Io han*.
Appli 107, WmfhM Mobile




' if-:? r.-.H. eves 762-7*173 
, W. R, tf
-4" 4IMNG SONbOLF. TELEVISION. 
I <e< lleni omrtllliui, 8?O, 710 Bernard 
Avenue. A|>..rtmrnt II. Telrpbona 7M- 
otn.   7»
AIL MLi'Al. CHINCHILLA CA«L«. 
Tahl-Una >„5 7U«. M
MORE CLASSIFIED 
ON PAGE 1614
AGE 1« itiCT.nwNa paily courier, wed., NOV. 1,1972 33. SCHOOLS* VOCATIONS} 35, HELP WANTED, . / >,. / . .1--T; -- , ,, . J"‘~ I,';■FEMALE-.




1—Used Armless Lounge —............-
1—Used Chesterfield chair only . ............
1—Used Platform Rocker -....................
1-AJsed 3-pce. Sectional ........................ -
1-Used 6-pce. DR Suite ........... ...........
1—Used Kelvinator Auto. Washer--------
1-lUsed Inglis Auto. Washer .........
1-MJsed Westinghouse Auto. Washer .— 
l^Used Speed Queen Auto. Washer-------
1—Used Kenmore Gas Range ...------- —
1—Used A.M.C. 30’’ Range  .........-
1—Used Leonard Fridge































' INCOME TAX 
PREPARATION 
Thousands are earning good 
money as tax preparers. En­
rolment open to men and 
women of all ages. Job op­
portunities f o r qualified 
graduates. Send for free in- 
formation and class sched­
ules. Limited enrolment
SO HURRY!







tionlst-typlst required for a busy office 
is downtown Kelowna. Must be ex­
perienced and have excellent typing 
abHiUen. PBX switchboard and dicta­
phone a definite asset Salary - com­
mensurate with ability- Please reply to 
Box A993. Tb# Kelowna Daily Courier. 
< ;tt
BABYSITTER REQUIRED IN MOUN. 
tain Avenue area. Preferably someone 
with a pre-school child prepared to sit 
at short notice for substitute teacher.
Telephone 763-3357.
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
PURE BR^D GERMAN SHEPHERD 
puppies tran 'Imported and registered 
stock (black and silver). Selling with­
out papers, male $50; female $40. TWe- 
phone 782-7813.81
PUREBRED MALE RED IRISH SET- 
ter. twenty one months old. excellent 
hunting strata, papers - available. Will 
sell for $125 or nearest offer. Telephone
n
EXPERIENCED SALES PERSON FOR 
South Pandosy grocery store. Part time. 
Apply to Bax C207. The Ketowna Dally
Courier, stating experience. 82
BABYSITTER REQUIRED IN MY 
home. Five days a week. Vicinity of 
Raymer School. Good pay. Own trans-
portatlon. Telephone' 763-6193. 80
WANTED IMMEDIATELY A WOMAN 
to live in or out, Rest home, to be on 
the job from 4 p.m. to 7 a.m. Will ne­
gotiate salary. Telephone 764-7365. 79
HIGH SCHOOL. AT HOME. CMJWAJ «^k™ . “Xk.TotaS 
College “ STnSS^t:. vZff Mission. Telephone 764-7303. tf 
ver 683-4911 . .. __________ «
34. HELP WANTED, MALE j36-
765-6686. n
FOR SALE: SEVERAL BIDING 
horses Including children’• ponies. Prices 
range from $75 to $250. Telephoo# RiC- 
3102 (Winfield) after » pan. '80
FIVE MONTH OLD MALE TERHIEB- 
cross pup. Had shots, house trained, 
$15. Telephone 762-3816 or apply 2255
Pandosy Street, 
GERMAN SHI
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1973 PONTIAC VENTURA U DELUXE. 
Vinyl roof. V-8 aatomaUc. 7,800 miles; 
many extras. *3490. Telephone 763-2334
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
tor enquiries. n
URGENT!!! MUST SELL!!! 1965 
Mustang. $500. positively firm, leaving 
for Europe. Apply 705 Ford Road. Rut- 
land, basement suite only please! -79
1972 TOYOTA COROLLA 1600 WITH 
two winter tires. Asking $1350. Tele-
phone 763-5059. TO
1965 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE: RADIO, 
gas heater, good condition. Telephone
765-8093 after 3:30 p.m. 79
1964 CHEV BEAUMONT CONVERT- 
ible. Eight cylinder, automatic. Tele-
■ . _ -79
PUPS FOR
phone 763-6168. tf
sale. Will .be weaned in two weeks. 
Telephone 765-6449 before 3 p.m. 80
25 LAYING HENS AND TWO ROOST- 
era. Mixed breed. Telephone - 765-5730. 
'To
TOP UNE. REGISTERED PEKING- 
ese male pup. three months old. Bargain
1965 PARISXENNE CUSTOM SPORTS.
1962 Thunderbird. 1969 Flat 124 sports.
Telephone 768-4700.
price. 950 Eagle Drive. 79
NINE WEEK OLD SEALPOINT SIA- 
mese. had shots, one male, one female.
Telephone 765-7390. 79
ANNIVERSARY SALE
DOUBLE WIDE, 3 br., fully 
furnished, shag rug. All for 
$12,450. , 
12’ x 68* PREMIER, dining 
room with china cabinet This 
is a beauty at $9575.
12’ x 60’ 3 aR. HERITAGE. A 
. compact unit with electric 
. stove. Fully furnished* delivered 
i .and set up for $8775.
12’ X 56’ USED 1968 GENERAL
tf
1963 CHEV. IMPALA CONVERTIBLE.
283. V-8, automatic, power steering. 
Good mechanical condition. Ideal second
car. Telephone 7684794. 81
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ONE FIVE GALLON AQUARIUM. $20; 
«• ten gaUen- aquarium, $35; complete 
Witt pimp, filters, beater etc. Tele- 
plWie 783-2982.  TO
McCLARY ELECTRIC STOVE. THREE 
mouths old, also refrigerator. Multiplex 
stereo. Telephone 762-4249 after 6 p-m.
79
TWO SL10 LIGHT WEIGHT REMING- 
toir chainsaws, only two months old. 
njed very little. Telqphon# 763-3348. 78
CANOPY FOR JAPANESE PICKUP. 
Perfect condition, $290, Telephone 764- 
oSz TO
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
PHILCO DUO-MAT1C AUTO/SPIN DRY 
washing machine; $150. Telephone 703- 
7655. _____________? 
q*ntnRKSsmG SINK AND CHAIR. 
Both In very good condition. Telephone 
7634854. 1 ' - "7»
29A. MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS
OLDS AMBASSADOR TROMBONE, 
silver plated, high and low pitch, ex­
cellent condition. With case. $75. Tele­
phone 762-6378. ',■■■■ 81
THE CORPORATION OF 





42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1955 CHEV TWO DOOR HARDTOP, 327, 
Injection block and beads, tube axle, 
flip frontend. 1968 Vette, panel top, 427; 
tri power, good condlUon. Telephone 
766-2867. Winfield, after 7 p.m.
T. W, Tb, 79
1967 ACADIAN. TWO DOOR SEDAN, 
V-8 automatic, winter tires Included. 
Telephone 764-7216 after 6 t>.m. . 80
1970 MGB IN GOOD CONDITION. RA- 
dial Ures, new clutch. Telephone 765-
8064. 80
1964 JEEP STATION WAGON. FOUR 
wheel drive. Good running order. Give 
us an offer. Telephone 764-4137. 80
1956 PLYMOUTH. V-8 AUTOMATIC.
Good tires, good mechanical > condition.
2 br. and in good condition. Cop- 
pertone stove and refrig. Fully 
furnished. All for 36195.
To celebrate our 2nd Anniver­
sary in Kelowna we are offer­
ing all stock units at greatly
reduced prices. Come in 




Hwy. 97 N. at McCurdy ’ 7
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA
IN PROBATE
NOTICE TO CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS
LEIF EUGENE ELVEDAHL
CREDITORS AND OTHERS 
having claims against the Es­
tate of Leif Eugene Elvedahl, 
Deceased, late of Jaiid Road, 
East Kelowna. B.C., are hereby 
required to send them to the 
undersigned Excutor at Box 
A995, Kelowna Courier, Kelow­
na, British Columbia, on or be­
fore the 24th day of November, 
A.D. 1972 after which date the 
Executor will disburse the said 
Estate, to parties thereto en­
titled having regard only to the 
, claims of which, they then have 
notice.
THE ROYAL TRUST 
COMPANY 
Executor
WILKINSON AND PHELPS 
Solicitors for the Executor. ;
Telephone 765-9228. 79
765-7753
S DRY BUSHWOOD AND SLABS CUT TO 
P wa required length, We deUver, Tde- 
I $y»» TO>87«), \ . 79
F fIrewood for sale, also rails 
p and posts. We deUver. Telephone 762- 
I yopy.
i bLuEPOINT DUPUCATOR. AMMONIA 
f iterated. Perfect condition. $200. Jabs 
k ^instruction, 1978; Harvey Avenue. 81 
| lisCELLANEOUS HOUSEHOLD GOODS 
| f< r sale, including stove, two refrigera- 
| ti rs, beds, etc. Telephone 763-5300. 81
32. WANTED TO BUY
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single
J
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599 




I J INIOR GIRL’S MUSTANG BICYCLE. 
L Wo yean old, $39. Lady’s Rawlelgh 













j ■ - -- ___ ______ __ _
SOWING MACHINES 
GERRY’S 
P SEWING MACHINES 
I I Service and Repairs 
! < to all makes. 
| JAgents for: Necchi, Pfaff, 
| ! Brother and Husqvarna;








SALES & SERVICE 




[j Upholstering for car seats, 
I chesterfields and chairs.
! ; Reasonable rates. 
J , • FREE ESTIMATES * 











INSTRUMENT MAN names for •the Kelowna City 
AppUcation wiU be received up Directory. Accurate spelling, 
to 5:00 P.M. Wednesday, Nov- legible handwriting necessary, 
ember 8th, 1972 for the above Approx.. 3 weeks work, 8 hrs., 
nosition 5 day week, starting approx.S?AT TFICATIONS November 6, 1972. Apply in own
®Vr- kc* -i - handwriting stating age, ad-
High School graduation with phone number, etc., to 
mathematics background. B0X No c-208, The Kelowna 
Training in municipal sur-|Dai. Courier_ gQ
veying techniques. ------ ——------------ —--------------Fundamental drafting ability | ATTENTION- CRAFTSMEN AND ^unaameniai araiung aoiiiiy. needleworkerg onUet for your 
A familiarity With legal crafts. Advance blitz sale, November 
surveys I fourth for articles now ready. Perma-
x* neat outlet to open in Kelowna nextCapability Of developing ae* spring. Telephone 764-4209 or 764-4935 if 
sign information into con-1 Interested by October 31st. 78
1970 METEOR. NEW WINTER TIRES, 
exceptionally clean, immaculate shape.
Three years warranty remaining. ' 28.- 
000 miles. Telephone 763-5981 after 5 p.m.
. m . - » 
1971 CAMARO Z28, 360 HORSE POWER. 
V-8, turbo - hydromatic. Posi-traction. 
15,000 miles. Excellent shape!! Canary 
yellow. Telephone 763-6915: after 9 p.m.
1967 THUNDERBIRD. TWO DOOR 
hardtop. Vinyl roof, power steering, 
brakes and windows, swing, away 
wheel, good shape. $2300 or closest offer. 
Telephone 769-4938; 81
1966 PLYMOUTH FURY STATION WA- 
gon. Light blue, excellent shape, power 
steering, power brakes, good rubber, 
plus two studded tires and rims. $800.
1954 METEOR SEDAN IN GOOD RUN- 
nlng order with radio and hitch. Tele­
phone after 5:00 p,m.;. 762-6248. , 78
1968 RENAULT. R-16. ONE OWNER, 
good running order, $800. Telephone
762-4920 after 6 p.m. 78
42B. SNOWMOBILES
1971 MOTO-SKI. 634 TWIN. ELECTRIC 
start, 18” track,- like new. 500 miles. 
WiU accept half ton truck in trade. 
Telephone 765-7941. - 81
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
1968 MERCURY PICK UP, ALL 
heavy duty. Four speed' transmission. 
AU new rubber, shocks. Telephone 765-
Telephone 762-2702 or 764-4727. 78
8930 for particulars. Evenings.
tf
struction layout. THE FINE ART DEPARTMENT OF
Minimum five years related Okanagan College, Kelowna, requires 
male and female models. Please contactexperience. I the Fine Art Department at, 762-5445. 82
_ •_ i .j.__ _ «. WANTED: EXPERIENCED HAIR-All City surveying including tnc I dressers for small downtown shop. Full 
following: and part time. Telephone 763-6670 or
Preliminary construction and 784,7571 evenln88' ___ ■ - 82.
asbuilt surveys. __
Large scale topographical 38« EMPLOY. WANTED
surveys. plaster and stucco repairs.
Assisting in design, eb-mat* crumbled basements made as new. 
’ * Spanish or design plaster on feature
mg, eic. concrete walls. . Telephone 765-8272. tf
SALARY & BENEFITS ----- -- ---------- —-------r-
Aq npr TTninn Aornnmnnf Dr a MOTHER WILL BABYSIT ONE PRE- AS per union Agreement. Pre* ,chooler ln own home.:central Rutland, 
sent salary $4.00/hr, rising to References available. Telephone 765-6748. 
S4.28/hr. January 1st, 1073. Pro- ' ' 82
bation period 3 months. will care for pre schooLers in
T) Q IVfnnVav D Wnw my home,Monday through Friday. $2.50z,-"±a" “• "n6'> _ per child per day, includes lunch. Tele-
City Engineer. 79 phone 765-8585. ? to
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN HOUSECLEANING BY DAY, WEEK Oft 
rights- act prohibits any- advertise- month. Private residences or apartment 
ment that discriminates against any I blocks. Telephone 763-6365. 81
™ 3 X^rXlon. PS, £
aZ^bec^e *3
tween 44 and M years unless the dis- WILL BABY SIT IN MY HOME 
crimination Is justified by a bona fide weekdays. Dell Road, Rutland. Tele- 
requlremeat . for the work Involved | phone 765-7050. 79
WANTED: EXPERIENCED BENCH- PAINTING - INTERIOR AND EX- 
man for fil ng room in modern sawmill terior Free estimates. Telephone K.Z. 
located in the southern interior of B.C. I painting# 763-5278 M, W, F. tf 
i Usual fringe benefits. Box C203* The ................ ~-------------- —J---------- ---
Kelowna Daily Courier.
1965 FORD GALAXIE 500. AUTOMATIC, 
power steering and brakes, radio, good 
condition. Make me an offer! Telephone
766-2209 (Winfield) evenings. tf
PIRELLI RADIAL WINTER TIRES IN 
sizes to fit all imports from 827.50 Race 
and Rallye, Bredin at Springfield, tele-
phone 763-7637. tf
1967 LAND ROVER MODEL NO. 88. 
Good tires, new back shocks, new ex­
haust system, overall good condition. 
Asking $1,350. Telephone 763-5485. 83
1958 CHEVY NOMAD. 348 CUBIC INCH 
engine... Good copdition. V-8 automatic, 
power steering, power windows. Asking 
$395. Telephone 763-3549. . 83
1965 ENVOY .EPIC IN EXCELLENT 
condition. Four new tires. $595. Tele­
phone 769-4557 and ask for John or
79 WILL DO CARPENTER AND CEMENT
QUALIFIED ASSISTANT MANAGER
work. Telephone 762-6494.- <.'■■■ • 78
Geri.
. IN THE SUPREME COURT OF
8>x42' TWO BEDROOM MOBILE HOME. nntTTCJW mi ITMRTA Everything built in, table-top range. oKlllon. vULuMUlA 
oven, refrigerator. BeautilUl conJitlon. TN PRORATE
Indirect lighting, drapes, a fine low cost
home. See at Pine Village office. Bi NOTICE TO CREDITORS AND
miles along Chute Lake RoatJ. Okanag­
an Mission. 81 OTHERS
VACANCIES AVAILABLE FOR RE- MYRON KEITH OSTEPCHUK, 
tired couples at Okanagan Mobile Villa. otherwise known as - “BOB” 
-OSTEPCHUK. DECEASED 
765-6456, 765-7281 -M.T.W..84 CREDITORS AND OTHERS
westward villa mobile HO'ie having claims against the Es- 
Park. view spaces, ail services, a so tate of Myron Keith Ostepchiik, 
retirement section. Reasonable rates. udadh
Pretty Road and Highway 87. Winfield. 9~*eryf~e known as . BOB 
Telephone 766-2268. w. s. if OSTEPCHUK, Deceased, ; lat®
46. BOATS* ACCESS. of Kelowna, British Columbia, are hereby required to ..send
82
WILL PAY CASH. NO TRADE-IN. FOR 
a good condition later model. Ford or 
GM pickup, or one ion. Price must be 
reasonable. Telephone 763-5395. 80
1966 FORD HALF TON. V-8. 352. 
three speed; 30” Vanguard top. Com­
plete. $1,350. Truck only. $1,150. Good 
shape. Telephone ~ 762-3120. 78
CHEV. DELUXE HALF TON, 17.000 
miles, trades considered. Telephone 763-
7316. 80
80
HAVE CASH FOR GOOD CLEAN USED 
car. If you are serious about selling, 
I am serious about. buying. Telephone
764-4442. 80
1966 PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON, 
318, automatic, AM-FM radio, tapedeck, 
fully winterized. New snow tires. $750
or? Telephone, 765-9042. 80
1966 METEOR. FOUR DOOR. SEDAN, 
289 motor, radio, automatic transmission. 
Good tires, one owner. $1,000 or best
offer. Telephone 763-5348. 80
12’ aluminum boat with five them to the undersigned Execu« 
horse Evinrude. Very good condition, trix at Box • A994, Kelowna 
EMMt^soW^ 7TO Courier, Kelowna, British Co.
__ r himbia, on or before the 24th .
HURON CEDAR CANOE* 14 FEET*|jo-_ - > A • 1079
excellent condition, with paddles. Tele- |daY November, A.D. 1972 
phone 764-4017 or 762-5037 anytime. 78 after which date the Executrix
1968 GMC HALF TON. SIX CYLINDER, 
three speed, good mechanical condition.. 
$1050. Telephone 763-3742 .evenings. 80
1964 FORD HALF TON. SIX STAND- 
ard, 275 miles on rebuilt engine. Ex­
cellent condition. Telephone 763-7025. 80
1955 WILLYS JEEP FOUR WHEEL 
drive with • V-8 motor. Telephone 763- 
5985. •' 79
1960 MERCURY 800. LOW BED AND 
winch.-New motor, cash or trade for
land. Telephone 762-5244.
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
79
1965 FORD GALAXIE, TWO DOOR 
hardtop, V-8, automatic, radio, new 
whitewall belted tires, $700 or offer. 
Telephone 762-3047. 79
1966 CHEVELLE MALIBU, TWO DOOR 
hardtop. 396. four speed. ExceUent 
mechanical condition. Telephone 762-
10* x 50’ ESTA-VILLA. TWO BEDROOM, 
(second Jack and Jill) fully furnished 
with porch and covered sundeck, skirted. 
10% down on approved credit. Tele­
phone 768-5147 evenings. W. F» S, 84
FOR SALE. 1971 TWO BEDROOM MO- 
bile home 12* x 60*. Refrigerator and 
built-in range included. Apply No. 82. 
Trail Park. Ross Road. Low down pay-
ment. 83
for service station. Pay commensurate
with necessary qualifications. Write Box 40. PETS and LIVESTOCK C204, The Kelowna Dally Courier, giving ' w 7 ______7 * ■ _
credentials. W» F. S. 89|NEEl( A FRIEND? FREE TO GOOD
-r-   --------------------------—;——— homes, two large kittens, female, one
35. HELP WANTED, I chocolate; brown, and one grey striped.
' wraaai e I Active, healthy and housebroken.- Tele-
rEMALC phone 769-4817 after 6 p.m. Will deliver
----------- --—......... ----------------------------------- • .--------------------------- ....-----------------------78. 
MOTHER’S HELP REQUIRED IM-------- —------------------  ——
mediately, duties mainly ironing, your GOOD HOMES WANTED FOR KITTENS 
home or mine. Telephone 763-4674. 791 of various ages. Telephone 765-5002. 80,
2014 or 762-2337. 78
1971. FIAT SPORTS SPYDER; GREEN, 
XAS Michelin tires, mag wheels. 1600 
cc engine. Telephone 763-5545 days; 764-
4738 evenings. 79
1965 METEOR TWO DOOR HARDTOP. 
Very nice -condition, winterized. Tele-
phone 769-4893 after 4:30 p.m. 79
1967 PLYMOUTH SATELLITE, 383, 
four speed, like new. Telephone 762-6669 
after 4 p.m. Offers? 81
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE* 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone
763-2878.
new 12 foot aluminum boat and will disburse the said Estate to 
trailer. $250. Telephone 764-4847. 79 parties, thereto entitled having
48. AUCTION SALES fa*,* 
KELOWNA AUCTION . DOME REGU-. I rip am ACT'WPCWTnr ■ 
lar sales, every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m.|"~u'* 
We pay cash for complete estates and Executrix 
household. contents. Telephone 765-5647. |<„tt w'MCA'M Atattt miUIDC L 
Behind th# Drive-In Theatre. Highway WILKINSON AND PHELPS 
97 North. tf Solicitors for Jean Ostepchuk.
49. LEGALS & TENDERS NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Z—,n -■•— TGNATIUS JOHN CYPRIAN
ntApJInyJcXoSPsrlTrvn MARIE MALLET-PARET, for- 
«bierly of 4140 Lakeshore Drive, 
Kelowna. B.C. DECEASED.
DECEASED NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that Creditors and others having
.NOTICEI IS HEREBY GIVEN ciaims against the Estate of 
that Creditors and others hay-above Deceased are here- 
mg claims against the Estate by required to send them to the 
of the above Deceased are here. undersi ed Executor 
by required to send them to the Royal |,rust company, at 248 
dlhpr1StqnliritnrV Bernard AvenUe’Kel°Wna, B-C-, 
; M!ccrefiCMpwniinmc befor® 4th day of December,
‘ T^nttr' n^4Wrm-w>v 1972» after which date the
. fore the 11th day of December, I Bs.ta,te
.1972, after which date the Ad- ! ministratrix will distribute the to the claims of which it 
; said Estate among the parties |toen has notice.
। entitled thereto having regard THE ROYAL TRUST 
! only to the claims of which she COMPANY,tf
6*x6* TENT TRAILER, $275. TRUCK 
box for a half-ton truck. $30. Telephone
765-6843. 82
LARGE MOBILE HOME SPOTS FOR 
rent on the lake. Good water. Children
welcome. Telephone 768-5913. tf
1971 TUXEDO. .MANOR, 12*x52* TWO 
bedroom. $600 down. Telephone 765- 
9517 after 6:00 p.m. tf
then has notice.
(Mrs;) NORAH BAILLIE, 
Administratrix.
MCWILLIAMS, BISLAND,
TINKER and GURNEY, 




TINKER AND GURNEY, 
Solicitors for the Executor.
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228
with A Wagon -Kill of Money- Savers I







IGA 14 oz. tins 2 59c
Cake Mixes
Duncan Hines Layer 
or Brownie Mix....... 2 .89c
'I
IGA Cream Style Corn
or Assorted Peas J 7Qr
14 oz. tins .............................. *t Mr f
B.C. Grown - Government Inspected
Frying Chicken
KMPb ACl Ci ^*”8 Chicken Parts. 
■JI Vllwlw Tray Pak — Frozen.




28 oz. tins _ for 55c
Tomatoes
IGA Choice 19 or. tins for 57c
.75c
59c
For Frying or Roasting 





Grade “A” Boneless 
Bottom.
or ROAST lb. 1.39
19c1 lb. pkg. ■ B %
Apple Juice
Sun Rype, Blue fatal . .. 48 oz. tin
Perfex Bleach
liquid 64 oz. she
MADAME BENOIT COOK BOOKS
OVER 6000 EASY-TO-FOLLOW RECIPES









IGA TABLE FRESH FLORIDA
Grapefruit e ; 6 ° 89c
Eri., Sat, Nov. 2, 3, 4
Southgate Shopping Centre - South Pandosy Street 
Open 7 Days a Week 9 to 9
WE RESERVE THE MIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
SOUTHGATE iGh.


























































Dear Dr. Thosteson: A friend
man’s. Is it true?—J.L.
O
EAST
▼ 10 7 4
♦ AK5
•&J10 5
















by force. One of his losers dis­
appears.
HistoricalConfidential To:
emotional illness are often in
could use some,
blood and would like informa­
tion.—Mrs. C.C.S.







KNOW ABOUT WHAT MRS.CANTRELL 














A GOOD MOVIE ON
THE COAT?
Dear Dr. Thosteson After
-Mrs. R.M.
strength,
products are reinforced and steam
Dear Dr. Thosteson: What
the sympathetic nervous sys 
tem

















But when he plays a trump to
YOU CAN
crucially important.

























8; Comfort I 
IL Israeli
port 




















WORLD BRIEFS TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH BELIEVE IT OR NOT
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. WED., NOT. 1, 1171
BUND FENCE
MONTREAL (CP) — Experi­
mental lessons in fencing at the 
Montreal Association for the 
Hind have given some pupils a 
ij'.v sense of balance as well as 
3W sporting skills. Instructor 
Yvan Stefa of McGill University
said blind fencers* sense ct
touch developed as they found
contact of blades gave them a
MONTREAL (CP) — Manito­
bans Ron Samchuk and Alan
Willetts crossed Canada on mo­
torcycles this summer "speak 
fag to hams, meeting hams and 
promoting ham radio.” Hospi­
tality wherever they went was
assured by the amateur net
works which passed on news 
about the travellers, who were
feeling of the target without equipped with a battery-pow 
ered 10-watt radio and antenna.seeing it
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS


































be a quite normal situation. 
Contact lenses can be ruled out
as a factor, incidentally.
eral months to re-establish fer
tUity after the pill is stopped-
and anyway, sometimes per 
fectly normal people have tried 
longer than four months before
pregnancy occurred.
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE—Here’s how to work it
AXYD LBAAXR
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different
NPXM BE X CBUQ WN RPFF...BJ
ZPUMV GXMQ RPPAZPM
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: ACCURACY IS TO A NEWS* 
PAPER WHAT VIRTUE IS TO A LADY, BUT A NEWS* 
PAPER CAN ALWAYS PRINT A RETRACTION.-ADLAI E, 
STEVENSON
3oo«,x'M x CT 










would cause the pupils of the 
eyes to dilate in .an 18-year-old
girl? She is taking no medica 
tion and does not use drugs. The
pupils do not always stay di 
lated. Sometimes they are nor­
mal and then dilate. She does
wear contacts.—Mrs. D.
The dilation and contraction 
of pupils is entirely involuntary 
and caused by stimulation of
Outside sources such as the
absence or presence of light 
bring these forces into play, re­
spectively dilating or contract 
tag the pupils.
In some persons, this tavolun 
tary mechanism is more sens!
tive than in others
Other factors can lead to
pupil dilation, for example, star
tag at distant objects. With all 
of the drug experimentation
If this is also malignant, does
this mean they are related or 
spreading, or could there be an­
other tumor elsewhere that is
I fervently hope that by the 
time you read this you have al­
ready been examined and know
whether the new lump is mallg 
nant or benign.
It is quite possible that the
new lump is a simple cyst—I 
have known of just such a situa
tion, a lump ta each breast, one 
malignant, one not
There is little, likelihood of a 
spread from some remote 
source, because the spread from 
malignant tumors is usually to 
adjacent lymph glands or bone,
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Is it true
that the cervix is insensitive to
going on among our young peo­
ple these days; parents are nat­
heat, so when a cauterization is
being performed it is relatively
YOUR HOROSCOPE
Thursday, Nov. 2
Aires (March 21-April 19): 
From a stiff, standing start you
come out rather well by day’s 
end. Persistence pays double 
dividends.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Seek teamwork rather, than
stardom. Nearly every detail 
you had thought settled is sub­
ject to revision.
Gemini (May 21<June 20): It
Is all too easy to get into rash
statements, hasty actions in to­
day’s turbulent emotional tides.
urally alert to such drug-use 
symptoms as dilated pupils, but 
it is unwise to jump to conclu­
sions from such inconclusive
symptoms.
The fact that this is a periodic 
condition in your daughter could
taking birth control pills for 14
months I decided I wanted to
become pregnant again. It has
been four months now without
success.
I had a severe infection after 
the birth of my first child.
Could I have become sterile
from the infection or "the pill,
and does it take six months or
more for the pill to wear off? 
My menstrual cycle is regular.
It may (or may not) take sev­
Neither the pill nor the past 
infection would necessarily alter
your menstrual pattern. How­
ever, that history of infection
could he significant, so if you
don’t succeed soon, you’d better 
check with your doctor. The aft­
ermath of the infection could
have caused changes (such as 
closing the Fallopian tubes)
painless?—Mrs. R.F.
Yes, that s true.
once told me if you shave, your
hair will grow back like a
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I have* a
low count of platelets in the
Platelets are tiny particles in
the blood which are important
because they start the clotting
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I had
surgery several months ago for
process to stop bleeding.
Normally they number 150,000
to 400,000 per cubic millimeter.
If the number falls below 60,000,
there is a tendency toward
bruising or bleeding.
A. low count calls for a thor­
ough blood study, as well as a
search for infection or allergy
or drug toxicity, as a variety of
causes may be involved.
References .Please: Many pre­
sidents had symptoms of emo­
tional problems. George Wash
ington had a nervous stomach
Thomas Jefferson had severe
migraine headaches, Abraham
Lincoln had serious bouts with
depression and Woodrow Wil­
son had "blue spells.” People
who have had treatment for
better shape than people who
a breast tumor that was malig­
nant. The pathology report sate 
no evidence of spread. I also 
had 20 cobalt treatments.
have had NO treatment — but
I have now discovered a lump 
in the other breast.' It is the
same type of lump as the other, 
n +s«j. location, directly 
under the nipple.
Seconds late# goobow /s








I WANT A PAIR. OP SLACKS-
FLARE-LEGGED, SOLID, 




HOW LOOK HERE, 
SIR. I DON'T UKE
IF I HAP TO EXTERMINATE LICE, 
RATS - OR THE BUBONIC Pl AGUE
I.'P BE MERCILESS. WEIL, THE 
RATS AMP LICE WHO RUN THE
NARCOTIC TRAFFIC DESERVE TUB
Perce Rock, an island off the
eastern tip of Quebec’s Gaspe 
Peninsula, is 1500 feet long, 288 
feet high and pierced by an

















HOW COME YOU WANT TO
I'M FROM A MAGAZINE. 
WE'RE POlNf) A GTORX ABOUT 
air.Cantrell, people want 
TO KNOW EVERY PETAIL'
the best or final authority. .. _ 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)1—-1 
Practical moves dominate, i 
mostly, developed on the spot as 
the situation evolves. Give evt 





(J6T8-IW) or FRANCE 
WAS GRAND ADMIRAL OF FRANCE 
AT THE AGE OF 5 AND GOVERNOR 
OF THE PROVINCE OF GUIE’ NE 
AT THE AGE GF 11
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Cater to your spontaneous urge
toward humorous situations.
Rushing into important deals
isn’t the proper spirit—pause 
for better information.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): The
question is not so much of at­
traction, but more of what and
whom. Selective choices are
JAKARTA (Reuter) 
man claiming to be a former 
Japanese soldier from the Sec 
ond World War has emerged.: 
from the Jungles of Bali, plead*, r 
tag to be allowed to return to. £ 
Japan, Indonesia’s Antara new* 
agency reported today. Tha t 
agency said the man, adopted, i 
by Balinese living In the re* £ 
mote village of Marga near the 









WITYTOWW. , . . 
OF WA1DH0FBI ontheYU>Sfl«$OT| 
BUILT TO COMMEMORATE DEFEAT 
OF THE TURKS IN 1532,HAS A 
CLOCK WITH ONE FACE THAT 
PERMANENTLY GIVES THE TIME 
I AS 11:45 -THE HOUR 
OF VICTORY
erybody you know is ta on the
act. Check out both sides of
every story as you get the 
chance, mainly by just listen-
tag.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
There’s room to move yet, you 
needn’t try forcing issues. Close
friends are helpful but sensitive.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): For
yam a, 47, a private in the .
Japanese army.
ORIGINAL NAME
Prince Edward Island waft
originally named Isle St. Jeari^ 
by the French.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
once you’ve drifted into more
commitments than you can
By B. JAY BECKER about. He must seemingly go
down one, for he has a diamond,
two trumps and a club to lose.
At least, that’s what a count of
his losers tells him.
But things are not always
what they seem, and if South
plays the hand properly he still
makes the contract. Painfully
aware of the unlucky 4-0 trump
division, he takes steps to over­
come it. He starts by ruffing
V 8532






i^dst suit contracts by counting 
his losers. This usually tells him
and the A-K of clubs, ending in




what his prospects are for mak­
ing the contract. But while this 
is ordinarily a good practice 
to follow, it doesn't always lead 
to the right conclusion.
Consider this deal where West
leads a diamond. East takes the
king and continues with the ace. 
Declarer ruffs and at this point
appears to be in very fine
the ace and West shows out, 
South has something to worry







comfortably cover. Set priori­
ties, make choices very early
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
More experienced people are
here and there waiting to be 
asked to help you on almost any 
project.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Today’s routine is later seen to
be a significant achievement in
future perspectives. Express 
yourself make your presence
known.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 Feb. 18):
Technical questions find direct,
possibly drastic answers’. Seek
played from dummy and, what­
ever East does, South wins two
of the remaining four tricks.
If East discards a club, South
ruffs and has ten tricks, If East 
ruffs the diamond : instead, 
South discards his club, thus
telescoping two losers into one.
He then scores two trump tricks
ATTRACTED MANY
Expo, the six-months’ world




Ideal for bleached or tinted
hair. A superb body wave.1
and style support wave. Shag 
cutting for both men and?
STROHM’S
BARBER & BEAUTY SHOP
Visit Our Antique Shop
Dominion Concrete Products Ltd
Specialists in • Retaining Walls and Cappings • Patio
Blocks • Curbing • Septic Tanka
• Root Cellars and other products
• Picnle Tables
on request An
Located on Steven Rd., Weitbank Industrial Park
Call 7694697 Evenings 7694671
JERRY'S MUFFLERS
FREE INSTALLATION ON ALL WALKER
Custom Tuba Bending Machine
Any Exhaust System
WHATEVER IT 19,1 More rr doesn't get rr/
LANDS,NO
BESIDES THAT,





Westbank Senior Citizens I DISTRICT PAGE 
Re-Elect Past President PAGE IB KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. WED.. NOV. 1.U72
Ted Salmon I the hall drawn up for approval
way unanimously returned as I due to Mr. Reece’s efforts.
president of Westbank Senior 
Citizens at the recently-held an­
nual meeting.
J Vice-president is John Selten- 
Hch and Mrs. Dorothy Gellatly 
accepted the office of secretary 
from Mrs. Dora Murray. Dir­
ectors are; Fred Astle, T. B. 
*Reece, Arvid Johnson, Mrs. 
Clara MacCormack and Mrs.
1 Proposed to attend the meet­
ing in Kelowna concerning for- 
gnation of a Council of Seniors 
(were Mrs. Murray, Mrs. Gel- 
Jlafly and Stan Taylor. Attending 
jthe Nov. 27 meeting will be Ted 
jSalmon, Mrs. Murray and Mr. 
iReece. Others interested are 
^welcome to attend.
। Chief discussion was realiza­
tion of a senior citizens’ hall on 
{park land granted by order-in- 
। council, together with plans tor
unanimous vote of thanks was | Dim |< FAfflAF I AUf*Atif 
tendered hfr. Reece for his ef- DIQ Dl UlIlCl UHHtCIll 
forts, both in obtaining the land! 5F •
and having building plans drawn e IB Biff ' s
up. The president voiced his as- fllAsAsaft |(|f II V %AIISYA 
surance that building would be-| |CK|KL| QV , jC||f||K
gin within the next several ■**JW*1 wwa wvasMav 
months. , , J WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Mrs. Grace Reece volunteered I white House says a secret sug- 
to head a , members* finance I gestion to give the government 
committee, and assisting fa this I a electronic link to every 
and programming will be the home and car fa the United 
president .and others. I states was just one of many 
.,Mrs™9barI?Re and ideas that were rejected as too
Mrs. Elizabeth Altwefa were extreme
day at 1.30 p.m. fa Westbarik I wa8 just seeking headUnes. . 
United Church Hall and all over Representative William Moor- 
503 are invited to these after- head (Dem. Pa.) said the plan
science adviser, said
PEACHLAND SOClAlS
PEACHLAND (Special) — 
Mrs. Des Loan Is home again 
after a week-long stay in the 
Summerland General Hospital
Home again after a holiday 
in England where they toured 
Devon and Cornwall are Mr. 
and Mrs. Ken Chippindale of 
Desert Pines. Before returning 
west they visited their son and 
family in Ottawa.
afterward
that Moorhead’s suggestion that 
the council was advocating 
some sort of “big-brother" 
communications, link to every 
house in the country was “ab­
solutely wrong.”
I Canadian Scientists Urged
noons of games and handicrafts.! for a “wired nation appar- 
-------------------------------------------qently was designed to provide 
the government with a disaster- 
warning system 'and a wide- 
scale means of dispensing vari-
i To Use Satellite's Data
1
I ous services.
Moorhead, a member of the 
| House of Representatives com-
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Cin­
namon of Beach Avenue are 
home again after a pleasant 
trip to Vancouver Island.
Mrs. Albert Colter of Blue 
Waters, who has been a patient 
in the Vancouver General Hos­
pital for the past few weeks 
has had her operation but will 
not be back home for a while 
as she still is undergoing treat­
ment.
Mrs. L. M. Geerie recently 
arrived home after a trip to 
Eastern Canada where she visit­
ed with old friends..
Also back In the community 
is Mrs. Gordon Cousins who 
was a visitor to Vancouver and 
New Westminster.
Mrs. Don Davies of Housten 
Road, TYepanler. is homa again 
after a stay In the Kelowna Ge­
neral Hospital
The Peachland U.C.W. Thrift 
Shop held each Tuesday in the 
U.C. basement is holding a $1.00 
a bag sale on Tuesday from 
10 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
I VICTORIA (CP) — Canadian 
I scientists are being urged to 
I make more use of an earth re- 
J sources technology satellite 
{.launched from the United States 
{ last July.
I Ottawa scientist Dr. Sayn 
! Wittgenstein and a team of ex- 
} perts began a week-long confer- 
j ence with federal and provincial 
{ scientists at the federal govern- 
। znent’s pacific forest research 
i centre here Tuesday in a bid to
• promote the use of the satellite 
! and explain its potential.
I The new data-gathertag satel- 
l lite, being used to scan natural 
‘ resources fa Canada and thei
mittee on government oper­
ations, said the plan also is a 
sect damage to forests, logging | blueprint for a governm ent-op-1 
and road building activity in erat^propagMda and spy^s- 
remote regions, movement of |j®»« H® 
timber booms, and cloud and pra^on to let the countiy know 
fciff natterns of the plan, which he said wasthe radar “""H
Sa.eMMoS:4AI Ed"ani
lake temperatures and pollution . I
checked, arid even the habits! POWER OFF 
of a polar bear ascertained, he I Power was off from Glen- 
said- more to Winfield, including
m0St Ot Rutland’ for about an lite is an aerial examination or l . .. ■
the Fraser River and its pol- hour Tuesday morning. A fuse 
lution problems and flow pat- blew at the West Kootenay 















U.S. from an altitude of 500 
miles, passes over British Col­
umbia once every 18 days and 
a giant detector at Prince Al­
bert picks up signals sent to 
the earth from the sensing 
eauipment.
The data is recorded on tape 
and flown to the Canadian cen­
tre for remote sensing at Ot- 
j tawa where the tape is prbees- 
l sed into useful information for
The conference was initiated ion on Hollywood Road in Rut- 
yentory Scheme, a joint federal- m h!
provincial project. ^as restored 4o most areas by
— ;------- - ---- ----------------- —— 8:14 a.m., and to the rest by
’ ; 8:35 a.m.
t
!
foresters and environmental re-
| searchers.
The National Aeronautics andI
{ Space Administration (NASA) 








































nada for the use of the satellite, 
but Ottawa has spent nearly $10 
million to set up the machinery 
to process the data, Dr. Wit­
tgenstein said.
“While this may seem a great 
deal of money the system can 
help detect such tree diseases 
as bud worm which does $10 
million damage in B.C. each 
year,” he said.
NEW RADAR SYSTEM
The 30 scientists attending the 
conference are also being en­
couraged to,.make full use of 
high and low altitude photo­
graphs taken by a newly-devel­
oped Canadian radar system 
that can penetrate foliage and 
measure the height of trees. Dr. 
Wittgenstein said. It operates 
through a detection, device slung 
beneath a helicopter.
The radar system is expected 
to prove a big money saver 
because it will eliminate the 
need to send crews through 
woods on foot to assess timber 
growth and value, he said.
At present the satellite is as- 
’ sesstog In British Columbia in-
Forestry Group 
Starts For Girls
RUTLAND (Staff)—A branch 
.of the Girl Forest Guards has 
been formed here. This is one of 
the organizations sponsored by 
the Canadian Forestry Associa­
tion. ,
Many girls and parents at­
tended a meetinglast week in 
West R u-t 1 a n d Elementary 
School. A meeting for girls will 
be held at 7 p.m; Thursday in 
the activity room at that school. 
A meeting of parents will be 
called within about a month to 
form an adult council.
. Through the organization, 
girls can learn more about the 
environment.They will be able 
to visit the Silver Lake Envir­
onmental Study Area, owned by 
the association near Peachland.
Representatives from the as­
sociation in Kelowna will lead 







sj). C. (Don) Johnston
Don’t let an accident ruin 
your future ... be sure your 





R & E ENTERPRISES
SPECIALIZING IN
• Subdivision Roads > a Gravel and Fill
• Excavating a Culverts
a Custom Lowbed Hauling
FREE ESTIMATES ■
; , KING HONORED
I < Georgian Bay, part of Lake
Huron, was named after King 
George IV.
Our Equipment Includes:
• TANDEM DUMPS • TRACK LOADER 
• WHEEL LOADER O DI BULLDOZER
Phone 763-4109 dr 763-2538
Tho regular meeting of the 
Beta Sigma Phi was held this 
week at the home of Mrs. Eric 
Turner of Lake Avenue. Guests 
at this meeting were sisters 
from the XI Alpha Gamma Sor­
ority of Penticton who present­
ed a short program, and gave 
the local group many helpful 
ideas. Next meeting fa Peach­
land will be held at the home 
of Mrs. Gary Topham on Beach 
Avenue.
school friend Mrs. Rod Meuer 
in Westbank. Many old friends 
from both Peachland and West­
bank were in attendance with 
good wishes and gifts for the 
new arrival
A surprise baby shower for 
Mrs. Dieter Rossbach and new 
daughters Tammy Leigh was 















Deluxe Traction 4-ply nylon snow tires 








tread wearout for specific 
number of months. If tire
wears out anytime before 
1. Every Allstate nasunger guaranteeexplres,thefollow- 
ttre Is Guaranteed against Ing discount allowance off 
AU. tire failures for the life of 
the tread—regardless of the 
cause of failure. Replacement 
cortbasedontreadueed.pro- 
rated agalnat current price. 2. 
Nall punctures are fixed at no - 
charge. 3. Guaranteed against
the currant price will be 
given towards a replacemoM, 
llltaftsBairttttidl AUmntt I
8 to 24 I 16rf
25to29 I 20%
























DOROTHY M. HARDY 
Audiometrist
ANGELA E. ANDERSON 
Audiometrist
OPENING SPECIAL
TWO DOOR PRIZES Supply ol Batteries
Further Draw for One FREE Hearing Aid 
will be made on Dec. 16th.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
FRIDAY, NOV 3 and SATURDAY, NOV. 4 
REFRESHMENTS
INTERIOR HEARING AID CENTRE
763-6995 417l«wrencc Ave.
...................... Other Branch Offices located at
477 Martin Ave. Penticton — Art Schmidt Optical, Vernon 
Shnpwns-Scars—-Kamloops and Kelowna
Deep traction tread give you 
better starts and stops in 
snow, slush and mud. This 
tire is a real gripper. Lt 
features full 4-ply nylon 
cord body for strength and 
safety and tough winter 
conditions. Rides quieter on 
bare pavement. Get your 
tires now and next spring 
we will put your regular 
tires back on at no extra 
charge.
ALLSTATE TIRES ARE GUARANTEED 
THROUGHOUT NORTH AMERICA
Deluxe Traction — Blackwalls
Tire Size Sale Price Tire Size Sale Price
5.50-12 18.98 G78-14 25.98
6.00-12 21.98 w.w. H78-14 27.98
6.00-13 ' 20.98 5,60-15 21.98
C78-13 21.98 6.00-15 21.98
B78-14 20.98 7.35-15 22.98
C78-14 21.98 F78-15 23.98
E78-14 22.98 G78-15 25.98
F78-14 23.98 H78-15 27.98
Whitewalls $2 extra ea. Studs $6 extra
Fibreglas Belted Snow Guard Tires
78 Series modern low-profile 
design. Guaranteed 42 
months against wear-out. 78 
series — Super low profile 
to fit 1970 and later model 
car — also best for '65 to 
'69 models. Super strong 
Nylon Carcass plies plus 2 
fibreglass belts under the 
tread. Double the mileage 
of unbelted tires.
WhitewallsWinter Tread Jtyfackwalls
C78-13 7.00-13 24.98 25.98
D78-14 6.95-14 25.98
E78-14 7.35-14 26.98
F78-14 7.75-14 20.98 27.98
G78-14 8,25-14 28.98 30.98
1178-14 8.55-14 to—to 32.98
F78-15 7.75-15 tototol 27.98
G78-15 8.25-15 28.98 30.98
1178-15 8.55-15 30.98 32.98
With Studs $6 extra ea.
Sale Price
1a98 





D" ■ ' /* lAfl I Mount your new snow tires on separate rims
Extra Snow Tire Wheels oni°“n" ea.




Guaranteed 42 months 
against wearout.
o
Radial ply construction 
for the best traction 
The best snow tire we 
sell.
Steel belts under the 
tread provide maxi­
mum protection in 
tough winter con­
ditions.
Deep biting tread lugs 
for exceptional trac­
tion In mud and snow.
Traction Grip 
Truck Tires
Made with massive high-shoulder tread with deep-
digging lugs of strong, 
DynaTuf rubber. 6.50-16. 32.97
Site Ply Sale Size Ply Sale
0.50-10 6 32.97 7.50-17 8 46.97
0.70-15 6 30.97 6.50-16* 6 34.97
7.00-15 0 36,97 7.00-14* R 20.07
7.00-16 6 39.97 0.7045* 6 32.07
7.50-16 R 44.97 8.0046.5* 8 43.07
7.00-17 8 43.97 •tiibelc&s
•
Prices Include Installation




Low IQ A A
Price. 6.00-13. luJRI
Bbdy construction Is 4 full 
plies of tough nylon cord. 
Has good skid resistant 
tread design.




7.754 5 15.99 to—to
8.2545 17,09 19.99
Advertised Prices in effect ’til 5:30 p.m. Saturday, November 4.
Park Free While You Shop Simpaons-Seara, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
WHOEVER WINS AT POLLS Murphy Leads; In other NBA guinea, Clevu- KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, WED., NOV. 1, 1W> PAGE It
U.S. And Canada 'Can Get Along' PRESS
NEW YORK (CP) — The 
New York Times, in a lead ten-
torial headed Upset to Canada,
Stanfield if it oehaves with a 
measure of sensit’vity, espe*
says “the United States can en­
joy productive relations with ei­
ther Mr. Trudeau or Mr.
., daily during the difiicuix per.od 
t- of minority government in (jjan-
ada.‘
Assessing what it termed “a
AROUND B.C. BRIEFLY
Hobgoblins Extremely Quiet,
Report Police In Vancouver
stunning and unexpected blow” 
to Prime Minister Trudeau's 
re-election bid, The Times com­
ments:
"It would have occasioned no 
surprise if Mr. Trudeau’s party 
had failed /to win an absolute 
majority while finishing well to 
front of the Conservatives. 
What astonished nearly all ob­
servers was the fact that the 
Conservatives—under a leader 
wholly lacking in the Trudeau 
kind of charisma—finished in a 
virtual dead heat with the Lib­
erals. . .
leader,” The Times says. “But 
it would be unfortunate if the 
telants of this extraordinary 
man were lost to Canadian pub­
lic life.”
"Despite Washington’s ham- 
fisted behavior toward Canada 
at the time of President 
Nixon’s emergency economic 
measures last year,” the paper 
comments, "relations with the 
United States played virtually 
no role as a campaign issue as 
far as the two big parties were 
concerned.”
"That’s the way to win them,
man,” little Calvin Murphy said. 
“Why get a big lead at the start 
and take away all the sus­
pense?”
■ Murphy, Houston’s 5-foot-10 
back-court man, Tuesday night 
came up with the big play that 
gave the Rockets a 106-105 vic­
tory over the Atlanta Hawks to 
National Basketball Association 
action.
delphla ’76ers 126-116, Chicago 
Bulls beat Kanas City-Omaha 
Kings 104-95 and Golden State 
Warriors defeated Detroit Pis­
tons 112-104.
In American Basketball Asso­
ciation play, it was Virginia 
120, Carolina 114: Denver 116, 
Utah 103, and Kentucky 119, 
San Diego 109.
WHA Planning Players' Assoc.
TORONTO (CP) — A Work" 
Hockey Association players' as 
sociation is in the plannin* 
stages, says Jerry Odrowski o 
the WHA Los Angeles Sharks.
Qdrowski was among severs
representatives from
*
eague’s 12 clubs who met her| 
Monday to discuss setting up a 
slayer union. He said the maik 
purpose of the meeting was to 
liscuss who should lead the ox*
the ganization. a
VANCOUVER (CP) — Sundry 
ghosts, goblins and witches were 
packed off to bed almost with­
out incident to the Vancouver 
tarea Tuesday night after one of 
(the quietest Halloweens in police 
memory. "It was extremely 
quiet,” a police spokesman said 
late Tuesday night. "We had a 
few box alarms early in the 
evening but not much else.”
ASK BONUS INCREASE
VANCOUVER (CP) — City 
Council Tuesday decided to ask 
Rehabilitation Minister Norman 
Levi to increase the annual 
Christmas bonus to welfare re­
HUNTERS MISSING 
QUESNEL (CP)—RCMP said
cipients to 820 from S10 for 
family heads and to $6 from $4 
for single persons. Aid. Earle 
Adams denounced the move




Tuesday that a ground search 
will begin today for two hunters 
missing since Saturday night in 
an area about 39 miles east of 
here. Police said Albert Neufeld, 
22, and Glen. Koppe, 26, both 
of the McLeese Lake area, be­
gan their hunting trip Friday 
night and have not returned. 
Mr. Koppe’s truck was found 
Monday near a cabin in the 
area.
SEEK BANDIT
VANCOUVER (CP) — Police 
were searching today for an 
armed bandit wno escaped with 
about 815,000 Tuesday after rob­
bing a downtown branch of the 
Royal Bank of Canada. The man 
fled by car.
• SYSTEM SET UP
VANCOUVER (CP)-CP Rail 
Tuesday announced that its first 
“point to point' radio system 
has been put into operation on 
the Revelstoke division between 
Kamloops and Field. The com­
pany said the network gives 
dispatchers at Revelstoke con-: 
stant voice contact with moving 
trains anywhere along the 254- 
inile division, as well as with 
maintenance crews and CP Rail 
motor vehicles on the highways.
URBAN DWELLERS
It is forecast that by the year 
2000, 90 per cent of Canadians 
will be urban dwellers.
With the U.S. election less 
than a week away, the paper 
remarked that “Americans 
skeptical of public opinion 
polls” could take comfort from 
the surprising result in Canada.
SUGGESTS CAUSE
"Mr. Stanfield obviously 
made greater impact than even 
his supporters had dared hope 
with a campaign concentrated 
on the bread-and-butter issues: 
record unemployment, rising 
living costs, increased tax­
ation,” The Times says. "Mr. 
Trudeau’s" determination to ad­
vance bilingualism all across 
Canada—an essential for pre­
servation of national unity- 
cost the Liberals many votes in 
the West.”
It says that Prime Minister 
Trudeau “has presided over 
meaningful and exciting change 
for Canada."
“It is difficult to envision him 
either exercising the infinite 
patience required to lead a mi­
nority. government or directing 
the hard parliamentary slogg­
ing required of an opposition
RESTON COMMENTS
James Reston, vice-president 
of The Times, also comments 
on the Canadian election to a 
separate column.
“The startling success of the 
Conservatives in Canada and 
the decline of the Liberals un­
der their flamboyant in­
tellectual leader, Pierre Elliott 
Trudeau, is only the latest evi­
dence of a worldwide swing to 
the right,” Reston says.
He says the explanation, for 
the trend no doubt differed 
from country to country.
“In Canada, for" example, it 
could be argued that Trudeau 
declined precisely because he 
took an arrogant attitude to­






Uniform Time Is 
ALWAYS
Sha-Dori has the largest se­




“Uniforms of Distinction” 







When pupils see better, per­
formance is tops. Make sure 
to visit us regularly for fill­
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1351 Water St. Kelowna










907 Ethel Street Kelowna, B.C
Shop Thurs. and Fri. 'til 9 in Kelowna,
jTX SIMPSONS | I I I




eg U fti™ i tzcu
I 41/2 YEARS I
FREE REPLACEMENT g 
WITHIN 18 MONTHS gj
*“• II battery lalla to acc.pt or bold a charga.
under term. Hated In our guerantra,
■5s? See eeleamen tor deteile.
dying?
You need a new battery when:
• Light dim when engine idles.
• Specific gravity varies 50 pts.
• Directional signals flash faster or slower
Starter cranks more slowly , 
Battery needs water often 
Headlights brighten as engine speed 
increases. .
Power-packed, extra duly 




Thin polypropylene walls mean more acid 
and bigger plates inside; and that means 
more power and longer life. And they're 
five times stronger than rubber case bat­










Guaranteed for 24 
months or 24,000 miles 
far engines with heads. 
Many sizes available, 
t xamplc: for '63 '70 
Chev. or Pont. 230 





Price qt. 67 c
ea,
Protects to -20. Keep 
your windows free of 




Made from 6 gauge 
copper wire with 200 
amp. clip.
Meets or exceeds new 
cor warranty. Made in 
Canada.
Park Free While You Shop Simpsoni-Seort, Orchard Park, Kelowna.











THUR. - FRI. - SAT.. NOV. 2-3-4
to demonstrate and answer any questions you may have.
illllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
3-Fotttfon Heirfit Adjustment — 
A touch raise* or lowers this 
Hoover to match your carpet, 
even the deepest shags.
Converts with Options! Tools—livery thing you 
need for effective cleaning of drapes, up­
holstery, bare Hoots, it's like getting two 
cleaners in onel
Triple-Action Cleaning—Every Hoover upright 
‘beats, as-it-sweeps, as-lt-cleans*, to remove not 
just surface fluff and dust, but also deep-down 
grit that can wear out rugs before their time.
The New Bey Orchard Perk Store Ifourtt
Open Daily 9:30 to 6 p.m. •— lliurMlay & Friday 9:30 to 9 p.m.
-PAVING I
It takes great features to 
make great value. The 
Hoover Dial-A-Matic has 
them all. Exclusive 
power dial. Set low, 
medium or high suction 
to suit the job. 
Large throwaway
bag inside a dust-proof molded case. 
Big, easy-rolling wheels. 
Triple-filtered exhaust air. 
Non-marking furniture guard. Plus 
the quality features shown below. 
See what we mean about value? 
Drop in and try the new 
Hoover Dial-A-Matic soon.
. to make your 
kouuwork taty.
Model No. 716—Hoover’s best quality upright 
cleaner. It features a wide angle headlight, a 2 
speed motor for very strong suction with tools, 
a zipper bag for quick bag change, 3 position 
handle, non-marking furniture guard and large 





Advertised prices In effect 'til 5:30 p^w. Saturday, November 4.







COKE TUMBLERS — 
Reg. 11c each...............-*' •»>*« 7** ‘
APPRECIATION DAYS
WED., THURS., FRL, SAT., NOVEMBER 1-2-3-4
Mr Leo Duhamel Manana of Marshall Wells stores, Kelowna, wishes to thank the people of Kelowna, Rutland and area for the terrific response during the Grand 
Onenino of the new March?1* Wells • Orchard Park. Appreciation Days are exactly as they sound. To show our appreciation to you, prices have been slashed in every de­
































Moffat Deluxe Automatic’Washer— , DATU
Large capacity tub, infinite water > DU 1 11
level control, spiral agitator, two- <
speed agitation, two-speed spin, > dH
lint free, detergent dispenser. Plus fiHTjH K*S fljR
many more great features.
Moffat Deluxe Automatic Dryer —
Large spin tub, lint screen, per- ' 'UHOHK 'jKJH 
manent press cycle, interior light, wMfflr WMfiOF
safety door switch.
I MOFFAT SPIN DRY WASHER 
i|| Rosewood top for same, only 9.95 extra. ...
all5 year guarantee, 1 year on 
parts. Thin wall construction. Flex 
lid opening.







G.E. 25" COLOR CONSOL TV
Reg. 229.95.
m” UIACUFD Moffat, heavy duty, infinite water ■< W A JalCK level control, water temp, control.
MAKE AT flDVCD Auto, cycle, timed drying, special 
FlUriAI UK I EK care cycle, fluff cycle......................
FROST-FREE FRIDGE Zenith 13'. Twin crispers, 
porcelain liner, zero zone freezer, adjust, shelves.,.............
WOODEN CLOTHES DRYER — 5 ZZ
Reg. 5.19. ........ .........; Special XOT
PANCAKE OR DONUT MAKER— .. IQ.
Reg. $2. ............... . . . . Special Wv
STAINLESS STEEL ROGERS FLATWARE — 
24-pce. set. HfiE
Reg. 24.95............................. k Special
GARAGE BROOMS — Ideal for side- ‘ DO* ” 
walk sweeping. Reg. 1.29.........Special OOV




.A GALVANIZED GARBAGE CANS — 5 M 
198.88 Reg. 6.25.................................... 'Special
I CHORE GIRLS — Buy two, y 20f 
700 QC I 9et one free..................... Special * for
177.7J I W|ND0W THERMOMETER — d f A 
. IAAF I ^e9* 2.49...................................Special 1.07
179.95 WEBCOR MINI 8 TRACK CAR STEREO TAPE
I PLAYER — Complete with 2 matched iA QE 
I 5" chrome grille speakers. Special *|7d77
347.77
MOFFAT RAH6E 198.88
INDESIT 9 CU, FL FRIDGEopt.R=3.22,189.95
ASHLEY HEATERS
4 TRACK PRE-RECORDED 1(U H
TAPES — Reg. 1.98..................... Special IJV ■
LLOYWXM7W, AC-DC 4Q QQ H
RADIOS — Reg. 21.50...........Special 10«00 ■
WESTINGHOUSE POCKET RADIOS — I 1A H
Reg. 7.95......................................Special O«‘I7 ■
ZENITH ELECTRIC FRY PANS — 4 A OQ B
Reg. 17.98................................. Special 14.00 ■
DESK LAMPS — Fluorescent light. A AA B
Reg. 9.95. ............................. Special 0a4> H'
F $125-00 AduFrom ~ | And Up
12 to 18 hours on a single fill. Uses up to 24-ihch wood 
lengths. Truly a fantastic bargain.
WESTINGHOUSE COMPONENT STEREO
Deluxe woodgrain cabinet, B OE ■ tI
Xi AM, FM, 8 Track, Speakers.... | f
G.E. 19" COLOR
Deluxe woodgrain cabinet, ' OE?







jBBBEdffi&M' •TSjSr- 'fl 11 
UI
Walnut arborite tops; dresser 
with tilt mirror; 4-drawer chest;
SHAG CARPET Asst, colors ..;......




.. sq. yd. 6.88
.. sq. yd. 3.95
.. sq. yd. 2.95
...... running foot, as low as
running foot, as low as
99c 
89c
7-PCE. RANCH STYLE DINETTE
6 high back choirs, self-levelling legs; ta- OO
ble 36"x72", walnut top. I jy
Asst, color chairs. Reg. 169.95.................... ■ 4Ki B
radio headboard. 470 QQ . IflTfUEil EUAIDC
Reg. 169.95 170.00 mllliEn lllAIKj Asst, colors
Now 2 Stores To Serve You Better
ea. 8.88
M STORES INSTANT CREDIT
FREE DELIVERY
M
w 384 BERNARD AVE. AND PHONE 762-2025ORCHARD PARK PHONE 762-2737 w
OIL HEATERS
I By Coleman .
35,000 BTU Cabinet 104.95
35,000 BTU Deluxe cabinet .... 127.95
i 147,000 BTU Deluxe cabinet .... 157.95
BLOWERSo?m±r’ o„iy 36.50
JUST ARRIVED CARLOAD 











, Deluxe quilt top. 00
v Reg. 199.95. Now only, unit I JU.00 
Plus many more mattresses and box 
springs on sale in all sixes. Up to 20 
year guarantee.
MW THE STORE 
IN KELOWNA 
to shop for 
VILAS ROCK MAPLE
FURNITURE
A large selection on display to choose 




3 PCE. COFFEE 
END TABLE SETS
Walnut Arborito Tops.
Reg. 49.95 .................. 32.88
HIDE-A-BEDS
Deluxe backs, spring filled mattress.
slzd bed.
Reg. 249.95 188.88
Sofa by day; 
bed by night 88.88
TABLE LAMPS colors, ca. 9.88
39" HOLLYWOOD
DREAM QUILT UNIT
Box spring, mattress, headboard, 6
legs, brackets. 
Complete unit 74.50
*
*
«
